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GARY PACKECO

FEBRUARY 4, 1988

Receiv~d a call from Ft. John Urell, chancellor of diocese of Orange.
He informed me that Gary Pacheco was at the house of prayer on administrative leeave
imposed by Bishop Mc Farland. Gary was in the process of incardination into the diocese.

Father Urell reported that first he talked with a mother and then with her son
about allegations regarding Gary.- The son is presently 21. A~out 7 or 8 years ago,

he claims, GAry took him to a motel and had sexual relations with him.

Ft. Urell talked with Gary. While not denying taking boys to motels while on days
off (e.g. during a visit to Disneyland) he denied emphatically any sexual acts.

The mother elaims~that the son is having severe difficulties, he was using
drugs and was dishonorably discharged from the service. ~o

At this point the bishop put Gary on administrative leve. If he hid admitted the
allegations he would have immediately severed his relation with the diocese.

5PM Called~and relayed above report.

Attorney  Client  Privileged

FEB.5 % Talked with Gary Paaheco
We did not discuss the actual incidents.
He did offer the fact that he is affectionate, but was more cautious lately because
ot things he ahd seen on TV (apparently re priests and pedophilia).
I told him he would probably be asked to undergo psych, evaluation.
He weemedwilling. I to!d him Ft. John Urell would probably contact him.
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FeS. 5

Talkeed ~ith Fr. Urell. He said that sinc~ Gary had admitted some indlssretions,
in taking boys on days off and staying in motels with them~ and even sleeping in
the same bed, the Bishop will not incardinate him~ and he returns to the diocese.
Meanwhile the diocese will pay for the evaluation. Ft. Urell will arrange for this.
with local psychologist . with

Feb 7 Fr. Urell called, said thatthe psychologist had raised some questions, concerning
reporting, and also what would the diocese want to do with the report if Gary
was no longer attached to them. Therefore, we agreed to do the evaluation and
larranged for this to be done at Jemez Springs with the Paracletes. I called Gary
and he agreed.    This evaluation took place Feb. 22-26.

I was in Jemez Sprnnings Feb. 26. I did have a 5rief opportunity to talk with Gary.
He indicated his willingnees to go through a program there for his own growth.

We said we would await the report and he would return to the prayer house in Orange.

I did talk with fR. ~rell and he agreed with this though questoned how long it
would be good for him to stay a t the prayer house.

March 7    Ft. Urell called and said that he had agreed with Gary he could stay
until the evaluation arrived, but a new devylopment had aoccured.
(cf. next page
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February 9, 1988

DIOCESE OF ORANGE

MARYWOOD CENTER
2811 EAST VILLA REAL DRIVE

ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92667-1999
(714) 974-7120

Province of Saint Barbara
1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, California 94601

RE: REVEREND GARY PACHECO, O.F.M.

Dear

Pursuant to our phone conversation of February 4,5, and 8, .1988, Bishop
Norman F. McFarland has deemed it necessary to mandate Father Gary
Pacheco back to the Franciscan Community from his service a_~_dexperimentum
in the Diocese of Orange.

Following the public accusations made against Father Pacheco, about
which no judgement has been made, and the admitted professional im-
prudences about which Father Pacheco has spoken, this decision is
made for Father Pacheco’s good and the good of the Church.

Father Pacheco returns to the Franciscan Community with the recommenda-
tion that he receive professional, psychologica] evaluation prior to
any future assignment,

Father Pacheco has been on administrative.leave from his parish assign-
ment as of February 4, 1988, and has since been residing at the House
of Prayer in Orange. He has been informed of this decision and is
awaiting further word from you.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

end John Urell
Chancel 1or
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GARY PACHECO

MARCH 7, 1988

Received a call from Fr. John Urell, chancel~or of Orange.

He was very concerned that Gary had visited families in the Huntington Beach area.
He had told him not to return to the parish, did not exactly say not to any homes,
but had presumed tha thought this very irresponsible of Gary.
Ap! (mother of the one making the allegations?) said
that she was talking about the situation with a friend who is a psychiatrist.
The. latter a mother with a number of sons was also alarmed because her sons might
be involved. In the conversation it became clea.r that Gary ahd visited in the area.
He had gone to a home and when the boys told them their parents, were not home he
left.

There were no allegations of wrong doing in this report, only the fear of the
families (at least iand the psychiatrist-friend) that he was
in the area when           been told by Fr. Urell that he was out of the area.

Fr. Urell then asked that he be moved from the area completely. He had told Gary
recently that he could stay a few days until the results of the testing at Jemez
Springs, but.now felt he should leave the county as soon ~ as possible.

I then phoned Gary and described the conversation from Fr. Urell. We agreed that
he would go to our retreat house in Malibu until we heard from the Paracletes.
He said he would try to go today (the understanding being if not today certainly
tomorrow).. Also it was clear he is not to visit families, etc,

I then phoned Ft. Ronal Collotty director at SerraRetreat Malibu and explainid
that Gary would be coming. Hewould welcome him..l explained a little of the
situation and asked him to alert us if there was any indication that he was
returning to the area, or any other reason for c~ncern. He said he would.

At__to rney Client Privile_g_e_ed

I finally ~= made contact with the Paracletes in Jemez Bprings. I talked
wiht Frank Luddy who spoke on behalf of the director Ft. Liam. He said although
they recommended the m~hle beginning in July, if it seemed better they would
arrange for him to comeright away and enter th~ program at Villa Louis Martin.
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CONFIDENTIAL

GARY PACHECO June 20, 1988

Applied to join the Diocese of Orange; accepted on probation.
Accused of molesting a young man 8 years ago. Gary denies this. So, who
is telling the truth? It was pointed out that a characteristic of people
who get involved in these things is total denial.
He admits that he takes young people on week@nds.
He was removed by the diocese from the parish where he was and sent to the
house of prayer. He was told not to go back to Huntington Beach; when he
did, he was terminated from the diocese, and thus he returns to theprovince.
He has t~id others that he does not want to be a friar, so apparently he will
be looking for another diocese.
At present we are legally responsible.
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Province o~ St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS ~500 34th Avenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

Gary Pacheco was. at Villa Louis Martin, Jemez Spr!ngs, New Mexico,

a treatment center run by the-Servants of the Paraclete,from

March ii, 1988 to September 2, 1988.
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Bates Number 63 was removed by the Plaintiffs at the request of the Franciscans.



GARY PACI-IECO

On October 27, 1992,~called the Provincial Office to report
that a sister of a young man had come to ~o report that her brother had been
sexually abused by Gary Pacheco some eight years ago. The victim is now 24.
The sister told~that the family found out about this a year ago. The victim
has been in counseling and the insurance has run out. She was coming to~i~
order to get continued cotmseling for her brother..

\                                                            /

\                                                        /

\                                                 /

\                                    /

\                              ./

\

Attorney Client Privileged
/

./
/

./
,/

/
,/

/
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¯Confidential

Memo : t o

From: ~ ’

Regarding: Gary Pacheco

Date: November 24, 1992

On November 4, .1992 "~informed me of allegations
of sexual abuse on the ~ of Gar Pacheco. The~
made by the to

i talked to
on ~November 7.

now 24 and living in                          claimed that
.s 8th to 14~h. year, on almost a weekly basis Gary

Pacheco, while visiting his family home would enter his
bedroom, fond~e his igentials, and then take~iii hand and
place ¯ it on his ow~:genitals. Though the parents were at
home at the time, this activity went unnoticed behind

a ~~. closed door. was a good friend of the family,Gary
r~est, and therefore trusted. Gary would see~~at

school as well, but there is no memory of any misconduct
there. At the time~iidid not tell his. parents for he

was confused by-this behavior, especially._~q~ge it was
initiated by a priest and frxend. Though~felt it to
be inappropriate, he wondered if any accusation would be
believed by his parents.

In retrospect,i~ shares that the experience caused him
to wonder if he were gay and led to feelings of shame and
confusion. It colored his sense of sexual self and

zed ambivale~ feelings~i~claims
was also abused but until the present

said that he wil! broach the top      .th
again and then suggest to us possible ways to

proceed.

denies

counseling while a .sophomore in college and
there was~helped by a professor in a psychology class to
remember these cases of abuse. After leaving college he
discontinued the counseling.

In conversation with Gary Pacheco (714-962-6790) he has
acknowledged the regular visits to the family home and
backrubs and feet massages to~in his bedroom. However,
he does not remember any sexual misconduct. He acknowledges
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that he was not aff~ctively mature. He
and he says ~hat he is sorry for any paln:he might have
caused him.

Action Recommended

i) CPS is to be notified. According to provinci~l policy,
this should be done atthe local level. ~has agreed to
do this with or without familial participation.
2) Counseling has been’offered to~, ~ut for now he
declines.
3) ~i parents have been invited to discuss this matter
with me or the provincial through~ -They, too, would
be welcome to counseling as well as the brother if so
desired.
4) Process Gary’s request to leave both the Order and the
priesthood, and along with this acknowledge Gary’s treatment
at Jemez Springs.
5) Be aware that~wants to confront Gar’ in person and
that Gary’s "poor memory" could provoke to raise the
ante, e. g., a legal suit.
6) I will continue to keep in touch with and make
available resources for his own recovery.

N. B. ~ comes across as a sensitive, mature, non-
vindictive person. .He’s recently become a father, and he
has some sense of concern for children in general - that
they .be protected.                            ~
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UNITED STA~ES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

)
)

Plaintiff )
)

v. )
)

~R. RICHARD T. COUGHLIN, BOYS )
~HOIR SCHOOL OF ORANGE COUNTY,)
~.k.a. ALL-AMERICAN BOY’S )
~HORUS, DIOCESE OF ORANGE )
~DUCATIONAND WELFARE )
~ORPORATION, aka ROMAN
~THOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE aka
~OMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF )
)RANGE, ROMANCATHOLIC )
iRCHBISHOP OF LOS ANGELES, )
~R. GARY PACHECO and )
~RANCISCA!~ FRIARS OF )
NtLIFORNIA, INC. )

Defendants )
)

Case No.

Waiver of Service of Summons

)roces s for
for service of

CALIFORNIA, INC..

I acknowledge receipt of your request that I waive service of
~ummons in the which is
~ase number in the United States District Court
~or the FORNIA. I have also received a
:opy of the complaint in the action, two copies of this instrument,
Lad a means by which I can return the signed waiver to you without
:ost to me.

I agree to save the cost of service of summons and an
Ldditiona~ copy of the complaint in this lawsuit by not requiring
:hat I (or the entity on whose behalf I am acting) be served with
~udicial process in the manner prcvided byRule 4~

I (or the entity on whose behalf I am acting) will retain all
lefenses or objections to the lawsuit or to the jurisdiction or
~enue of the court except for objections based on a defect in the
~ ...~Tunons or in the service of the summons.

I understand that a judgment may be entered against me (orthe
~arty on whose behalf I am acting) if an answer or motion under
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Duty to Avoid Unnecessary Costs of Service of Summons

Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires
.~tain parties to cooperate in saving unnecessarycostsof service

the summons and complaint.. A defendant located in the United
stes who, after being notified of an action and asked by a
sintiff located in the United States to waive service of a
mmons, fails to do so will be required to bear the cost of such
rvice unless good cause be shown for its failure to sign and
tnrn th~ waiver.

It is not good cause.for a failure to waive service that a
rty believes that the complaint is unfounded, or that the action
s been brought in an improper place or in a court that lacks
rlsdlctlon over the subject ma£ter of the action or over its
rson or property. A party who waives service of the summons
rains all’def~nses and obJectio~ (except-anyrelatlng to the
mmons or to the service of the summons), and may later.object to
e-Jurisdiction of the court or to the place where the action has
en brought.

A defendant who waives service must within the time specified
" the waiver form serve on. the plaintiff’s attorney (or

~epresented plaintiff) a response tO the complaint and must also
lea signed copy of the response with the court. If the answer
¯ motion is not served wlth~this time, a default Judgment may be
ken against.that defendant. By waiving service, a defendant is
lowed more time to answer than if the summons had been actually
,rved when the requestfor waiver of service was received.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

)
)

Plaintiff )

)v.
)

FR. RICHARD T. COUGHLIN, BOYS )
CHOIR SCHOOL OF ORANGE COUNTY,)
a.k.a. ALL-AMERICAN BOY’S )
CHORUS, DIOCESE OF ORANGE )
EDUCATION AND WELFARE )
CORPORATION, aka ROMAN )
CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE aka )
ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF
ORANGE, ROMAN CATHOLIC
ARCHBISHOP O~ LOS ANGELES,
FR. GARY PACHECO and
FRANCISCAN FRIARS~OF
CALIFORNIA, INC.

Case No i

Notice of Lawsuit and
Request for Waiver of
Service of Summons

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants ) NOTICE
)

TO:          Rev.                                   as         for service of
process for FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC..

A lawsuit has been commenced against the entity on whose
behalf you are addressed.    A copy of the Summons, Complaint,
Litigation Guidelines, Notice of Right to Consent to Disposition of

- a Civil Case by a United States Magistrate, Notice of Assignment to
a United States Magistrate Judge, and Notice to Counsel is attached

.to this notice. It has been filed in the United StatesDistrict
.Court for the ~nd has been assigned
docket number

This is not a formal summons or notification from the court,
but rather my request that you sign and return the enclosed waiver
of servi~e in order to save the cost of serving you with a judicial
summons and an a~itional copy of the complaint. The cost of
service will be avoided if I receive a signed copy of the waiver
within 3.0        days after the date designated below as the date
on which this Notice and Request is sent. I enclose a stamped and
addressed envelope for your use. An extra copy of the waiver is
also attached for your records.

If you comply with this request and return the signed waiver,
it will be filed with the court and no summons will be served on
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~. Coughlin, et.al.

Case No.

Notice of Lawsuit and Request
for Waiver of Service of Summons

Rev.

Page 2

you. The action will then proceed as if you had been served on the
date the wai~r is filed, except that you will not be obligated to
answer the complaint before 60 days from the date designated below

as the date on which this notice is sent.

If you do not return the signed waiver within the time
indicated, I will take appropriate steps to effect-formal service
in a manner authorized by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and

will then, to the extent authorized by those Rules, ask the court
to require you to pay the full costs of such service. In that
connection, please read the statement concerning the duty of
parties to waive the service of the summons, which is set forth on
the reverse side of the waiver-form.

I affirm that this request is being sent to you on behalf of
the plaintiff., this ~th       day of January           , _1994.

Attorney for Plaintiff
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

PLAINTIFF(S )

FR. RICharD T. COUG LIN, BOYS
CHOIR SCHOOL OF ORANGE COUNTY, a.k
ALL-AMERICAN BOY’ S CHORUS, DIOCESE
OF ORANGE EDUCATION AND WELFARE

SUMMONS

CORPORATION, ak~DEFENDANTS (S)
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE I. ~J    u~ __ \

rile with ~hl~ ~our~ ~nd ~erve upon

DATE:

Plaintiff’s attorney, whose address
MARK E. ROSEMAN, ESQ., Bar #82723
TIMOTHY M. O’CROWLEY, ESQ. @158549
LAW OFFICES OF BLUM & ROSEMAN, APC
1851 East First Street , Suite 850
Santa Ana, California 92705
(714)547-8801
an answer to the ~mplalnt which is herewith served upon you

wlth~n 20_______d.~ ~ter service o~ this summons upon you, excluslve
Of the day of servlae. I£ you fail to do so~ Judgment by default

will be taken asalnst you ~o~ the relief demandedin the eomplalnt.

1994

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT COURT

..... D~DUf, y ~l~k ~

SUMMONS
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1 (a) PLAINTIFFS

¯ ~ H. 0’~~ ~. fl1585~9

1851 E. First Strut, S~te 850
S~ta ~, ~ 92705~ 71~-~3-RRD1,,

BASIS OF JURISDICTION I,~c~ ~ x ,. o,~ .~ o.L,~

DEFENDANTS
~R. RIC. HAP, D T. COUGHLIN~ ~O¥S
SC~OO~ O~ O~BG~ COU~ ~.k.~. ~_

AMERICAN BOY’S CHORUS, DIOCESE OF
ORANGE EDUCATION AND WELFARE CORPO~N,

~,c~.~ (~ ~ ~d ~~ ~ OF ~, ~C.

IV. ORIGIN (e/J~C.//W x r,’ O~ SOX ONLY)

COMP~I~: ~.oe, r.,.c.,. ~ JURY DEMAND:

28 U.S.C. 1332 (Diversity)

VII.NATURE OF SUIT

~| |Olnl¢Ullln~
1ZO Ue-ne

[~. vm~ans)

._~L PRO,pERW
210 ~.~

Z30 R~t Lease L

PLAC, F. ~ x IV ~ BOX ONLI~

PERSONAL, INJURY

PE~O~ PRO~R~

~ ~S ~oo~

~NER P~ITIO~
~ ~ ! O ~obons ~ ~t~

~ ~5 Oe~lh
~ 540~ t ~

4 ! 0 ~nt~u ~t

glOS~e~ce

~ ST5 CUSI~ Cha~

State ~l~as

VIII.RELATED CASE(S}

~
JUDGE                      ~ DOCKET NUMgER

SIGNATURE ~ ~TTO~HEY ~F.RECO~O

DIll TEU S IA’I ES .DISTRICT COURT [CON T IHUED ON REVERSE SIDE}
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CIVIL COVER SIlEET"
(R ever,s~ Side.)

The JS-44 Civil Cover Sbeel and the information contained herein neilher replac~ nor supplemeat [he filing and servi~ of ple-adin~s
or nther papers as required by law. This form, approved by the Ju~/ici~l Coriferem~ of the U~JleA States in S~ptemb<:r 19"/4, is
required pursuant to LocM Rule 3.3 and is usexl by theCtetk of Cou~ for ~he purpo~ of inili~ti~g ~he civil docket sheet. (For more
de~ailed insuue.lions, rax~ ~parate imtru~tions

AFTE~ COMPLETIN~ THE FRONT SIDE-OF FORM
FI~s this aetioa pr~vio~l~

X_X_.__No Yes ~ No.

RELATED CA.SE(S)0 IF ANY: " ¯
CIVIL ~:ASES ARE DEEMED RELATED IF A PREVIOUSLY FILED CASE AND TtIE PRESENT CASE;

List the. California County_ or State (if other than California) in which each named plaintiff r~sides. (LI~ an additional sheet if
nec~ary)

List the California Couuty or State (if other than California) in which ~u:h ~med defcndaa! r~sides. (Us~ an additional sheet if
u~ss~ry)

M.~:~la CourtLy.

List the Cz|iforaia County or State (if o|her |hen Calil’omia) in which each claim arose, 0J~ ~m additional sheet if necessary)

Orange County

N AT[~.E OF

g6t |IIA

862                BL All �hhm for "l~hck L~nI" b~r~fltz ~nderTiOe 4, hrl B, o! Ihe Federal Cml Mir~ lle~lth znd S~fety Act of tg~P. (30
use

DIWc

D~

SSID

plus ell elaim~ filed

,, ,n~nded. (42 USC 405(Z))

All ©lairm for mpplernera.~l ~curhy ir~orne pa),m~nl~ ba~:d upon di~bitily ,filed under’Tille | 6 of~he Social Sc.~rhy Ac~t
e. emc~led.

~))
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~ TO GENERAL ORDER 194-Gr~ NOTICE MUST BE SERVED WITH THE SUMMC~S AND
COMPLAIRT OR ALL DEFENDAt~S. ADDITIONAL COPIES OF THIS NOTICZ HAVE BEEN PI%~IDED FOR

The parties ~ny

they desks to s~tp~late to

The parties na~ not S~l~lat~ to ~be designat~on o~ a s~L£Lc ~gLs~ate In a

of appeZla~.it altaL~a~Lvea under 28 UoS.C, $636(�)(3) or 28 U.S.C. $636(c)(4).

~RTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
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You should be aware that your decision to consent, or
~ot to c~sent,-to the ~eEe[~aL o[ y~z case to a United

a~ sh~ld be ~un~cated so~ely to the c~erk of the
~sttiet ~u[t by su~Ltt~ [o[e numbec ~-lt afte~ Lt
has ~en c~pLeted. Only ~£ ~ pa£tLes to the case
~nsent to the r£erence to a ~g~strate w~} either the

in£o[med o£ your ~ecision.

The parties may. stipulate to the designation of a
specific ~aglst~ate to conduct all further proceedings. A
space is p~ovided on the consent form ~or use by parties if
they desire to stipulate to a specific Maqistrate.

CV-20a 8/85 NOTICE.OF G.O. 194-G
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a specl[|c Magistrate in a"~ase wh’/ch has already been
ass|gnu1 to a M~ist[ate [o[ a [e~[~ a~ T~Mat£~.
IE t~-caee:has ~~ aesJg~ It g~l~ T~ln assig~

Forn nunber CV-II provides an opportunity 6o: i~rties
to designate their electLon of appel~te alternatives
under 28 U.S.C..SS35|c) 13)or 26 O.B.(:.

CLERK, UNITED STATES DIBTRICT COqJRT
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALILeORI~XĀ
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDG~

Pursuant to the Local Rules .Governing Duties of Magistrate Judges, Magistrate

Judge Charles F. Eick has been designated to hear discovery motions in the within action

at the discretion of the assigned District Judge.

Upon the filing of a discovery motion, the motion will be presented to the United

States District Judge for consideration and .may hereaRer be referred to the Magistrate

Judge for hearing and determination. _ -

The Magistrate Judge’s inidals should be used on all documents filed with the Court

so that the case number reads as follows:

NOTE: A COPY OF THIS NO,.~CE MUST BE SERVED IWITH THE SUMMONS

AND COMPLAINT ON ,/~LL DEFENDANTS.

M-9E (03/93) NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT TO UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
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MARK E. ROSEMAN, ESQ., Bar #82723
TLMOTHY M. O’CROWLEY,.ESQ. #158549
LAWOFFICES OF BLUM & ROSEMAN, APC
1851 East First Street, Suite 850
Santa Aria, California 92705
(714) 547-8801

FILED

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF:
COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA ANA OFFICE

................... I)EPUI~"

UNITED STATED DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Plaintiff,

FR. RICHARD T. COUGHLIN,
BOYS CHOIR SCHOOL OF
ORANGE COUNTY, a.k.a.
ALL-AMERICAN BOY’S CHORUS,
DIOCESE OF ORANGE EDUCATION
AND WELFARE CORPORATION, aka
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF
ORANGE aka ROMAN CATHOLIC
DIOCESE OF ORANGE, ROMAN
CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF
LOS ANGELES, FR. GARY PACHECO,)
and FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF )
CALIFORNIA, INC. )

)
Defendants )

)

CASE NO.

:OMPLAINT FOR:
1. SEXUAL ASSAULTA~D BATTERY;
2. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION

OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
3. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
4. NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION
5. VIOLATION OF STATUTE
6. SEXUAL ASSAULTANDBATTERY;
7. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
8. NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

NOW COMES the Plaintiff, who alleges as

follows:

...                            JURISDICTION

i. Plaintiff, ~hereinafter, Plaintiff, is

a citizen of the State of The jurisdiction of this

Court over the subject matter of the action is predicated, on 28

USC Section1332. The amount in controversy exceeds $50,000.00,

exclusive of interest and costs.
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2. Defendant FR. RICHARD T. COUG~LIN, hereinafter referred

to as FR. COUGRLIN, is a resident of the State of California.

3.    Defendant BOYS CHOIR SCHOOL OF ORANGE, also known as

"The All-Amerlcan Boys Chorus," hereinafter referred to as CHOIR,

is a non-proflt corporation with its principle place of business

in Orange County, California.

4.    Defendant DIOCESE OF ORANGE EDUCATION AND WELFARE

CORPORATION, also known as the "ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE",

aka "THE ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE" hereinafter DIOCESE, is

a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

of California.

5.    Defendant ROMAN CATHOLICARCHBISHOP OF LOS ANGELES, is

an unknown business entity, having its principle place of business

in the County of Los Angeles, California.

6.    Defendant FRANCISCAN FR!ARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC.,

hereinafter referred to as FRANCISCANS is, and at all times herein

mentioned was, an unknown business entity, having its principle

place of business in Oakland, California.

7.    Defendant FR. GARY PACHECO hereinafter FR. PACHECO is a

resident of the State of California.

8. The incidents of alleged childhood sexual abuse and other

factors giving rise to each of the Claims,.herein alleged, took

plac 9 in Orange County, California.

\\\

\\\
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BACKGROUND

9. Plaintiff, born £slyears old, and at

all times the allegations of sexual abuse and/or negligence are

mentioned, herein, was a minor.

i0.     Defendant CHOIR, was established in 1970, by I~,.."

~OU~H~IN, who was employed, monitored and otherwise supervised by

the CHOIR, as its music director, until January 1993.

ii. Plaintiff was a member of the CHOIR between and

~ and at all times during that membership, FR. COU~I~ was

the.music director in charge of training members of the C~OIR.

12. Between 1976 and 1983, Dsfendant DIOCESE was the parent

eecleslatic body where the Bishop, by whom FR. COUG~LI~ was

employed, supervised or otherwise controlled, was venued.

13.    Prior to 1976, Defendant DIOCESE/LA was the parent

eeclesiatlc body where the Bishop by whom FR. COO~Wr.IN was

employed, supervised or otherwise controlled, was venued.

14. ~Between 1978 and 1983, defendant FRA~CISCANS was the

parent ecclesiastic body to which PAC!~CHO reported, and bywhom

he was employed, supervised or otherwise controlled.

I.

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Sexual Assault and Battery

(Plaintiff vs. FR. COUGHLI~)

215. PLAINTIFF realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1-14,

inclusive, above, by this reference, into the allegations of this

Claim for Relief.

16. At all times herein mentioned, FR. COUGH~IN Was a Roman

Catholic priest assigned to the DIOCESE/LAor DIOCESE, and was the

music director of the CHOIR. At all times herein mentioned, FR.
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COUGHLIN worked for the Bisho~ of Los Angeles County and/or for

the Bishop of Orange County.

17. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and on such

information and belief alleges that each of the Defendants are

now, and. have been at all times herein mentioned, the agent,

servant, employee, partner, associate, Joint venturer, co-

participant, co-conspirator and/or principal of or with each of

the remaining Defendants, and that each Defendant has been, at all

times herein mentioned, acting within the scope of such

relationship and with the full knowledge, consent, authority,

ratification, and/or permission of each of the remaining

Defendants.

18. Wherever appearing in this Complaint, each and every

reference to Defendants, or any of them, is intended to, and shall

be deemed to, include all fictitiously named Defendants.

19. During Plaintiff’s childhood, between the approximate

ages of ten (i0) years old, until approximately fifteen (15) years

of age, (1978 through June 1983), FR. COUGHLIN did, with intent,

malice, willfulness and oppression, repeatedly and continually

sexually batter, assault, molest and abuse the Plaintiff on or

¯ about his body and person, including but not limited to fondling

the Plaintiff’s genitalia on bus rides to and from chorus

engagements, soaping Plaintiff’s body during showers, and wiping

excess water from Plaintiff’s body after showering, with

defendant’s own hands.

20. The period

psychological injury

of Plaintiff’s discovery that his

illness, occurring after the age of

majority, was caused by the sexual abuse of FR. COUGHLIN, began in
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or about 1993, when Plaintiff initially realized, and understood,

the link between his alleged childhood sexual abuse and the

psychological injury or illness in his adulthood. Prior to 1993,

Plaintiff was reasonably and blamelessly prevented from knowing,

discovering or otherwise being cognizant that his psychological

injury or illness, occurring after the age of.majority, was the

resultant psychological legacy of his childhood sexual abuse, by

FR. COUGHLIN.

21. As a result of the sexual acts committed upon Plaintiff

by FR. COUGHLIN, Plaintiffpsychologically buried some details of

the herein alleged childhood ~exual abuse.

22. ~As a proximate result of FR. COUGHLIN’S aforesaid sexual

conduct, Plaintiff has been damaged as will be more particularly

set forth, below.

23, In doing the acts hereinabove described, FR. COUGHLIN

acted with willfulness, malice and oppression, Justifying a future

award of punitive damages. Plaintiff reserves the right to amend

this complaint pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure

425.14, for leave to request punitive or exemplary damages.

24. That as a direct and proximate result Of the conduct Of

FR. COUGHLIN, Plaintiff has been injured in his psychological and

physical health, including, but not limited to, feelings of

helplessness, great shame, embarrassment, humil~ation, fear,

confusion about himself, guilt, self-blame, self-hate, anxiety,

extreme depression, spiritual 10ss, psychosomatic and sleep-

related complaints,    difficulty forming meaningful trust

relationships, and other long-termpsychological sequelae, all to

-Plaintiff’s damage in general damage dollar sums, subject to
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proof, at time of trial.

25. The actions of FR. COUGHLIN, as alleged, herein,

shattered the natural human trust inherent in any adult-child

relationship with an Alter Christi, ethereal figure, and moral

arbiter of right and wrong, thereby contributing to continued and

deep-seated psychological injuries to Plaintiff, necessitating the_

need for past, present and future psychological care and

treatment, and to a loss of earnings and future earning capacity,

all contributing to Plaintiff’s damages in a dollar sum subject to

proof at time of trial.

II.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF

(Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress)
(Plaintiff v. FR. COUGHLIN)

26. ~Plaintiff realleges and incorporates as if fully stated,

herein, each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 15

through 25, inclusive, of the First Claim For Relief.

27. At all times mentioned herein, FR. COUGHLINwas a Roman

Catholic Priest and director of the CHOIR.    At all times.during

the conduct complained of in paragraph 19 of Plaintiff’s First

Claim For Relief, FR. COUGHLIN had actual care and control of the

then minor Plaintiff relinquished to him by Plaintiff’s trusting

parents, thereby creating a special relationship between himself

and the then minor Plaintiff.
/-

28. Acting with knowledge of his superior spiritual position

and special fiduciary relationship with the Plaintiff, and

realizing the special susceptibility to emotional distress due to

Plaintiff’s tender age, and his temporary dependency upon him, FR.

COUGHLIN intentionally .and repeatedly humiliated and embarrassed

Plaintiff while sexually battering and assaulting Plaintiff,
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thereby directly or indirectly threatening/intimidating him not to

tell others of these acts.

29. Said acts of FR. COUGHLIN were done without just cause,

provocation, legal consent or complicity.

30. FR. COUGHLIN’S alleged acts of sexual molestationwere

intentional, willful and malicious and done for the purpose of

causing Plaintiff to ~ suffer humiliation, mental anguish and

emotional distress or with reckless disregard for the likelihood

that he would cause Plaintiff such distress.

31. As a proximate result of the aforesaid sexual

molestation conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has been damaged as

alleged, above, at paragraphs 24 and 25 of the First Claim For

Relief.

32. In doing the acts hereinabove described, FR. COUGHLIN

acted with willfulness, malice and oppression justifying a future

award of punitive damages. Plaintiff reserves the right to amend

this complaint pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure

425.14, and to bring a motion for leave to request punitive or

exemplary damages.

III.

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress)

(Plaintiff vs. FR. COUGHLIN)

o~33. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates as if fully stated

herein each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 15

through 18, 20 through 21, of the First Claim For Relief.

34. Defendant, in his special relationship as a trusted

Roman CatholicPriest, had the du~y to exercise ordinary care

regarding Plaintiff, and should have known that his secretive pre-

OFMPACH 1
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sexual grooming and conditioning conduct of the then minor

Plaintiff would likely cause, and did cause, Plaintiff to suffer

emotional distress and mental anguish.

35. As a proximate result of the secretive pre-sexual

negligence and carelessness of Defendant, Plaintiff has been

injured in his psychological and physical health, including but

not limited to feelings of shame, embarrassment, humiliation,

anxiety, lack of trust, spiritual loss, and other long-term

psychological sequelae, all to Plaintiff’s general damage, subject

to proof at time of trial.

36. FR. COUGHLIN breached his natural and legal duties to

Plaintiff by digressing from the natural order of interaction

between a trusted priest, and minor child, by engaging in

secretive pre-sexual grooming and conditioning conduct separable

from the actual inherently harmful acts of molestations, as

distinguished in legal theory by Horace Mann Insurance

Barbara B., (1993) 4 Cal.3d 1076. Such separate conduct included,

but was not limited to, the non-sexual psychological conditioning

by FR. COUGHLIN of the Plaintiff, directed towards maintaining his

sexually abusive conduct, such as grooming Plaintiff to submit to

his sexual contacts by shaming and confusing Plaintiff into

accepting, without protest, acts of childhood sexual abuse.

/37. Likewise, FR. COUGHLIR engaged in specific individual

non-sexually Coercive, and harassing actions relevant to

Plaintiff, including scaring and intimidating the Plaintiff, and

turning trust into opportunity to molest, thereby causing the

occurrences and the secreting of the incestuous conduct FR.

COUGHLIN perpetratrated on Plaintiff.
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38. Plaintiff discovered all the facts essential to this

Claim for Relief within one year of the filing of this Complaint.

39. The negligent, secretive pre-sexual conditioning conduct

of FR. COUG~LIN, as alleged, herein, shattered thenatural human

trust inherent in any adult-child relationshi p with an Alte_____~r

Christi, ethereal figure, andmoral arbiter of right and wrong,

thereby contributing to continuing and deep-seated psychological

injuries to Plaintiff, necessitating ~he need for past, .present

and future psychological care and treatment, all of which has

resulted in loss of earnings and future earning capacity, thereby

contributing .to Plaintiff’s further damages in a dollar sum

subject to proof at time of trial.

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Negligent Supervision)

(Plaintiff v. CHOIR, DIOCESE, and DIOCESE/LA)

40. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates as if fully stated

herein each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 15

through 25, of the First Claim For Relief.

41. Defendantslwere informed prior to or contemporaneously

to Plaintiff’s childhood sexual abuse that COUGHLIN had molested

members of the ~"AII- American Boy’s Chorus." Defendants were

informed by third parties, prior to the termination of Plaintiff’s

molestations, that FR. COUGHLIN had molested members of the "All-

American Boy’s Chorus."

42. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that Defendants knew or in the exercise of reasonable diligence

should have known, that FR. COUGHLIN was neither qualified nor

able to function as a responsible, and trustworthy child care
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custodian, and that an undue risk to children, such as the class

of individuals including Plaintiff, existed, because Defendants

did not adequately supervise FR. COUGHLIN.

43. Defendants breached their duty to Plaintiff, arising

from the special relationship Plaintiff.had with Defendants, and

the foreseeability of harm to Plaintiff, to supervise FR.COUGHLIN,

by failing to take any action upon notice ofCOUGHLIN’S conduct as

referred to in the First Claim For Relief.

44. That had Defendantsadequately performed their duties to

supervise FR. COUGHLIN, Plaintiff would not have been subject to

some or all of the conduct of HR. COUGBLIN as alleged in the First

Claim For Relief.

45. As a result of the of Defendants breaching their duty to

competently supervise FR. COUGHLIN, Defendant COUGHLIN maintained

his position as chorus director, and was afforded the continued

opportunity to be alone, and unsupervised, with minor children,

including the Plaintiff.

46. As a further result of the fiilure of Defendants to

competently .supervise ~R. COUGHLIN, no report of the sexual

molestation of the minor was made pursuant to section 11166 of the

California Penal Code.

47. The failure of Defendants to adequately supervise FR.

COUGHLIN was the legal and proximate cause o2 Plaintiff’s

injuries, as more specifically stated, at paragraphs 24 and 25 of

the First Claim For Relief, and incorporated, herein.

48.    Plaintiff discovered all the fact essential to this

Cause of Action within one year of the filing of this Complaint.

\\\
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FIFTH C~AIM FOR RELIEF
(Negligence - Violation of Statute)

(Plaintiff v. CHOIR, DIOCESE, DIOCESE/LAand
FRANCISCANS)

49. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates as if fully set

forth herein each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

through 47 of this Complaint, and paragraphs 62 through 68 of the

Sixth Claim for Relief, below.

50. After the Child Abuse Reporting Act took effect in 1980,

Defendants by and through their employees and agents, as "Child

care custodians," had a statutory duty to report known or

suspected incidence of sexual molestation of minors to a child

protective agency, pursuant to Child Abuse Reporting Act,

.California Penal Code Section 11164, et. seq.

51. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that Defendants knew, or in the exercise of reasonabi~ diligence

should have known, that FR. COUGHLIN and/or FR. PACHECO had

sexually molested or otherwise caused non-accidental injuries to

a minor giving rise to a duty to report such conduct under section

11166 of the California Penal Code, and that an undue risk to

children, such as Plaintiff, existed because Defendants did not

comply with those reporting requirements.

52. By failing to report the molestation knownor reasonably

know~ to Defendants, and ignoring the fulfillment of the mandated

compliance with reporting requirements provided by ~alifornia

Penal Code Section 11166, Defendants created the risks and dangers

contemplated by the Child Abuse Reporting Act, and exposed

Plaintiff to the molestations that subsequently occurred.

53. In 1980, and thereafter, Plaintiff was one of the class

11 OFM PACH 1
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of persons whose protection ~alifornia penal Code Section 11166

was specifically adopted.

54. That had Defendants adequately performed their duties

mandated by section 11166 ofthe Penal Cod__e, a report of molest to

a child protective agency would have been made in 1980, resulting

in the involvement of trained child sexual abuse case workers.

55. That the foreseeable result of a mandated reporting to

a child protective agency, in 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983, would

have.been to protect the Plaintiff, by initiating an investigation

by trained child sexual abuse counselors, who had the potential to

change the then existing arrangements and conditions between

Plaintiff and FR. COUGHLIN and/or FR. PACHECO, (ie: recommend

police investigation leading to criminal prosecution, removal of

FR. COUGHLIN as director, provide~ chaperones so FR. COUGHLIN and

FR. PACHECO would not be unmonitored with the children) which

theretofore provided the basis for the access and opportunity for

the Plaintiff’s molestations as alleged.

56.    The physical and emotional damages resulting from

continued sexual molestations of the Plaintiff, by FR. COUGHLIN

and FR. PACHECO are the nature of damages California Penal_ Cg~e

Section 11161.5 was designed to prevent.

57. As a legal and proximate result of the negligence of

Defendants, and the foreseeable resultant molestations, Plaintiff

was injured in his health, strength and activity, thereby

sustaining long-term and future psychological sequelae as a child

molestation victim, including shame, loss of self-esteem, injury

to his nervous system and person, and spiritual loss, all of which

injuries have caused and continue to cause him great mental, and

12 OFMPACH1
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nervous pain and suffering. Plaintiff is informed and believes,

and thereon alleges that such injuries have resulted in permanent

disability to him.

58.    As a further legal and proximate result of the

Defendants’.negligence herein alleged, Plaintiff has been damaged

in that he has been required in the past, and will be required in

the future, to expend money and incur obligations for medical

services, including psychotherapy, drugs and sundries reasonably

required~ in the further treatment and relief of the injuries

herein alleged in an amount to be proven at time of trial.

59. As a further legal and proximate result of the

negligence of Defendants, Plaintiff’s earning capacity has been

greatly impaired for the future, in an amount according to proof

at time of trial.

60. Plaintiff discovered all the facts essential to this

Cause of Action within one year of the filing of this Complaint.

VI.

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(SEXUAL ASSAULT AND BATTERY)

(Plaintiff v. FR. PACHECO)

61. PLAINTIFF realleges and incorporates as if fully stated,

herein, eachand every allegation contained in Paragraphs 15 and

17~ of the First Claim For Relief.

62. During Plaintiff’s childhood, between the approximate

age of ten years old, until approximately fifteen years of age,

(1978 through June 1983), Defendant FR. PACHECO did, with intent,

malice, willfulness and oppression, repeatedly and continually

sexually batter, assault, molest .and abuse the Plaintiff on or

OFM PACH 1
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about his body and person, including but not limited to fondling

and the plaintiff, and forcing the plaintiff to place his hand on

FR. PACHECO’S penis, skin to skin.

63. The period of Plaintiff’s discovery that his

psychological injury or illness, occurring after his age of

majority, was caused by the sexual abuse of ~R. PACHECO, began in

1993, when he initially realized that it was this sexual abuse

that caused his psychological injury or illness in adulthood.

Prior to 1993, Plaintiff was reasonably and blamelessly prevented

from knowing or discovering or becoming aware that his

psychological injury or illness, occurring after the age of

was caused by his childhood sexual abuse, bymajority,

PACHECO.

64. As a result of the sexual acts committed upon Plaintiff

by Defendant FR. PACHECO, Plaintiff psychologically buried some

details, of the herein alleged childhood sexual abuse.

65.    As a proximate result of FR. PACHECO’S aforesaid

conduct, Plaintiff has been damaged as will be more particularly

set forth, below.

66.    in doing the acts hereinabove .described, Defendant

PACHECO acted with willfulness, malice and oppression, justifying

a future award of punitive damages. Plaintiff reserves the right

to.a~..end this complaint pursuant to California Lode of civil

Procedure 425.14, to bring a motion for leave to request punitive

or exemplary damages.

67. That as a direct and proximate result of the conduct of

FR. PACHECO, Plaintiff has been injured in his psychological and

physical health, including, but not limited to, feelings of
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helplessness, great shame, embarrassment, humiliation, fear,

confusion about himself, guilt, self-blame, self-hate, anxiety,

extreme depression, spiritual loss, psychosomatic and sleep-

related complaints,    difficulty forming meaningful trust

relationships, and other long-termpsychologlcal sequelae, all to

Plaintiff’s damage in general damage dollar sums, subject to

proof, at time of trial.

68. The actions of FR. PACHECO, as alleged, herein,

shattered the natural human trust inherent in any adult-child

relationship with an alter Christi, ethereal figure, and moral

arbiter of right and wrong, thereby contributing to continued and

deep-seated psychological injuries to Plaintiff, necessitating the

need for past, present and future psychological care and

treatment, resulting in loss of earnings and futur~ earning

capacity, all contributing to Plaintiff’s further damages in a

dollar sum subject to proof at time of trial.

VII.

SEVENTH CLAIM FOR REL!E~
(Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress)

(Plaintiff v. FR. PACHECO)

69. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates as if fully stated

in Paragraphs 15 and 17 of the First Claim For Relief.

70. Defendant FR. PACHECO, in his special relationship as a

trusted Franciscan Priest, had the duty to exercise-ordinary care

regarding Plaintiff, and should have known that his secretive pre-

sexual, grooming and conditioning conduct of the then minor

Plaintiff would likely cause, and did cause, Plaintiff to suffer

emotional distress and mental anguish.

71. As a proximate result of the secretive pre-sexual

15
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negligence and carelessness of FR. PACHECD, Plaintiff has been

injured in his psychological and physical health, including but

not limited to feelings of shame, embarrassment, humiliation,

anxiety, lack of trust, and other long-term psychological

sequelae, all to Plaintiff’s general damage, -subject to proof at

time of trial.

72. Defendant FR. PACHECO breached his natural and lega!

duties to Plaintiff by digressing from the natural order of

interaction between a trusted priest, and minor child, by engaging

in secretive pre-sexual, grooming and conditioning conduct

separable from the actual inherently harmful acts of molestations,

as distinguished in legal theory by Horace Mann Insurance Company

v. Barbara B., (1993) 4 Cal.3d 1076.    Such separate conduct

included, but was not limited to, the non-sexual psychological

conditioning by FR. PACHECO of the Plaintiff, directed towards

maintaining his sexually abusive conduct, such as grooming

Plaintiff to submit to his sexual contacts by shaming and

confusing Plaintiff into accepting, without protest, acts of

childhood sexual abuse.

73. Likewise, FR. PACHECO .engaged in specific individual

non-sexually coercive, and harassing actions relevant to

Plaintiff, including scaring and intimidating the Plaintiff into

secreting the incest he perpetratrated on him.

74. Th~ negligent secretive pre-sexual conditioning conduct

by FR. PACHECO, as alleged , herein, shattered the natural human

trust inherent in any adult-child relationship, especially when

the adult was a trusted priest, thereby    contributing to

continuing and deep-seated psychological injuries to Plaintiff,
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necessitating the need for past, present and future psychological

care and treatment, all of which has resulted in loss of earnings

and future earning capacity, thereby contributing to Plaintiff’s

further damages in a dollar sum subject to proof at time of trial.

75. Plaintiff discovered the facts essential to this Claim

for Relief within one year of the filing of this Complaint.

VIII.

EIGHTH CLAIM.....FO~ RELIEF
(Negligent Supervision)

(Plaintiff v. FRANCISCANS)

76. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates as if fully stated

herein each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs 61

through 68, of the Sixth Claim For Relief and paragraphs 70

through 75 of the Seventh Claim For Relief.

77. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that ~RANCISCANS knew~ or in the exercise of r~asonabl~ diligence

should have known, that FR. PACHECO was neither qualified nor able

to be a trustworthy and responsible child care custodian, and that

an undue risk to children, such as Plaintiff existed because

Defendant .FRANCISCANS did not adequately train and supervise

PACHECO.

78. Defendant FRANCISCANS breached their duty to supervise

PAC~CO, by failing to take any action upon their imputed notice

of-F~. PACHECO’S conduct.

79. That had Defendants FRANCISCANS adequately performed

their duties to supervise FR. PACHECO, the Plaintiff would not

have been subject to some or all of the alleged sexual abuse

conduct perpetrated by FR. PACHECO.

80. As a result of FRANCISCANS breaching their duty to
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competently supervise FR. PACHECO, Defendant FR. PACHECO was

permitted to maintain his position as a trusted priest and allowed

to be alone and unsupervised with the Plaintiff.

81. As a further result of the failure of FRANCISCANS to

competently supervise FR~ PACHECO, no report of the sexual

molestation of the minor was made pursuant to section 11166 of the

California Penal Code.

82.    The failure of Defendants FRANCISCANS to adequately

supervise FR. -PACHECO was the legal and proximate cause of.

Plaintiff’s injuries, to his psychological and physical health,

including but not limited to to feelings of shame, embarrassment,

humiliation, anxiety, spiritual !oss, lack of trust, and other

long-term psychological sequelae, all to Plaintiff’s general

damage, subject to proof at time of trial.

83. The negligent supervision, as herein alleged, shattered

the natural human trust inherent in Plaintiff’s relationship with

a trusted and revered religious order, and moral arbiter of right

and wrong, thereby contributing to continued deep-seated

psychological injuries to Plaintiff, necessitating the need for

past, present and future psychological care and treatment, and to

a loss of earnings and future earning capacity, all contributing

to Plaintiff’s damages in a dollar amount subject to proof at time

oft~ial.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for Judgment against the

defendants as follows:

i.     For general compensatory damages for past, present and

future psychological, emotional and physical pain, suffering,
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distress an~ injury.

2.    For past, present and future medical and mental health

and incidental expenses in an amount to be proven.

o

For loss of earnings and of earning capacity in an

amount to be proven.

For legal interest on judgment according to code.

For costs of suit incurred herein.

For such other relief as the Court deems proper.

Datedl January I~ 1994 BLUM & ROSEMAN, APC

Esq.
Attorney for Plaintiff

Dated=

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

January[~ 1994 BLUM. & ROSEMAN,

MARK E. ROSEMAN, Esq.
Attorney for Plaintiff
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FI L"

Gary

Movember 24, ...19.92

.. Con fiden£ial ~

retrospec~,i~ishares tha~ the experience caused him

colored his sense of sexual s~if and      -

that he w!!l broach the topic with
~~~~~i~an~ th~n suggest to us poasib!~-ways to

counseliag While a sophomore in college and
there was h~iped by ~ professor in a psychology cl~ss to
remember ~hese caseS~ of abuse. A£ter leaving college h~
dis~ntlnued the counseling.
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~ctiQn Recommended

Counseling has b~en:offered ~Ut for now he.

6) ~ will continue to keep in touch
avail~bl~ re$OurOes for his own recovery.

a~d ~ake

N.B. comes acrOSS as a sensitive, "mature~ non-
.~ person. .He’s recent!y become a fsther,and

has som~ s~nse of c~n~ern for children~in general - that
they be protected.
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Mark E. Roseman, Esq.
May 3, 1994
Page~3

bcc:Sheryl Bandy
Fr. Mel Jurisich, OFM

L: \0418\ \rose3, ttr
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRALDISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

)
-)

Plaintiff, )
)

Vo )
)

FR. RICHARD T. COUGHLIN, ET AL., )
)

Defendants,- )
)
)

CASE NO.
(~:X)

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT
ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP
OF LOS ANGELES" MOTION TO
DISMISS

On March 4, 1994, defendant Roman Catholic Archbishop of Los

Angeles filed a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim.

The Court waived oral argument pursuant to Local Rule 7.11.

After considering the. parties’ written submissions, the Court

concludes that the defendant has not shown that plaintiff,s claim

has lapsed or that plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support

of his claim. Therefore, the motion to dismiss is DENIED.

//

//
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FACTS

This is a diversity action. Plaintiff

is a citizen of the State of iDefendant

Boys Choir of Orange County ("Boys choir") was established in

1970, in Orange County, California. Defendant Father Richard T.

Coughlin ("coughlin") founded the Boys Choir and. was its music

director from 1970 %tntil January 1993. Defendants Roman Catholic

Bishop of Orange, a California corporation, and Roman Catholic

Archbishop of Los Angeles ("Archbishop"), a corporation sole, are

alleged to have been the supervisors of Coughlin at the time the

alleged incidents took place. Defendant Father Gary Pacheco

("Pacheco") is a member of defendant Franciscan Friars of

California.

In his complaint, filed on January 14, 1994,

alleges the following facts. He was born and was

25 years old at~the time this complaint was filed. Heattained

his age of majority on March 22, 1986. Between the ages of i0

and 15, i.e. from 1978 to 1983 a member of the Boys

Choir. During that time, he alleges that he was sexually abused

by Coughlin and Pacheco. Coughlin allegedly fondled

genitalia and washed and dried during showers. Pacheco

allegedly fondled forced to toubh his

genitals.

alleges he discovered in or about 1993 that "it was

this sexual abuse that caused his psychological injury or illness

in adulthood." Id. at 14. Prior to 1993,             ialleges that

he was reasonably prevented from being Cognizant that the
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psychological injury was the legacy of his childhood abuse by

Coughlin and Pacheco. I__d.

The plaintiff alleges that he has needed psychological

treatment to deal with his "feelings of helplessness, great

shame,.embarrassment, humlllatlon, fear," and other long. term.

psychological problems. Id__~. at 5. In addition, he alleges that

he has lost both presen t and future earnings due to his deep

seated psychological injuries.

are for sexual assault andbattery against

Coughlin and Pacheco, negligent infliction of emotional distress

against Coughlin and Pacheco, negligent supervision against the

Boys Choir, Diocese of Orange, and the Archbishop, and violation

of the Child Abuse Reporting Act, § Ii166 of the California Penal

Code, against, the Boys Choir, Diocese of Orange, the Archbishop,

and the Franciscans.

DISCUSSION

The Archbishop filed this motion pursuant to F~R.Civ.P.

12(b)(6) to dismissthe claims against it for negligent

supervision and violation of the Child Abuse Reporting Act, the

fourth and fifth claims in . The Archbishop

argues that have lapsed. Furthermore, the

Archbishop argues that it was not the employer of Coughlin at the

time the alleged incidents took place nor was it required to

report the alleged incidents under the Child Abuse Reporting Act.

This issue is one that can be addressed in a motion for summary

judgment. The discovery issue may also be addressed in the same

way.

3
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Fed.R.CiV. P. 12(b)(6) provides for dismissal where the

complaint .fails to state a claim upon which relief can be

granted. In reviewing a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, the court must

accept as true all material allegations in the complaint, as well

as reasonable inferences that can be drawn th.erefrom, and must

construe those facts and inferences in a light most favorable to

the ~non-moving party. See NL Industries, Inc. v..., Kaplan, 792

F.2d 896, 898 (9th Cir. 1986). "When a motion to dismiss is

based on the running of the statute of limitations, it can be

granted only if the assertions-of the complaint, read with the

required liberality,, would not permit the plaintiff to prove that

the statute was tolled." Jablon v...D.ean Witter& Co., 614F.2d

677, 682 (gth Cir. 1980).

Limitations
Wer~Filed Within the Statute o________~

filed this complaint pursuant to § 340.1 of the

California Code.of Civil Procedure. Section 340.1 provides:

(a) In any action for recovery of damages suffered as a
result of childhood sexual abuse, the time for
commencement of the action shall be within eight years
of the date the plaintiff attains the age of majority
or within three years of the date the plaintiff
discovers orreasonably should have discovered that
psychological injury or illness occurring after the age
of majority was caused by the sexual abuse, whichever
occurs later.
* * *

(k) The amendments to¯this section enacted at the 1990
portion of the 1989-90 Regular Session shall apply to
any action commenced on or after January i, 1991.

The language of this section is clear. ¯ complaint

was filed on January 14, 1994, after the effective date provided

in § 340.19k). His complaint was filed.within eight years of
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attaining majority, approximately two months before his 26th

birthday. Furthermore, filed his complaint within three

years from the date he discovered his psychological injuries were

caused by the defendant. Under § 340.i complaint was.

timely filed.           ~

II. ,

The Archbishop argues that under § 340.1, claims

have lapsed. The 1991 a~endment to § 340.1 liberalized the

statute of limitations for childhood sexual abuse claims.

Typically, claims for personal injuries are subject to a one year

statue of limitations. "For injuries suffered during childhood,

the statute is tolled until the plaintiff reaches majority on his

or her 18th birthday." David A. v. Superior Court (Jane D.), 24

Cal. Rptr.2d 537, 539 (1993). "In effect the deadline for filing

suit is the plaintiff’s 19th birthday." I__d.

Claims for childhood sexual abuse were subject to the same

statute of limitations until § 340.1 was enabted, in 1987. I

I Former § 340.1 provided in.pertinent part: "(a) In any civil
action for injury or illness based upon lewd or lascivious acts
with a child under the age of 14 years, fornication, sodomy, oral
copulation, or penetration of genital,or anal openings of another
with a foreign object, in which this conduct is alleged to have
occurred between a household or family member and a child where the
act upon which the action is based occurred before the plaintiff
attained the age of 18 years, the time for commencement of the
action shall be three years.
*                  ,
(d) Nothing in the bill [sic] is intended to preclude the courts
from applying delayed discovery exceptions to the accrual of a
cause of action for sexual molestation of a minor.
(e) This section shall apply to both of the following:
(i) Any~action commenced on or after January I, ~ 1987, including any
action which would be barred by application of the period of
limitation applicable prior to January I, 1987.

5
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~Section 340.1 ~ppliedto any Claims of childhood sexual abuse

.alleged against a family or household member. S~ch claims could

be brought until the child’s 21st birthday. In addition to

extending the time in which such an action could be brought, the

legislature allowed previously lapsed claims to be revived. The

198~ version of § 340.1 which stated that the statute applied to

"any action which would be barred by application of the period of

limitation applicable prior to January i, 1987" unmistakably

revived lapsed claims.

In 1990, the legislature amended § 340.1 and in so doing

liberalized the statute of limitations for childhood sexual abuse

claims. Section 340.1 claims were extended to all persons, not

just family or household members. Furthermore, the limitation

periond was extended to age 26, orthree years after the date

plaintiff became aware of~the sexual abuse. However, the

legislature, excised from the statute the provision that all

previously lapsed claims were revived.

The Archbishop argues that               claims first lapsed in

1987 when he reached his 19th birthday. The claims were revived

with the enactment of § 340.1 in 1987, but lapsed again in 1989

when Archambo reached 21.. Because § 340.1 no longer explicitly

states that it revives lapsed claims, the Archbishop argues that

claims were not revived in 1991 when § 340.1 was

amended.

The Archbishop cites David A., in support of its position and

(2) Any action commenced prior to January i, 1987, and pending on
January I, 1987. "

6
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as the prevailing law in california. In David.A., the Court of

Appeal sustained a demurrer previously overr~le~ by the Superior

Court and held that the plaintiff’s sexual abuse claim under §

340.1 had lapsed. In David A.., as in this case, the plaintiff’s

claims against her two stepbrothers had lapsed prior to the

enactment of § 340.1 in 1987, and again before the statute was

amended in 1991. David A., 24 Cal Rptr. 2d at 539. Unlike

the plaintiff in .David....A. had not recently discovered

her sexual abuse history and had no~ previously, proceeded with

her claim due to the "emotionally traumatic nature of (the)

case., I__d. at 542.

Although David A. is not mandatory authority for the Court

to follow in this diversity action, the reasoning of its decision

is persuasive. The Court of Appeal stated:

If the legislature wishes to revive lapsed claims, it
should so declare in "unmistakable te~r~,s.      Here the
cfrcumstances do not supportplaintiff s vie~ that the
phrase "any action".in subdivision (k) refers to lapsed
claims. From a comparison of the amended statute of
its ¯ predecessor, it appears that subdivision (k) is
derived from former subdivision (e). The latter
contained an explicit and unmistakable declaration that
the statue would operate to revive lapsed claims.
Subdivision (k) differs from former subdivision (e)
primarily in its omission of this language. . . This
comparison alone seems to preclude a determination that
subdivision (k) explicitly or unmistakably revives
lapsed claims.

I__d. at 540.

The Court of Appeal’s does not preclude all claims that may

have lapsid earlier. The court acknowledged that the inclusion

of the postponed accrual clause in subdivision (a) liberalized §

340.1. In reviewing plaintiff’s claim, the court in David A.
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reviewed three conditions for whether a claim under § 340.1 was

untimely:

(I) the plaintiff reached age 21 before the amended §
340.1 took effect on January I, 1991; (2) the suit was
.filed after the plaintiff reached age 21; and (3) the
claim is not subject to postponed accrual.

I__d. at 541-42.

In David..A., the plaintiff’s claim failed to meet the first

two conditions on the face of the pleadings, therefore, the only

basis for her claim was postponed accrual. I_~d. at 542. Because

plaintiff did not initiate her action earlier due to what she

describedas the "emotional trauma"of the ordeal, the court

decided that her clalm was not subject to postponed accrual, and

thus the lower court’s ruling was vacated and the demurrer was

sustained.

Although claims meet the first two.conditions of

untimeliness set forth in David A., the third is not met because

the claims were first known to him in 1993. the plaintiff

alleges that "prior to 1993, plaintiff was reasonably and

blamelessly prevented from knowing. . .that his psychological

injury. . . was the resultant psychological legacy of his

childhood sexual abuse, by Ft. Coughlin.,’ Complaint at 5. For

present purposes, this allegatiDn is taken .as true. Therefore,

ms had not lapsed because they satisfy the

postponed accrual clause of § 340.1.

III. The Arcbb!$.h.op’~ Duty to ReDort Under the Ch~.id Abuse
ReDortinqAct Arose Before 1983

The Archbishop argues that it was not obligated to comply

with the Child Abuse Reporting Act as alleged in the fifth claim

8
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by a motion for summary judgment." Schwarzer , at §14:12. After

opportunity for discovery, summary judgment may ~e granted if the

pleader is unable to produce factssupporting the claims pleaded.

"A motion for summary judgment will be granted if the moving

party has demonstrated~the absence of any issue of material fact

and the right to judgment as a matter of law." Jablon, 614 F.2d

at 682.

Although the Archbishop disputes the employer relationship-

alleged in the complaint, the Court must accept plaintiff’s

assertion that theArchbisho p was the employer of Coughlin at the

time the incidents took place. The Court is not inclined to

convert the motion to dismiss to one for summary judgment at this

early stage of the proceedings.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above~ the motion to dismiss is

DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Z 1£94

Dated:

~IES
District Judge

i0
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FRANCIgCO OFFICE

. SUITE 1900
601 CALIFORNIA ~TREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94108

SUITE 500
550 WI~ST ~C~ STREET

SAN DIEGO~ CALIFORNIA g2101

LAWYERS

SUITE 1400

(550 TOWN CENTER DRIVE
CENTER T(DWER BUILDING

COSTA MESA~ CALIFORNIA S:~6;:’6

THE CITY TOWER
;333 CITY BOULEVARD wEST, SUITE 1600

ORANGE, CALIFORNIA ~L=L~B69*~�=24
TELEPHONE (714) 97B-~3DO

METRO CENTER

MICHAEL C. CLSON

May 5, 1994

Mark E. Roseman, Esq.
LAW OFFICES OF BLUM & ROSEMAN, APC
1851 East First Street, suite 850
Santa Ana, California 92705

Re: i           ~v. F R’chard Cou i" et al
~O~r ~I~’No: 21155-026

Dear Mr. Roseman:

Per your letter of May 3, 1994, we request that the joint
status report include the following information:

i. DISCOVERY.

Defendant Franciscan Friars has served request .for
production of documents, .interrogatories and requests for
admission. Plaintiff will respond to the discovery on or before
M~y 13, 1994.     Franciscan Friars contemplates taking the
deposition of plaintiff,.plaintiff’s sister, plaintiff’s brother,
plaintiff’s parents, and plaintiff’s, college counselor in the
month of July.    Defendant also intends to subpoena medical
records, etc.-regardingthe plaintiff upon receipt of plaintiff,s
responses to the discovery devices already propounded. Defendant
may serve follow-up interrogatories, request for prodhction or
request for admission depending upon the responses received from
plaintiff to the first set of discovery devices.

Defendant would anticipate having completed discovery by
September !, 1994.
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Mark E. Roseman, Esq.
May 5, 1994
Page 2

CONTEMPLATED LAW AND MOTION.

Defendant will bring a motion for summ~ry judgment on the
statute of limitations. The motion will be based on the David A.
case and upon the fact that plaintiff contacted the Franciscan
Friars regarding the occurrences at issue in this litigation no
later than November of 1992. Accordingly, plaintiff did not file
a lawsuit within one year of the date of discovery of the alleged
incidence.

Defendant will also bring a motion for .summary judgment on
the basis.that as a matter of law it is not responsible for the
alleged acts by Gary Pacheco.

3. pROSPECTS FOR SETTLEMENT.

Settlement is unlikely.

4. pROPOSED DATE FOR PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND TRIAL.

Defendant would request a pre-trial conference in O~tober
and a trial date thereafter.

If you have any problems with what we proposed to be
included in the Joint Status Report, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

MCO:dcw
Enclosure

Very truly yours,

Michael C. Olson

cc: David Ring, Esq.
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Mark E. Roseman, Esq.
May 5, 1994
Page 3

bcc: Sheryl Bandy
Ft. Mel Jurisich, OFM

L: \0418\ ose4, t~r
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MARK E. ROSEMAN, ESQ., Bar #82723
LAW OFFICES OF BLUM & ROSEMAN, APC
1851 East First Street, Suite 850
Santa Ann, California 92705
(714) 547-8801

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF:

UNITED STATED DISTRICT COURT

C~N~R!~ DISTRICT OF

)
)

Plaintiff, )
vs.
FR. RICHARD T. COUGHLIN,
BOYS CHOIR SCHOOL OF )
ORANGE COUNTY, a.k.a. ):
~T.~-iI~M~P~ BOY’S C~.ORUS,
DIOCESE OF ORANGE EDUCATION )
AND WELFARE CORPORATION, aka )
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF )
ORANGE aka ROMAN CATHOLIC )

-~DIOCESE OF ORANGE, ROMAN )
CATHOLIC ARCISHOP OF           )
LOS ANGELES, F B. GARY PACHECO,)
and FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF )

~’~ALIFORN~A, INC. . )
- )

Defendants

CASE NO.

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSES TO
SPECIAL INTERROGA.TORIES .~__s

SET NO.~ONE

PROPOUNDING PARTY:

INC.

RESP6NDING PARTY:

SET NO.:

Plaintiff,

makes the following

Interrogatories.

Defendants, FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA,

P~inti ff,

One

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

responses

("responding" pa~ty") hereb~

to Respondent’s First Set of
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These responses are made solely for the purpose of this

action. Each. response is subject to all appropriate objections

(including but n~t limited to objections concerning competency~

relevancy, materiality, propriety and admissibility) which would

require the exclusion of any statement contained herein if the

interrogatory was asked o~-, or any statements contained herein if

the answer was given by a witness present an testifying in Court.

All such objections and grounds are reserved and may be interposed

at such later time.

This responding party has not completed their investigation

of the facts relating to this action, has not yet completed

discovery, and has not completed preparation for trial.

Consequently, the f?~lowing res~nses are given without preju.d._’~e

to the responding party’s right to produce all evidence, whenever

discovered, relating to proof of subsequently discovered material

facts.

.~..~ . Exc~t for the explicit facts admitted herein,, no admissions

of any nature wha%soever are implied or should be ~nf~= The

fact that an interrogatory herein has been answered shoul~ ~ot be

taken as an admission or acceptance of the existence Df any facts

set forth or assumed by such interrogatory, or that such answer

constitutes admissibl~evidence._._

INTERROGATORY OU.ESTION~ AND RESPONSES

INTERROGATORY NO. 1 :

State your n~me, address, date of birth and social security

number.

RESPONSE NO. i:
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INTERROGATORY NO.    2:

State the name and ~ddress of each and every counselor,

social worker, psychiatrist and/or psychologist you have seen

since the age of ten (i0)..

RESPONSE NO. 2:

David McSpaden, Ph.D.
126 Shaul Avenue
Ottumwa, Louisiana 52501

Sharon Thompson, M.A., M.F.C.C.
2600 East Nutwood, Suite 205
Fullerton, CA 92631

..INTERROGATORY NO. 3

State the name, address, area of expertise and substance of

expected testimony from each and every expert you.may or will call

at the time of"trial.

RESPONSE NO. 3:

I. Sharon ThompSon, M.A., M.F.C.C. (714)239-3086
2600 East Nutwood, Suite 2--05
Fullerton, CA 92631 ~    " ~-- " = ....

- Psychotherapist: will testify on the issue Of spiritual
damages, ie: loss of trust and faith in men who have been sexually
abused by priests.

pr. Veronica Thomas (714)730-7090
17662 Irvine Blv~ Suite 12
Tustin, CA 92680

- Psychotherapist:
damages.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4:

will testify on the issue of general

State the name, address, and phone number of each and every

person who has knowledge or information regarding the allegations

contained in plaintiff’s complaint.
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INTERROGATORY NO. 5:

State each and every fact upon which the plaintiff relie~ in

support, of itd contention that defendants FRANCISCAN FR_IARS OF

CALIFORNIA, INC. knew or should have known of the claimed

molestations of plaintiff prior to June of 1983. " -" ..... .

RESPONSE NO. 5:

Gary Pacheco admitted having molested me in a phone

conversation in February 1993, and I reasonably believe that he"

had ~onfessed his sin to others associated with the Friars.

Gary Pacheco has another victim of whom I am aware.

reasonably believe that he did not isolate his sexual abuse to two

boys. I believe that his abusive activitities were covered up by

the Friars.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6:

State all facts ~upon .which you rely in support of the

4
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allegations contained in paragraph 77 of your complaint that

Father Pacheco was neither qualified nor able to be a trustworthy

and responsible child care custodian.

RESPONSE. NO.    6~

Gary Pacheco sexuall~ molested me and another child while he

was a~soc.~ted with the Fr.l_ars.

INTERROGATORY NO. 7:

For each alleged wrongful act committed by Father Gary

Pacheco, state the date and conduct of Father Pacheco which you

alleged to be wrongful.

RESPONSE NO. 7:

I cannot recall.specific d~,,’tes of the abuse. I was sexua._~ly

abused by Gary Pacheco while he was associated with St. Simon &

Jude Parish in the Diocese of Orange.

The condu~t consisted of him placing my hands on his_penis

and stick, fluid was present, having me rub his upper body while

alone at my home"                                           " ~" ......

INTERROGATORY NO. 8:

For each alleged wrongful act committed by Father Gary

Pacheco, state the address or place where the alleged wrongful act

occurred. ~

RESPONSE N0. 8: ’

i.

2.    On tour for the All American Boys Chorus.

INTERROGATORY NO. 9:

If plaintiff discussed the alleged wrongful acts by Father
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Pacheco with any employee , agent, servant of the FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INC., state the date of each such conversation and

person from FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA with whom the

conversation was had by plaintiff.

RESPONSE NO. 9:

i.    Called Father Gary P~chec0 on February 7, 1993 at 9:30 p.m.

2. Spokewith Father Booker on August 28, 1993.

Spoke with~ on Novermber 7~ 1992.3.

~NTERROGATORY NO. I0 :

State all facts upon which you rely in support of your

contention contained in paragraph 50 of the complaint that the

defendant is a "child care custodian" pursuant to California Penal

Code Section 11164 e.t seq.      .):

RESPONSE N0. 10:

Objection: Calls for a legal conclusion. Without waiv.ing

said o.bjectio~ ~, I am informed and believe that pries_re are

teachers and instructors and therefore are child care custodians.

INTERROGATORY NO.- ii:                                   " ~

State all facts upo~wh’~--~u rely in support o£-your

contention that FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, XNC. knew or

should have known prior to June of 1983, that Father Richard

Coughlin had sexually molested plaintiff or committed any of t~

wrongful acts which are the sub’ject matter of plaintiff’s

complaint.

~RESPONSE NO. ii:

I have no specific facts at this time. I do not know, at

this time, what was communicated to the Friars, by the Diocese of.

Orange and/or the AABC of notice given to them about Ft.
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Coughlin’s inappropriate sexual contact with choir members.

INTERROGATORY NO. 12 :

If you respond (sic) to Defendant’s First Set of Request for

Admission, served concurrently herewith, is other than an

unconditional admission f~r each response, please state all facts

upon which you rely in support thereof.

RESPONSE NO. 12:

Request No. i: See my response to Special Interrogatory No.

Request No. 2: I was se~uallyabuse by Gary Pacheco while he

was employed by the Friars. The Friars implicitly represented

that Gary Pacheco was a devote, religious~man, while he was not.

The Friars took no. ~tePs to ~sure that Gary Pacheco was

around young boys, and that he did not have deviant sexual desires

towards young boys.

Request N~. 3 : The Friars had a duty tO. protect me from Gary

Pacheco since they represented that he was a devote man of god.

He was not moral~y trained on the appropriate con~uc~-5~een .a

priest and a y~ung boy.

Request No. 4: This calls for a legal analysis

INTERROGATORY NO. 13:

ldentify by na~e_ ,~_ address, and phone number~ each and ev~

physician, out~:~tient clinic, hospital or other medical c~r-e

provider who has provided professional service to plaintiff since

the age of i0.

RESPONSE NO. 13:

Moberly Regional Medical Center
1515 Union Avenue, Moberly, Missouri 65270
(816) 263-8400
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Saint Joseph’s Hospital
523 North Third Street, Brainerd, Minnesota 56401
(218) 829-2861

FHP
9920 Talbert Avenue, Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(714) 962-4677

Fountain Valley Hospital
17100 Euclid Av~nne,;,Fountain Valley, CA
(714) 962-7200

DATED May 13, 1994 BLUM & RDSEMAN, ESQ.

.~.K E. ROSEMAN, ESQ.
Attorney for Plaintiff

rsrog, pld
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PROOF OF SERVICE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ORANGE

I, MARY CODISPOTI, am employed in the aforesaid County, State
of California; I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to
the within action; my business address is 1851 E..First Street,
Suite 850, Santa Ana, California 92705.

On May/3, 1994 ~ served the foregoing PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO
RESPONSE TO SPECIAL INTE~RIES. SET ONE on the interested
parties in this action by mail atrue copythereof,enclosed in a
sealed envelope, addresse~ .~s follows:

(X) BY MAIL~ I placed such envelope for deposit in the U.S. Mail
for service by the .United States Postal Service, with postage
thereon fully prepaid.

I am "readily familiar" with the firm’s practice of
collection and processing correspondence for mailing. Under that
practiceit would be. deposited.)with the U.S. Postal Service.~.n .
that same day with ~ostagethereon fully prepaid in the or~
course of business. I am aware that on motion of that party
served, service is presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or
postage meter date is more than one day after date of deposit ~or

-~mailing in affidavit.

( ) BY’PERSONAI, SERVICE: I caused such envelope to be delivered
..~.~b.~. hand t~.the offices of the addressee.

( ) STATE: I declare under penalty of perjury und&r~/~ ~ Taws of
the State of California .t~.~.the.~Dr~gaing ~S true and cor.rect.

(X) FEDERAL:    I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct, and that I am employed in the
office of a member of the bar of this Court at whose direction the
service was made.

Executed on May~ ~, 1994, at Santa Ana, California.
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ATTACHED

JEFFREY R. ANDERSON, ESQ-
REINHARDT AND ANDERSON
332 Minnesota Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Attorneys for: PLAINTIFF

MICHAEL OLSON, ESQ.
LEWIS, D’AMA~O, BRISBOIS &, BISC~EARD
650 Town Center Drive, #1400
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Attorneys for: FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA

JOHN P. MCNICHOLAS, ESQ.
MCNICHOLAS’& McNICHOLAS
10866 Wilshire Blvd.. #1400
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Attorneys for: THE P4DMAN CATHOLI.C ARCHBISHOP OF L~S ANGELES,
~ co~o~o~

LYNNE BROWNING GOODWIN, ESQ.
CALLAHAN, McCUNE & WILLIS
402 West Broadway #800

¯ ~San Diego, CA 92101

Attorn6ys for: ~"I’HE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF ORANGE,
CORPORATION SOLE

JOHNNELSON, ESQ.-
WEISENBERG & NELSON
888 N. Main St. Suite 400
Santa Ana, CA 92701-3518

Attorney for: GARY PACHECO

MICHAEL D. MCEVOY, ESQ.
MURCHISON & CUMMING
200 W. Santa Ana Blvd-’.~#801
Santa Ana, CA 92701

Attorney for: AABC
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MARK E. ROSEMAN, ESQ., Bar #82723
LAW OFFICES OF BLUM & ROSEMAN, APC
1851 East F~rst Street, Suite 850
Santa Ana, California 92705
(714) 547-8801

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF:

¯

UNITED STATED DISTRICT COURT

C~R/~ DISTRICT OF

Plaintiff,

FR. RICHARD T. COUGHLIN,
BOYS CHOIR SCHOOL OF
ORANGE COUNTY, a.k.a.
ALL-AMERICAN BOY’S C~HORUS,
DIOCESE OF ORANGE EDUCATION
AND WELFARE CORPORATION, aka
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF
ORANGE aka R~MANCATHOLIC

---DIOCESE OF ORANGE, ROMAN
CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF

CASE NO.

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSES TO
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
DOCUMENTS

SET NO. ONE

LOS ANGELES, F$. GARY PACHECO,)
and FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF )

 ’ LIFORNZ , InC. )
- )

Defendants ~,~.~. ~.~_.-..
)

PROPOUNDING PARTY:

INC.

RESPONDING PARTY: P~intif f,

SET NO.: 0~e

Pursuant to the Code of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff,

hereby responds ~ t~.’9efendant, FRANCISCK~ F~

CALIFORNIA, INC. request~for production of documents:

Defendants, FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA,
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RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. i..

Any and all documents upon which plaintiff relies in support

of plaintiff’s complaint for violation ofof count five (5)

statute.

RESPONSE N0. i...:

I have no documents

REOUEST FOR...PRODUCTION NO. 2:

Any and all documents upon which plaintiff relies in support

of count eight (8) of its complaint for negligent supervision.

RESPONSE.. NO. 2:

I have no documents

REQUEST FOR PRODUCT:I.gN NO. 3."

If plaintiff responds to defendants’ first set of request for

admissions served concurrently herewith, is other than. an

unconditional denial, then any and all documents which evidence or

relates to facets upon which plaintiff relies in support of its

answer to the request for admissions.

RESPONSE NO.. 3 :

I have no documents

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4:

/tny and all statements taken from

knowledge or information relevant’ to

plaintiff’s complaint.

~SPONSE NO. 4:

A copy of

interview is enclosed.

any witnesses

the claims alleged

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.    5:

2 OFMPACH1
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Copies of any and all social workers’, counselling,

psychiatric, or psychological records regarding the plaintiff.

RESPONSE NO. 5:

I have no records

~REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO~ 6:

Copies of any and Ill correspondence, memos, reports, or

other written d~cumentatiq~ prepared by any of the defendants in

this matter which are in plaintiff’s possession.

_RESPONSE NO.

Copy of January 29, 1993, letter is attached

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7:

Copies of any and all letters, memos, report s, or other

written documents pr.epared by .~laintiff and sent to any of .~e

defendants in this matter.

RESPONSE N0. 7:

I have no"documents

~REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.    8:

Copies of ahy and all diaries,

prepared by the plaintiff~

~SPONSE NO 8:

journals or" w~-~ logs

I have none

REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9:_       ...                       ~o~                                                              ~"

Copies of any and all newslehters, minutes of meetings,

handouts, brochures, or other written material received from

S.N.A.P. or any other organization of sexually abused persons.
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RESPONSE N0. 9:

I have none

DATED: May 13, 1994 BLUM & R~SEMAN,

MARK E. RDSEMAN, ESQ.
Attorney for Plaintiff
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PROOF OF SERVICE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ORANGE

I, MARY CODISPOTI, am employed in the aforesaid County, State
of California; I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to
the within action; my business address is 1851 E. First Street,
Suite 850, Santa Ann, California 92705.

On May ~, 1994 ~ servqdthe foregoing PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSETO
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PP/DDUCTION OF DOC~ME~TS,..SET ONE on the
interested parties in this action by mail a true copy thereof,
enclosed in a sealed envelope, addressed as follows:

(X) BY MAIL: I placed such envelope for deposit in the U.S. Mail
for service by the United States Postal Service, with postage
thereon fully prepaid.

I am "readily familia~" with the firm ’ s practice of
collection and processing correspondence for mailing. Under that
practice it would b~ deposited..lwith the U.S. Postal Service=~l~.
that same day with postage thereon fully prepaid in the ordidary
course of business. I am aware that on motion of that party
served, service is presumed invalid if post~l cancellation date or
postage meter date is more than one day after date of deposit ,for

~m~iling in affidavit.

BY PERSONA!~ SERVICE: I caused such envelope to be delivered
hand ~o the offices of the addressee.

( ) STATE: I declare under penalty of perjury under ~h--~ Taws of
the State of California ~ t~e ~or~going .-is true and cor.rect.
(X) FEDERAL:    I declare under penalty of perjury . that. the

foregoing is true and correct, and that I am employed in the
office of a member of the bar oft his Court.at whose direction the
service was made.

~xecuted on May~...]~_3, 1994, at Santa Ana, California.
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ATTACHED.MAILING LIST

JEFFREY R. ANDERSON, ESQ.
REINHARDT AND ANDERSON
332 Minnesota Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Attorneys for: PLAINTIFF

MICHAEL 0LSON, ESQ.
LEWIS, D’AMATO, BRISBOIS &~BISG~2tRD
650 Town Center Drive, #1400
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Attorneys for: FRANCISCAN FR!ARS OF CALIFORNIA

JOHN P.. McNICHOLAS,ESQ.
McNICHOLAS & McNICHOLAS
10866. Wilshire Blvd.. #1400
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Attorneys for: THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF LOS ANGELES,
A co om= oN so. 

Llq~qE BROWNING GOODWIN, ESQ.
CALLAHAN, MCCU~E & WILLIS
402 West Broadway #800

--sa~l Diego, CA ~2101

Attorneys for: ~THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OFOR~NGE, ~
~CORPORAT~ON SOLE

JOHN NELSON, ESQ.T
WEISENBERG & NELSON
888 N. Main St. Suite 400

.Santa An a, CA 92701-3518

Attorney for: GARY PACHECO

MICHAEL D. McEVOY, ESQ.
MURCHaSON & CUMMING
200 W. Santa Ana Blv~.~#801
Santa Ana, CA 92701

Attorney for: AABC
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Dtu, CESE OF ORANGE

January 2g,

Board of Directors
All American Boys Chorus
Post Office Box 1527
Costa Hose, California 92628

Dear Board Members,

As you know, slnce December 1,’1992, the Dlocese of Orange hasbeen lnvesflget|ng
ce.rfaln ~llegatlons of sexual Improprlefy between Father Richard Coughlln and a
former m~mber of the All Amerlcan Boys ,Chorus, From the beglnnlng of our
Investigation, Father CoughlLn has been)on "admlnlsfraflve leave" and f~_.
permission given $o him by th6Dlooese to w6rk with ~he Chorus was suspended, +

The Diocese of Or~ge has now concluded Its Investigation. I have been In touch
wlfh +lye adult males (egos 2)-45} a~l of vhgm have made allegations of sex4al

"’l~Pob+el~fY bY F~fher ~oughlln with +hem,:" The mo,sf recent Incident reported
occurred fen y.gors ago; the most dlstanf was fhlrfy years ago,

.Fath..~.r ~oughlln has denled these allegaflons to Bishop NcFarlandl he states tha~
s nss no recolrectlon o5 any of them end Is really crushed by.them being

reported, Father C~ughlln’~ react|one were after I gave a deta]le~~-¢cb-u~f of.
these olleQa÷lOnS fo him OS fhoy wor~pO~._~.e~_f~_.m.e., ¯ ~                   :._

Nevertheless, because of the serious netupe and scope of the allegaflons, the
Judgement of the Diocese of Orange Is ~haf Father Coughlln will no longer be

.. all~ved to func±Ion publicly as = priest; ~nd fh~ form~r Fer=l=slo~ gr=n~ed
to engage In the non-Church related work of the All American Boys Chorus has been
permanently ~Ifhd~avn,

A good number of tellers have-=~een sent by current porenSs and-members of th~
Chorus t9 the Olocese~ fhe~ qll have stated their fondesf deslr~ that Father
Coughlln return fo ~he Chorus, ~e request fhot the parents be Informed by you of
your resoluflon of their concerns, In Ilghf of the decision by the Bishop In
wha~ever manner you deem appropriate,      ;

Further, ve hope fhaf you vlll +do -w~+,--you fhlnk proper In cent-actlng past.-
~embers of ~he Chorus +o see If ~here are ~[mllar concerns ~ha, have not been
raised +lfh either fhe Chorus or fhe DIocese of Orange,

OFM PACH 1
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Jonuory 29, 1993
" d of Olrecfors                 ~

Finally, please lef me hear from you as fo any flnanolal consldera, lon or plans
you have for Father Coughlln In his re, lremen,, Thl= Informa, lon wlll help hlm ,o
assess hls needs and any fur,her plannlng ~ha, Bus, be done,

I am cerfaln you undersfand ,he gravity of ,hls en, lre slfueflon, and ,ha, you
will respond ~ccordIngly,

Thank you for your assls,ance during ,he pas, ,we mon,hs In ,his dlfflcul,
ma,,er. I look forward fo hearl.~g from;’you.

$1ncere.ly~
Re’e~nd’Honslgnor John Urell

Ch6~c~llor/Moderafor of ,he Curia

d$

Daniel W, Holden
Olocesan A,forney

Sg,. Hike Milling,on
Cos, Mesa Police Oepar,men, i
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MARK E. ROSEMAN, ESQ., Bar #82723
LAW OFFICES OF BLUM & ROSEMAN, APC
1851 East First Street, Suite 850
Santa Ana, California 92705
(714) 547-8801

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF:

4

UNITED STATED DISTRICT COURT

CNNTR!~ DISTRICT OF ~.~IFONNI~.

)
)

Plaintiff, )
vs.
FR. RICHARD TI COUGHLIN, )
BOYS CHOIR SCHOOL OF )
ORANGE COUNTY, a.k,a. ):
ALL-AMERICAN BOY’S CHORUS, ),I
DIOCESE OF ORANGE EbUCA~ION )
AND WELFARE CORPORATION, aka
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF )
ORANGE aka ROMAN CATHOLIC )

’DTOCESE OF ORA~..GE, ROMAN )
CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP OF )
LOS ANGELES, FE. GARY PACHECO,)

F~m~IS~ Fmums OF      )
’dALIFORNIA,.INC. ~ )

)
Defendants

CASE NO.

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSES TO
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS

SET NO. ONE

PROPOUNDING PARTY:

INC.

RESPONDING PARTY:

Defendants, FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA,

@~intiff,

SET NO.: One

Pursuant to the Code of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff

¯ responds ’ t5 ~ " Defendant, FRANCiSCA~ ~ FRiA~S oF-

CALIFORNIA, INC. reql/est for admissions :

1
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RESPONSES TO REQUESTS ...FOR ADMISSIONS

~REQUEST NO. i :

Prior to June of 1983, the FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA,

INC. was nnt aware that any of the wrongful acts which are the

subject matter of Plaintiff’s complaint had occurred.

RESPONSE NO. i:

Deny, on information .. and belief.

REQUEST NO: 2:

That FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC. did not

negligently supervise Father Gary Pacheco.

RESPONSE NO. 2:

Deny

REOUEST NO. 3:

That FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC. was not negligent

in training Father Gary Pacheco.

RESPONSE NO.    3~

..~-~     Den~, on information and belief

~0UEST NO. 4:

That California Pen~�o~ ~ection i~£64 et seq. does not

apply to the defendant FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC.

.RESPONSE NO. 4:

~Objection: calls for a legal conclusion

May(~ , 1994 ~LUM & ROSEMAN, ESQ.DATED:

MARK E. ROSEMAN,~ESQ.
Attorney for Plaintiff

rrfa.pld
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PROOF OF SERVICE

STATE OF CALIFORNIa, COUNTY OF ORANGE

I, MARY CODISPOTI, am employed in the aforesaid
County, State of California; I am over the age of 18
years and not a party to the within action; my business
address is 1851 E. First Street, Suite 850, Santa Ana,
California 92705.            ¯

On May ~3, 1994 I served the foregoing PLAINTIFF’S
RESONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISS!ONS, SET, ORE on the
interested parties in this., ~action by mail a true copy
thereof, enclosed in a sealed envelope, addressed as
follows:

(SEE A~u~.HED MAILING LIST)

(X) BY MAIL: I placed such envelope for deposit in the
U.S. Mail for service by the United States Postal
Service, with postage thereon fully prepaid.

I am "readily familiar" wit~. the firm’s practice of
collection and processing correspondence for mailing.
Under that practice it would be deposited with the U.S.
Postal Service on that same day with postage thereon
fully.prepaid in the ordinary course of business. I am

¯ ~ware that on ~otion of that party served, service is
presumed invalid if postal cancellation date or postage
meter date is m~rethanoneday afterdate of deposit for

~iling i~ affidavit.

( ) BY PERSONAL S~RVICE: I caused such envelope
delivered by hand to the 0~f~Ce~Q~.the.. addmessee.

( ) STATE: I declare under penalty of perjury under the
laws of the State of California that the foregoing is
true and correct.

(X) FEDERAL: I declare underpenalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct, and that-I am employed in
the office of a membeb-~f the bar of ~his Court at whose
direction the service was made.

Executed on May 13, 1994, at Santa An a, California.
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ATTACHED MAILING LIST

JEFFREY R. ANDERSON, ESQ.
REINHARDT AND ANDERSON
332 Minnesota Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 551.01

Attorneys for: PLAINTIFF

MICHAEL 0LSON, ESQ.
LEWIS, D’AMATO, BRISBOIS &,.BISGA~d%D
650 Town Center Drive, #14~0
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Attorneys for: FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA

JOHN P. MCNICHOLAS, ESQ.
MCNICHOLAS & MCNICHOLAS
10866 Wilshire Blvd.. #1400
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Attorneys for: THE R~MAN CATHOLI,C ARCHBISHOP OF LOS ANGELES,
 o ..om= oN so. 

LYNNE BROWNING GOODWIN, ESQ.
CALLAHAN, MECUNE & WILLIS
402 West Broadway #BOO

.San Diego, CA 92101

Attorneys for: ~ THE ROMAN CATHOLIC AREHBISHDP OF ORANGE,
CORPORATION SOLE

JOHN NELSON, ESQ.~
WEISENBERG & ~LSON
888 N. Main St. Suite 400
Santa Ana, CA 92701-3518

Attorney for: GARY PAEHEC0

MICHAEL D. McEVOY, ESQ.
MURCH~SON & CUMMING
200 W. Santa Ana Blvd~801
Santa An a, CA 92701

Attorney for: AABC
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DIOCESE OF OKANGE
OFHE~ OF THE CHANCELLOR/

MAR~D ~
2~11 K V~D~

~14) ~7120

June 28, 1994

Werner R, Meissner
Attorney at Law
831 West Ninth Street
San Pedro, California 90731

Dear Mr. Meissner,

Following our meeting in my office yesterda...y.....with you and your                   I
wanted to give you the name of the perso~or you will want to contact with reference to
the allegations of sexual molestation by (Rev.) Gary Pacheco, OFM.

As t had.told you, Gary Pacheco is no longer serving asa priest. This was as a result of an
allegation made to this office, followed by his being placed on administrative leave
immediatleyt and then feturned to the Franciscan Community for their decisions in his
regard.

The current Provincial of the Franciscan community for this area is:

Should
Franciscans,

Sincerely yours in Christ,

Provincial
Franciscan Friars

1500 Thirty-Fourth Avenue
Oaldand, Cali~orrAa 9~01

(415) 536-3722

,ursue his allegations regarding Gary Pacheco with the
be the appropriate religious superior to contact.

Rev. Msgr. John urell
Chancellor / Moderator of the Curia

OFM PACH 1
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SEDGWICK, DETERT, MORAN & ARNOLD
NICHOLAS W. ~ELDT (Bar No. 083601)
One Embarcadero Center, 16th Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3765
Telephone:. (415) 781-7900

A~DA COUNTY

1997

Attorneys-for Defendant                   ~
THE FRANC-TSCAN FRL~S/oF CALIFORNIA, XNC.

Plaintiff,

GARY P~CHECO, an individual,
FRANCIS.CAN --FRIARS OF
CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED, a
California corporation~ and
DOES 2-I00, ~02-200,
inclusive,

Defendants. "

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

NO.

.AND MOTION TO STRIKE.

Date: July 3, 1997
Time: 1.0 : 00 a.m.
Dept : 81

The Demurrer and Motion to Strike Of defendan-t,THE

FRANCIscAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC,., came on regularly for

hearing on July 3, 1997. The court ha~ing considered the

arguments i~ Support:of amd in~oppositlon-to the Demurrer and

Motion-to Strike, and goodcause appearing therefor,

The general Demu~er of defendant Franciscan Friars to

the entire First Amended Complaint-is sustained with leave ~o
¯

amand to allege facts taking the cas__e w~thin the one-year-statute

III                                                              "
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3

of limitations of California Code of CivilProcedure Section

B40(3).

Defendant’s general Demurrer to the Third though Sixth

Causes of Action are sustained with leave to amend to plead facts

showing defendant Pacheco was acting within the course and scope

of his .employment for defendant Franciscan Friars when the

alleged acts occurred.

Defendant’s Demurrer to the ,Sixth Cause of Action ~ased

on C.C.P. 1714.10 is overruled as no cause of action is asserted

against defendant’s attorney..

Defendant’s Motion to Strike Request for -Punitive

Damages is. GRANTED pLtrsuant to C.C.P. Section.425.14.

plaintiff shall have ten (I0) days leave to amend.

Defendant shall have ten (10)days thereafter to file a

responsive pleading. Notice o R. this Order is deemed to be given

as of the date of the hearing.

Dated: July 3, 1937.

Honorable ~a~dxa ...... ~ ....
Judge of the Superior Court

OFM PACH 1
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1 ABBEY, WEITZENBERG,. I~LLY,
NADLER, HOFFMAN. & EMERY, P.C.

2 W. BARTON~WEiTZENBERG, ESQ. -SB#051788
WAYNE R. WOLSKI’, ESQ. - SB#I18600

3 North Dutton Avenue
PoSt Office Box 1566

4 Rosa, CA 9540.2
Telephone: (707) 542-5050

5 Facsimile: (707) 542-2~89.              "

6 Attorneys for Plaintiff

8

I0

12

13

14

15

16

VS.

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE~ OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF ~ALAMEDA

Plaintiff,

GARY PACHECO, an individual,
FRANCiS~CAN FRXARS OF
CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED, a
California ~orporation, and
DOES 2-i00,-i02-200,

17 ". inclusive,

18

21

22

23

24

2.5

Defendants.

case No:

i. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities of

Defendants sued herein as DOES 2 thro~ghi00 and I02-200,

inclusive and therefore ~sues these Defendants by suc~ .fictitious

names. Plaintfff will amendthe Complaint~ allege their true

names a~d capacities when ascertained. Each of the fictitiously

named Defendants is legally responsible in some manner, for the

occurrences, herein alleged.and Plaintiff’s damages. , as herein

alleged, .are proximately caused by-said-Defendants.

2. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

-i-
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that at all times herein mentioned defendant Franciscan FRIARS of

California , Inc. (hereinafter -FRIARS"), is, and at all relevant

times was, a California corporation wi~h its principal place of

business in Alameda. County, -California.

3. ~ -Plaintiff is/informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at al! times herein mentioned defendant. GARY PACHECO was an

individual and a California resident. "

4. Plaintiff is informed a~.d believes-and thereon alleges

that at all times mentioned herein, Defendants DOES 2 through 50

were and are pu~blic benefit or religious corporations operating in

the State of California with their principal places of business in

Alameda County, California. Plaintiff is informed and believes

and thereon alleges that at all times herein mentioned, Defendants

DOES 51 through 55, and each Of~ them, were and are responsible for

all activities conducted on behalf of DOES 2 through 50, and that

Defendants DOES 51 .through 55, and .each of them, were and are

responsible for all activities conducted on behalf of DOES 2

through 50. Said activities included, but were not limited to,

employing¯ administrators ~ priests, counselors, and others to

provide care and supervision for the physicai~ spiritual and

emotional needs of certain persons inh!uding the Plaintiff herein.

5, At all times, herein mentioned DOES .5.6 .tof00, ~nd each Of

them, were. the agents and employees of. Defendants DOES 2 through

55, and.each of them, and .Defendants DOES 56 through.100, and each

of them, were the agents and employees of defendant FRIARS and

DOES 2 through 55., and each of .them, and.,, at. all times mentioned

herein, ail of said DOES were acting--within the course and scope

of their agency and employment, and with the authorization,

-2-
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~,~.

permission, consent, and ratification of their co-.De.fendants.

6. Plaintiff is informed .and believes and thereon alleges

that at all times herein mentioned, de~endant PACHECO wasa Roman

Catholic priest empioyed by and ~nder the supervision and control

of. defendant FRIARS ~d DOES 2 through i00, and each of them.

7. At ~11 relevant times., mentioned herein,. Plaintiff was n

Catholic parishioner or former Catholic and for much of this time

plaintiff was under the-supervision-and control of defendants

FRIARS, PACHECO and DOES 2 through I00 so that Defendants were in

a special rela,tionship with Plaintiff.                        --

8. On or about 1980, Defendant PACHECO, while employ.ed and

conducting himself as a member of the FRIARS, arranged for and

parti-cipated in, a trip to Disneyland on which he took p~!aintiff,

then a. minor, and, during said trip, sexually abused and molested

Plainti~ff.. Thereafter, defendant PACHECO further molested

.Plaintiff in Plaint~ff,s parent’,s home and in mdtelsover

approximately a,. 2 ye.ar period.

OFM PACH 1
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Plaintiff did ,not discover-thatpsychological injuries

he suffered as a result of said,molestations were caused by the

abuse by defendants until on or

about January. 27,1995,. Whenhe began therapy.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:

(NEGLIGENT RETENTION ANDRATIFICATION).
.(AGAINST FR.IARS)

13. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs I.

through~ herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

14. Following the. events referred to-herein, FRIARS and DOES

2 through I00, and each of them, knew, or in the exercise of

reasonable careshould have known that defendant PACHECO was

incompetent and unfit to be retained as~amember of the FRIARS and

that permitting defendant PACHEC0 to remain in such a position

OFMPACH1
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Would aggravate injuries caused by PACHECO to Plaintiff.

15. Plaintiff is informed and believes that actual and

constructive knowledge was obtained .by FRIARS and DOES 2 through

I00 from these Defendants" obsez-~ations of PACHECO’s ~0nduct and

from other sources, so ~at. defendant FRIARS should, have known that

defendant PACHECO had molested Plaintif~ and other minors and

otherwise abused his position of authority and trust as a

representative and member of the FRIARS.

16.- At all t:.Imes herein mentioned, defendant FRIARS and DOES

2 through i00 n, eglige~tly-and carelessly retained defendant

PACHECO to-perform duties as a priest, and negligently and

carelessly failed ~to take steps to deprive him of his position Of

trust and authority and otherwise as a member of the FRIARS so as

to prevent the explicit and tacit ratification .of defendant.

PACHECO’ s molestation of .Piaintiff.

17. As a~ dire~.t and~ proximate result of t~e ~egligence of

"said Defendants., and each. of th.em,. Plaintiff’s injuries arising

out of the molestations by defendant PACHECO were aggra.vated~

18. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of

Defendants-, and each of them., Plaintiff was thereafter injured in

his health, °strength, and activity, Sustaining injury to his

nervous system and-person, all of which injuries [have -caused, and

will continue-to cause,. Plaintiff great phYSical, mental, and

nervous ~pain and suffering.

19.. AS a further direct and proximate result of the

negligence of Defendants,. and each of t~.em, ~laintiff was required

to and, did incur and will in the future~cur medical and

incidental expenses for treatment of his injuries.
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20. As a f~rther direct and proximate r.es~It of the

negligence o~. Defendants, and each of .them, Plaintiff has been

prevented from attending to his usual6ccupat~on and has lost, and

will continue to lose, earnings andhis future earning capacity

has been greatly impaired.

SECOND CAUSE

(NEGLIGENCE)
(AGAINST PACHECO)

Plaintiff incorporates the. allegations of Paragraphs 121.

through~herein as though .set forth in their entirety herein.

22. At a~l times mentioned herein, defendant PACHECO, by

reason of his position of.authority and trust over Plaintiff, and

by reason of his greater physical ability and knowledge, and by

reason of his undertaking to supervise, care. for,.’and pr6tect

Plaintiff, had a duty to care for and Prevent~harm to Plaintiff in

his care, which~reasonably includeda duty not to abuse the minor

Plaintiff herein.

23. At all times mentioned.-herein, defendant PACHEC0, so

negligently and. carelessly supervised~laintiff and placed himself

in a position of authority and trust over Plaintiff, and allowed

himself t~ be in his presence without: other adult supervision, so

that bewas Unable to control~.his ~busive ~conduct, and at said

times and places, defendant PACHECOnegligently and carelessly,.

physically and mentally, abused Plaintiff, as alleged herein.

24~ As a direct and proximate result ofthe negligence of

Defendant, Plaintlff.suffered the~injuries and damages as alleged

herein..

lllll                                         .-

-6-
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T~IRD CAUSE OF ACTION

(NEGLIGENT FAILUR~ TO ACT. )
(AGAINST FRIARS)

25. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of . Paragrap~ 1

through ~ herein-as though set forth in their entirety herein.

26. Defendant ~ARS and ¯DOES ,2 through 100 in their role as

religious institutions and under their stated and implicit

authoritarian role as spiritual leaders, moral authorities an~

educa~0rs had a duty toward Plaintiff following the molestations

by PACHECO and FRIARS" knowledge of these molestations to provide

Plaintiff with’assistance by way of formal apology, Counseling, ¯

therapy and other supportive services to enable Plaintiff to cope

with his various ¯ injuries arising out of the molestations.

27. Defendant ~IARS and DOES 2 through i00, breached their

¯ above described duties by failing and refusing to provide

Plaintiff with any-of the above-described support and to otherwise

make amends to .Plaintiff for ~the" .wrongdoing. of. defendant PACHECO.

2-8. As a direct. ~n.d .proximate result of the breach of .this

duty, Plaintiff has suffered damages as described herein and

further according to proof a% time of trial.

(NEGLZGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS)
(AGAINST AI~ DEFENDANTS).      -

29. ¯Plaintiff L~eO:L-porate~ the allegations ~f Parag-raph~ i

through. 2~. bere±n as thoucjb set forth in their entiret~ herein.

30...As allege~ herein~ Defendants and each of the~ ~id so

unlawfully touch, sexually molest and abuse Plaintiff as alleged

h ~e~.ein or by their inaction and, f~-~flc~tion of the abuse caused

Plaintiff to suffer severe and extreme emotional and mental

PACH
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¯ 31. At all times herein mentioned, Defendants, and each of

them, knew, or should have known, of t~e acts of sex~al

-molestation by defendant PACHECO and ~new, or should have known,

that their failure to lexercise reasonable conduct and due care in

their Car~ing out of their duties to Plaintiff following the

abuse would cause severe mental anguish, emotional and physical

distress and profound shock to Plaintiff’s nervous, syste m.

32. As a fttrther and direct legal and proximate cause of

said wrongful ’acts of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff has

suffered and continues to suffer sever mental anguish, emotional

and physical stress, resulting in the injuries and d~ages set

forth, herein.

:FIFT~... CAUSE OF ACTION

(INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS) .
(AGAINST FRIARS)

33. Plaintiff incorporates" the allegations of Paragraphs 1

through ~ herein as though set forth in their ¯entirety herein.

34. Defendant FRIARS knew or should-have been aware at some

time following the abuse by defendant .:PACHECO that such-abuse .hag

taken pla~e. Despite this knowledge, defendant FRIARS.

ilntentiDnal!y , recklessly ~d. with Wanton .disregard .for the well-

being of Plaintiff failed ¯ and refused to apologize to. Plaintiff

and to offer, him any therapy or counseling or to take any other

actions "to assist .him in rebuilding his damaged emotional and

psychological state Which they. knew, or .should have known, .had

been devastated by the abuse penetrated by defendant PACHECOL

B5. The conduct Of Defendants ~as done with a¯ wanton and ,

OFM PACH 1
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reckless disregard of the consequences to Plaintiff and was done

with knowledge that it was highly probable that Plaintiff would

suffer severe mental anguish, emotional and physical distress,

humiliation and embarrassment.

36. As a direct-~d proximateresult of the. aforementioned

acts, Plaintiff~stlffe~ed, and will continue to s~ffer, severe ¯

humiliation, embarrassment, mental anguish and emotiona! and

physical distress and further he has bee~ injured in mind and body

.and has suffered the injuries and damages, as alleged herein.

37. The conduct of defendant FRIARS constituted malice and

oppression in.that defendant FRIARS’knew that Plaintfff was

vulnerable¯foll0wing the abuse and knew .that it was highly ~

that serious harm would result to Plaintiff, but nonethe1ess acted

in a despicable, wilful, deliberate and conscious disregard of the

rights and well-being of Plaintiff.

(CML CONSPIRACY):
(AGAINST FRIARS)

38. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs 1

through~ h~rein as¯though set forth~in the.it entirety herein.

39. Beginning in the-1980’S and up to the present, defendant

FRIARS andDOES2-100,-and each of-them, knowingly and wilfu~ly.

conspired and agreed among themselves to avoid public disclosure

of and totake responsibility for the sexual molestations

committed by their fellow member, defendant PACHEC0, and FRIARS

avoided~~extending apologies and assistance

to Plaintiff orPiain~iff,s~familywhen~%hey knew Piaintiff and

his family had asserted defendant PACHECO’s sexual ~buse of

-9-
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Plaintiff .while PACHECO was a member-of the FRIARS.

40. Defendant FRIARS conspired to avoid any affirmative

actions to mitigate the damages caused by defendant PACHECO even

though defendant-FRIARS had received mu.ltiple accusations from

various parents ¯ about. I defendant PACH~CO" s abuse of young men and

despite the fact that defendant FRIARS were themselves conducting

an on’going investigation of defendant. PACHECO’ s sexual

transgressions and despite the fact that in or about 1988,

defendant FRIARS rejected PACHECO from their Orderl

41.¯ In so doing, ~efendant FRIARS aggravated                                                                   ~~~~

injuries and aided and

abetted and rati-fied the sexual abuse perpetrated on Plaintiff.

42. Defendant FRIARS did the acts and things herei~n alleged

pursuant to ¯and in furtherance of thei~ conspiracy.’

43. Defendant FRIARS furthered the conspiracy by. cooperating

to avoid the above’described affirmative actionsand in this and

other ways ratified and adopted .the acts of defendant PACH~CO ~-

¯ 44. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that the ..last overt act .and pursuant to the above-described

conspiracy ¯ occurred on or about August 1996, on which.date

Plaintiff met with the attorney for the FRIARS, in an attempt to

gain a response to this claim against the FRIARS. Said attorney

informed Plaintiff that he would contact. Plaintiff with the FRIARS

response. Attorney has never made contact with plaintiff’S

attorney, nor has he responded to Plaintiff,s several calls in an

attempt to get a response back frOm--the--FRIARS. By this specific

failure to r~spond, and .by the FRIARS consistent failure to
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affirmatively respond over many years up to the present, the

FRIARS continue to act in furtherance of the conspiracy of silence

and aggravation of th4 tortious sexual "abuse of Plaintiff..

45. As. a proximate result of .the wrongful acts as. herein

alleged, Plaintiff has incurred general damages acco.rding.to proof

at time of trial.     /

46. Further, Plaintiff has in.cuffed special damages for

psychological counseling in ’an amount according to .proof at ~ime

.of trial.

-47. In doing the things as-herein alleged, defendant FRIARS

acted wilfully and with the intent to-cause injury to Plaintiff.

Defendant FRIARS are-therefore guilty of malice and oppression in

conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights~

.(SEVENTH .CAUSE OF ACTION)

(ASSAULT. :AND BATTERY)
(AGAINST PACHEC0)

48. Plaintiff incorpor~te~ the allegations of Paragraphs 1

through .~. herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

.49. Defendant PACHECO unlawfully assaulted and battered

Plaintiff by engaging in sexual related conduct with-Plaintiff as

alleged h~rein.

50. By reason of, the aforementioned wrongful acts, .Plaintiff

was placed in great fear of his life-and physical~ weil-being.

51. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned ¯

acts and. the fright caused thereby, Plaintiff suffered the

injuries and damages as a11eged herein.

52. The conduct of defendant PACHECO constituted mali~e and

oppression in that Defendant knew"th-~t ~i~intiff was v~inerable

-ii-
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and unable to protect himself and knew that it was highly likely

that serious harm would result, but in a despioabie, wilful and

conscious disregard of the rights and ~afety of Plaintiff and his

family, Defendant deliber.ately engaged in the conduct alleged

herein. Plaintiff therefore, seeks exemplary and punitive damages

from defendant PACHECO.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for damages as follows:

i. For general damages in an amount within the jurisdfhtion

of the superior court;

2.    For special damages for medical, incidental, and loss of

earnings, according to ~proof;

3 For punitive damages ,

4. For costs of Suit herein; and

5. For such other and further relief as-the court may deem

proper.

DATED: July 9, 1997

ABBEY, WEITZENBERG, KELLY,
NADLER, ]{OFFMAN & ~ERY

Plaintiff

-12-
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PROOF OF SERVICE

.I declare tha~:

.I am employed in.the County of Sohoma, California. I am over
the age of.eighteenyears ~nd not a party to the within cause; my
business address is 1105 North Dutton Avenue, P. O. Box 1566,
Santa Rosa, CA 954U2.

On July 9, 1997,/I served the attached: SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT.FOR DAMAGES on the interested parties in saidcause, by
placing atr~e.copythereof enclosed in a sealed envelope
addressed=as follows:

Nicholas W. Heldt, Esq.
Sedgwic~, Detert, Moran &Arnold
One Embarcadero Center, Sixteenth Floor
San Francisco, CA94111-3765

/~_/ (BY MAI,L) I placed each such Sealed envelope, with postage
thereon fully prepaid for first-class mail, for collection and
mailing at.Santa Rosa,CA. , following ordinary businesspractices.
I am readily familiar, with the practice of A~bey, Weitzenberg,
Kelly, Nadler, Hoffman & Emery for processing of correspondence,
said practice beingthat in the ordinary course of business,
correspondence is..deposited in the United States Postal Service
the same day as it is placed fo~ processing.

/__~ (BY PERSONAL SERVICE) I.[Caused each ~uch envelope to be
dellvered-byhand to the addressee(s) noted above.

/__/ {BY FACSIMILE). I caused the said document-to be transmitted
by Facsimile machine to the number indicated after the ~ddress(es)
noted above.               -

I dec:lame, under penalty ~f perjury that the foregoing is true
and .correct.~ and that this declaration was executed on July 9,
1997, at Santa Rosa, California.

~ ~DNER
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": LI’ DX.VLATO, BRISBOIS & BIS
LAWYER~

,.~ U ITE 1400

CENTER TOWER BUILDING

~A MES~ CALIFORNI~ ~26

MICHAEL C. OLSON
November 15, 1994

COSTA MES~ {714) eSO-1030
LOS ANGEL~: (213} ~50-7~00

Lynne Browning Goodwin, Esq.
CALLAHAN, McCUNE & WILLIS
402 W. Broadway, #800
San Diego, CA 92101

Coughlin
21155-026

Dear Ms. Goodwin:

Enclosed herewith please find a settlement draft in the
amount of                                                       and MARK
ROSEMAN.    ou are                                               to Mr.
Rosemanuntil after we have received a signedRelease Agreement and
a Stipulation and Order for Dismissal

If you have any questions regarding our position, please
.do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

LEWIS, D’AMATO,

--Enclosure
MCO:ct
cc: Mark Roseman, Esq.

Micha/el C. Olson
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Lynne Browning Goodwin,
November 15, 1994
Page 2

-bcc:
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THEODORE S. WENTWORTH~’

NAMCY MORSE KNIGHT
WILL~kM DELL! PAOU

THEODORE S. WENTWORTH

October. 17, 1994 NATIONAL BDARD OF TR~ ADVOCACY

Reply - Irvine

Franciscan Friars of California, Inc.
1500 34th Street
Oakland, California 94601

vs. ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, et al.

Dear Gentlepeople:

Service of Summons and Complaint is being made pursuant to a new
method enacted by the State Legislature pursuant to the
Constitution.      It is, in part, designed to prevent the
embarrassment that comes from being served by a process server.

Please sign the "Acknowledgment of Service" and return it to us in
the enclosed, self-addresssed, return envelope. You should then
take the papers and give~ them to your insurance company, agent or
lawyer. He will know what to do with them.

You lose no rights by signing and returning the acknowledgment.
You simply avoid the expense of service which you are otherwise
obligated to pay. (See copy of the law attached.)

If there are any questions, please feel free to call our office.

Very truly yours,

LAW OFFICES OF ’
THEODORE S.    WENTWORTH

NMK:skb
Enclosure

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Statesrv. In

By.
NANCY

2112 BUSINESS CENTER DKIVE
SUITE 220

IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92715
(714) 752-7711
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FAX (714) 752-8339

WELLS FARGO BANK BLDG.
41530 ENTEP,.PKISE CIRCLE soLrI~

SUITE 206
TEMECULA. CALIFORNIA 92590

(909) 695-1888



CALIFORNIA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

415.30 [Service by mail; Articles mailed; Form of Notice;
When service complete; Liability for expense or failure to return
acknowledgment; Approved form].

(a)    A summons may be served by mail as provided in this
secion. A copy of the summons and of the complaint shall be mailed
(by first class mail or airmail, postage prepaid) to the person to
be served, together with two copies of the notice and
acknowledgment provided in subdivision (b) and a return envelope,
postage prepaid, addressed to the sender.

(b) [This sub-section of the Code simply specified the farm
of the Standard California Court Summons].

(c)    Service of summons pursuant to the section is deemed
complete on the date a written acknowledgment of receipt of summons
is executed,, if such acknowledgment thereafter is returned to
sender.

(d) If the person to whom a copy of the summons and ofthe
complaint are mailed pursuant to this section fails to complete and
return the acknowledgment form set forth in subdivision (b) within
twenty (20) days from the date of such mailing~ the party to whom
the summons-was mailed shall be liable for reasonable expenses
thereafter incurred in serving or attempting to serve the party by
another method permitted by this chapter, and, except for good
cause shown, the court in which the action is pending, upon motion,
with or without notice, shall award the party such expenses whether
or not he is otherwise entitled to recover his costs in the action.

(e) A notice of acknowledgment of receipt in form approved by
the Judicial Counsel is deemed to comply with this section [Added
by Stats. 1969, Section 3, operative July I, i970].

415.60 [Service outside state; When complete]-.

A summons may be served on a person outside this state in any
manner provided by this article or by sending a copy of the summons
and ofthe complaint to the person to be served by any form of
airmail requiring a return receipt. Service of a summons by this
form if mail is deemed complete on the 10th day after such mailing.
[Added by Stats. 1969, Section 3, operative July i, 1970].

OFMPACH 1
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NAME AND ADDRESS O~ S~NDER. TELEPHONE NO.:
Nancy M. Knight, Esq. 714-752-7711
LAW-OFFICES OF THEODORE S. WENTWORTH
2112 Business Center Drive, Suite 220
Irvine, California-92715

Insed ~me of court. |udic~el district or branch coud. if any, and P~t Ofl~oe and SIr~t Address.
ORANGE COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
700 Civic Center Drive West
Santa Ana, California 92701

For Court Use Only

PLAINTIFF"

DEFENDANT: ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN
CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE, et al.,

NOTICE AND ACKNOWLEDGMEN3" OF RECEIPT case

TO: .Age. n.t .f.or. s.e.rv.i.ce, f.o.r:.. F.ra.n.ci.s.ca n .F.ri.ar.s.o.f.C.al.i.fo.r.ni.a~..In.c: , . .
(Insert name-of individual being served)

This summons and other document(s) indicated below are being served pursuant to Section 415.30 of the California
Code of Civil Procedure. Your failure to complete this form and return it to me within 20 days may subject you (or
the party on whose behalf you are being served) to liabilily for the payment of any expenses incurred in serviDg a
summons on you in any other manner permitted by law.

If you are being served on behalf of a corporation, unincorporated association (including a partnership), or other
entity, this form must be signed by you i~ the name Of such entity or by a person.authorized to receive service o~
process on behalf of such entity. In all other cases, this form must be signed by you personally or by a person authorized
by you to acknowledge receipt of summons. Section 415.30 provides that this summons and other document(s) are
deemed served on the date you sign the Acknowledgment of Receipt below, if you return this form to me.

Dated: October 17, 1994
NANCY " M.I KNIG~nature~t sender)

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT

This acknowledges receipt of: (TO be completed by sender before mailing)
I. [~ A copy of the summons and of the complaint.
-2. [~ A copy ot the summons and of the Petition (Marriage) and:

[~ Blank Confidential Counseling Statement (Marriage)
~ Order to Show Cause (Marriage).
~~ Blank Responsive Declaration
r--] Blank Financial Declaration
~-_..~] Other: (Specify) Second Amended Summons and

Notice
Second Amended Complaint;

to Attorneys; Ex Parte Policies & Procedures

(To be completed by recipient)

Date of receipt: ...............

Date this form is signed: ..........

(Signature of pe~on acknowledging receipt, wilh title if
acknowledgment is made on behalf of anothe~ person)

(Type or print your name and name of entity, it an)’.
on whose behall this form is signed)

OFM PACH 1
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Under procedures now in place, your case has been assigned to a judge-for-all-purposes, and
will receive special handling from the date of its assignment to the date of its disposition.
This assignment will facilitate the court’s ability to manage the case and will assure its
timely disposition.

The court determines that for the purposes of exercising C.C.P. 170.6 rights there are two
sides in this matter unless, by noticed motion filed in Dept. I prior to the expiration of
time in which to exercise said rights, a party asserts there are more than two sides.

All documents filed subsequent to this assignment must include thename and department of the
judge under the case.number (OCSCR ~35).-

Except as otherwise directed by the Orange .County Superior Court R=les/Policies,
pleadings, witb the exception of Law-&Motion, should befile~at ~he-Civil filing c~nters,

Law & Motion moving papers should be .filed at the Civil Calendar Control counter; subsequent
documents, including documents for cases assigned to the outer courts, should also be filed
at Civil Calendar Control.

TOSCHEDULE A NOTICED MOTION, PLEASE REFER TO ll~E INFORMATION ON ll{E B#~:I( SIDE OF 1}IIS ME~.

To arrange for consideration of an ex-parte ma~tter, you must call the clerk of the department
to which your casewas assigned at the following number:

SITTI~GATCEMTRALCOLIRT (?00 CIVIC CENTER ORIVE WEST, SANTA ANA, CA g270%)

Oept 6/Stock 834-4656 Oept 17/Brickner 834-4355 Dept 25/Goldstein 834-4506
Dept 81Horn 834-3700 Dept 19/Wilkinson 834-3720 Dept’26/Choate 834-5532
DeBt ].0/Myers 834-4660 DeBt ZO/McOonald 834-4555 " DeBt 281Mandel 834-2273
Dept ]1/Jameson " 834-4694 Dept 21/Engebretsen/ Dept 30/Smallwood 834-2126
Dept 13/Thrasher 834-4592 Franklin 834-4732 Dept 31/Rylaarsdam 834-2372
Dept 14/Ffazee 834-4526 Dept 22/Firmat 834-5005 Dept 32/Siegel 834-2351.
.Dept 15/Watson 834-4685 DeBt 23/Bauer 834-5002 DeBt 331T~omas 834-23~4
Dep.t 16/Poole 834-3886 Dept 24/Palk 834-5092

DeBt 611Polis*    56g-2318. sitting at gOB N. Mai, Street, Santa Ana

SITTING AT WEST MUHICIPAL CD~T

Dept 71/Knox     896-7364

(81~I 13TH.STREET, WESTMINSTER, CA 92685)

Dept 72/Cox 896-7377

SII-FII~GAT~ORTHMUNICIPALCOURT (1275 N. BERKELEY, FULLERTON, CA 92635)

Dept 80/Ross     7~3-446g    Dept 82/Alfano     773-4445

~° SI~’~i.~6;XT ~ MIi~IC!PAL COURT (4601- J~MBOREE ROAD, NERPoRT BEACH;

Dept 91/Schenk 476L4703    Dept 92/Luesebrink. 476-4704    Dept. 93/Weeks 475-4705

srudich/forms/notices/ccm ssignment
ec/7-25-94 OFMPACH 1
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ORANGE COUN’FYSUPERIOR COURT

NOTICE TO ATTORNEYS

In order to improve~servic~ to the legal community the Court will continue
to have the parties set motions on any day the assigned court has a law and
motion calendar subject to statutory service. After setting the hearing
date, submit your moving papers, with appropriate filing fees to Civil
Calendar Control no. later than 15 calendar days prior to the hearing. See
Rule 520 B(1) Orange County Superior Court Rules. The ~matter will be
calendared-upon receip~ of your documents. The Law and Motion schedule for
each court is as follows:,

Dept. Judge/. Day Time
Commissioner

6 Stock Thursday 1:30 pm
8 Horn wednesday 2:00 pm
9 Keough Tues & Thurs 9:30 am

10 Myers Wednesday 9:00 am
Ii Jameson Tuesday 1:30 pm
13 Thrasher Thursday I1:00 am
14 Frazee Tuesday 1:30 pm
15 Watson Wednesday. 1:30 pm
16 Poole Wednesday l:30~pm
17 Brickner Friday 3:00 pm
19 Wilkinson Wednesday 1:30 pm
20 McDonald Friday 1:30 pm
21 Engeb=etsen/Franklln ~rid~y 1:30 pm
22 Firmat Thursday 2:30 pm
23 Bauer Tuesday 1:30 pm
24 Palk" Wednesday 2:30pm
25 Goldstein. Friday 1:30 pm
26 Choate ThurSday ¢; 1:30 pm
28 Mandel W@dnesday 1:30 pm
30 Smallwood Tuesday 2:00 pm
"31 Rylaarsdam Even # Tues/Odd # Thurs 2:30 p~
32 " Siegel Tuesday ll:00 am
33 Thomas -Wednesday 1:30 pm
61 Polls Friday 1:30 pm
71 Knox Tuesday 1:30 pm.
72 Cox Thursday 1:30 pm
80 Ross Wednesday 1:30 pm
82 Alfano Wednesday 1:30 pm
91 Schenk Monday 1:30 pm
92 Luesebrink Friday 2:00pm
93 Wee~s Friday : l:30pm

-For cases which have not been assigned, to a J~dge.or Commissioner for all
purposes,please cal! 834-3766 to schedul~ a.hearing~date.     " ~"

/motionlist
cp/9-20-94 OFMPACHI
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DEPARTMENT 61

HON.    ROBERT J.. POLIS

o

EX PARTE
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Exparte applications will be heard Monday through Thursday at
1:30 P.M. The local rules of court and pol~cies apply except
as modified herein.

Moving party shall give the Court telephonic reservation of
the ex parte application 24 hours prior to the. hearing.

Ex parte application shall be filed in Department 61 at the
time of hearing.

The moving party shall submit.on the moving p~pers unless the
Court invites oral argument.

No court reporter will be present unless invited by the Court.

Ex parte matters shall not interfere with~or delay the trial
in progress in Department 61. Counsel may have to wait.

Effective 8/2/93 a $I~.00 fee will be required for all ex
parte hearings with an additional $14.00 fee for all
Subsequent noticed motions.

SDecial Note

Judge Polis ha~ a special procedure of ~AXING his tentative rulings
for his Friday calendars (Law and Motion, Evaluation Conference and
Post Arbitration Review Hearings -- No appearances are necessary at
these hearings.).

In order to expedite this procedure, when your case is assigned, to
his Court , and you do not object to thi~ assignment, please FAX the
Case Name, Case Number, Your Name and who you represent, as well as-
your office phone number and your FAX number. ~LEASE~be sure to
include your area code.

The FAX number for Depa;tment 61 is (714) 569-2199.

OFMPACHI
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SUMMONS
(CITACION JUDICIAL)

(ON SECOND AMENDED COMPlAInT) i
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: (Av~so a Acusado)
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION
SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIA~
FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA ! ,
INCORPORATED; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC
CHURCH; FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS; FATHER GARY PACHEC~:
MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL: and DOES 1 through 200,
Inclusive,
YOU ARE BEING SUED BY PLAINTIFF:
(A Ud. le est,~ demandando)

You have 30 CAZENDAR DAYS after this sum-
mons Ls served on you to file a ~,pewrhten re-
sponse at th~s court.
A letter or phone call ~iil not protect you; your
typewritten response must be in proper legal
form if you want the court to hear your case.

If you do not t’de your response on time, you may
Io~e the case, and your wages, money and pro-
perry may be taken without further warning from
the court.
There are other legal requirements. You may
want to call an attorney r~ght away. If you do not

-~ know an ~ttomey. you may car an attorney refer-
-re! service or a legal aid grace (llsted in the phone
book).

The name and address of the court is:. (El nornbre y d;recci6n de la co~e e~)

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNL~, COUNTY OF ORANGE
700 Civic Center Drive West
RO. Box 838
Santa Ana, CA 92702-0838

.JUDGEROBERT J. POUS
DEPT. 61

~ namz address, and ~[e~one humor of piain~iff’s a~omey, or p~n~ Wi~ho~ ~n a~om~ i~
~nomb~ ~dire¢¢~nyeln6me~ ~ ~no ~la~ ~l~man~n~ o ~l~man~n~queno ~ne~bogado, ~

LAW OFFICES OF THEODORE S.. WENTWORTH
2112 Business Center Drive, Suite 220
Irvine, California 92715
714-752-7711

MARILYN DAVIS

NOTICE TO THE PERSON SERVED: You are served
1. [--’-] as an {ndiv~dua! defendant.
2. ~ as %he person sued under zhe fw’~Iious name of ~specify):

3. ~ on behalf of.(specify):

under, [’--] CCP 416.10 (corporation)
~ CCP 416.20 (defunct co~poratlon)

~ CCP 416.40 (assoc~atlon or partnershipl

¯ other:.
4. ~ by personal delivery o~ (dare):

~’ OFM PACH 1

~ CCP 416.60 (minor}

~ CCP 416.70 (¢onservatee}

~ CCP 416.90 (indK6dual)
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SFACE BELOW FOR FILING STAMP ONLY)

THEODORE S. WENTWORTH
21~2 BD51N~55 CENTER D~|VE, 5U~E 220

IP.VINE. CALIFORNIA 92Yl5-t0~3

(71~t) 752-7711

Plaintiff
A~tormey for

FILED
ORANGE GOUNT~’ SUPERIOR COURT

OCT I ~ 1994

BY,M. DAVIS

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ORANGE

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)VS.

ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF )
ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; )
ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF )
ORANGE;. PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN )
FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF
CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED;
SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE
CATHOLIC CHURCH; FATHER
MICHAEL HARRIS; FATHER GARY
PACHECO; MATER DEI HIGH
SCHOOL; and DOES 1 through
200, Inclusive,

Defendants.

CASE NO.:

ASSIGNED FOR ALL PURPOSES:
Judge: Robert J. Polis
Dept.: 61

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR
PERSONAL INJURIES AND DAMAGES

i. NEGLIGENCE
)
) 2. NEGLIGENCE PER SE
)
) 3. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF
) EMOTION DISTRESS

) 4. ASSAULT AND BATTERY
)
) 5. FALSE IMPRISONMENT
)
) 6. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION

OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

7. FRAUD

8. NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION

9. STATUTORY VIOLATIONS

II/!i

I////

lilfl
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5

6

’7

8

9

lO

"~6

18

19

~0

22

~6

~8

COMES NOW plaintiff, who hereby alleges

against defendants, and each of them, as follows:

FOR A FIRST, SEPARATE AN~ DISTINCT CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR NEGLIGENCE AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS
AND EACH ,,OF THEM, ..... PLAINTIFF ALLEGES AS
FOLLOWS:

i.    Plaintiff, and4~ at all tim~

mentioned herein, was a resident of the County of Orange, State of

California.

2.    Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon

alleges, that defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A

CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL

FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED;

SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; and

DOES 51 through 150, inclusive, and each of them, are, and at all

times mentioned herein were, corporations, partnerships, joint

venturers or other business entities, non-profit organizations,

associations or church organizations, u~its, divisions, branches,

religious organizations, catholic schools or subsidiaries thereof,

having their principal place of business in the’County of Orange

and the County of Alameda, State of California. The majority of

the intentional, negligent and ° careless acts and occurrences, as

alleged herein, as against said defendantsi giving rise to the

causes of action herein, occurred at or about the premises commonly

known as MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL, located as 1202 West Edinger, in

the City of Santa Aria, County of Orange, State of California, and.

the premises commonly known as SAINT~ SIMON AND.JUDE CATHOLIC

CHURCH, located at or ~bout 2044 Magnoli~ Street, in the City of

Huntington Beach, and the home of FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, located at

2
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12

or about 210 Batavia Drive, in the City of Orange, and/or some

other locations within the County of Orange and elsewhere.

3.    Plaintiff is ignorant, of the true names and

capacities of defendants sued herein as DOES 1 through 200,

inclusive, and each of them, and, therefore, sues said defendants

by said fictitious names. Plaintiff will amend this complaint to

allege their true names and capacities when ascertained. Plaintiff

is informed and believes, and thereon alleges, that each said

fictitiously named defendant is negligently,    carelessly,

intentionally, or otherwise, responsible in some manner for his

injuries as alleged herein, and that the injuries and damages

sustained by plaintiff as more particularly set forth herein were

directly and proximately caused by said wrongful conduct.

4.    All defendants, and each of them, at all times

mentioned herein, were the principals, agents, employers,

employees, co-employees, supervisors, servants, co-servants,

partners, associates, joint venturers, co-participants, co-

conspirators,     aiders    and    abettors,     principals    and/or

representatives of each of their co-defendants and, in doing the

things herein described, were acting within the course and scope of

such relationships and each such. act or omission was with the

authority, permission, consent, knowledge and/or ratification of

each said co-defendant, who are thereby vicariously, and otherwise,

responsible for same.

5.    Pla~nt!ff is informed and believes, and thereon

alleges, that at all times mentioned herein, that defendants,

FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS,’FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50,

inclusive, and each of them, were Priests, Pastors, ~ishops,

3
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28

Archbishops, Principals, Administrators, Teachers and/or other

church authorities at MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL, SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE

CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 51 through i00, inclusive, and each of

them, which were branches of, or otherwise affiliated with,

defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE

~F_.ORANGE, PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS, FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF

CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED, and DOES i00 through 200, inclusive, and

each of them, and performed sermons~ instructed students,

disciplined students, oversaw and managed the youth groups, altar

boys, and house boys, oversaw students’ Christian education, acted

as g~.idance counselors and performed various other duties at said

schools and other locations, al! within the course and scope of

their authority and/or employment with said schools, with the

knowledge, and permission,.consent, authority and/or ratification

of each of their employers, principals and/or superiors.

6.    Plaintiff is informed and believes, and thereon

alleges, that d~fendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE; ROMAN

CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS;

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF. CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; MATER DEI HIGH

SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 1 through

200, inclusive, and each of them, were the owners, operators,

licensors, licensees, lessors, lessees, principa&s, employers,

employees, overseers, or otherwise in control and supervision of

the premises commonly known as MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL, SAINTS SIMON

AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 51 through i00, as well as all

church, religious, educational and other activities, events, and

occurrences at said lo~ations.

IIIII

4 .
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7.    From approximately, but not limited to, 1978 up

through and including, but not limited to, approximately 1983,

defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1

through 50, inclusive, and each of them, negligently, carelessly,

willfully, intentionally, maliciously, wantonly,, and otherwise

under the cloak of their, authority, confidenc44 trust, faith

supervisory, hierarchical, and otherwise specia! relationship with

plaintiff, committed acts of sexual abuse, molestation, and other

wrongfu! acts upon plaintiff in violation of california Pena!Code,

Sections 285, 266(9), 286, 288(a)(b) and (c), and 289(H) (I) a~d

(J), 311.1, 311.3 and 647.6, as well as other laws of the State of

California proscribing said conduct, and continued to perform said

acts and conduct, causing plaintiff to suffer great physical,

mental and emotional injury as more particularly set forth and

alleged herein.

8.    At all times material herein, plaintiff was a

student at MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL and parishioner at SAINTS SIMON

AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and a member of the Catholic Church, as

governed and operated by defendants, ROMAN-CATHOLIC BISHOP OF

ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE;

PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA,

INCORPORATED, and DOES i00 through 150, inclusive, and each of

them. Because both his mother and father were dead, plaintiff’s

stepmother particularly requested defendants, and each of them, to

comfort, solace, guide, and direct plaintiff in his adolescence.

As a student, parishioner and church member, all defendants, and

each of them, had acquired a special relationship to plaintiff as

a member of the church, and student at the school, receiving

5
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special education, guidance, discipline and training in the

Catholic religion. All defendants, and each of them, were in a

position to educate, advise, discipline, supervise, protect and

control plaintiff. All defendants, and each of them, had a duty to

protect, keep safe from harm, care for, supervise, warn, and advise

plaintiff in a reasonably prudent manner, as ~ll ~s a duty not to

violate his civil rights and trust by performing, or allowing to be

performed, any illegal, immoral or sexual acts against him

including, but not limited to, acts of sexual abuse.    All

defendants, and each of them, had a further duty reasonably to

supervise, investigate, monitor, report, wa~n, ascertain, uncover

and terminate any such wrongful and illegal acts and activities

involving plaintiff, such as those set forth and alleged herein.

9.    At all times material herein, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE,. A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA , INCORPORATED; FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS; FATHER GARY

PACHECO; MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC

CHURCH; and DOES 50 through 150, inclusive, and each of them, hed

a duty diligently, reasonably and carefully to hire, engage,

retain, associate,    supervise, employ, train, investigate,

reprimand, treat, refer, ~counsel, discharge report, warn, and

otherwise be responsible for, priests, teachers, principals,

administrators and other church authorities as they performed their

functions within the church and church School, including their

duties as priest, teaGher~ administrator and principal atMATER DEI

HIGH SCHOOL, SAINTS S~MON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 51

through 1O0, and each of them, particularly as it.pertains to

6
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contact with students and members of the parish, congregation and

public, such as plaintiff herein.

I0. At al! times material herein, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS; FATHER

PACHECO; MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC

CHURCH; and DOES l through 200, inclusive, and each of them,

negligently, carelessly, willfully, intentionally, and otherwise,

under the cloak of their authority, disciplinary position,

confidence, trust, faith and special relationship with plaintiff,

and with the knowledge and notice of said priests, principals,

teachers, administrators, adults and church authorities wrongful

conduct, propensities and illegal and harmfu! acts as alleged

herein, did so willfully, and intentionally cause, aid and abet ,

advise, encourage, allow, assist, arrange, conspire and act in

concert, through their activities, inaction, silence and

agreements, among other actions, violate California Penal cede,

Sections 285 266(j), 286, 288(a)(b) and [c) and 289(H)(I) and (J)m

311.1, 311.3 and 647.6, as well as other laws of the State of

California.

ii. At all times material herein,,all defendants, and

each of them, negligently, carelessly, willfully, intentionally,-

and otherwise wrongfully ,    carried out their respective

aforementioned duties to plaintiff, their betrayal causing serious

injuries and damages to plaintiff as more particularly set f~rth

and allegedherein.

I/II/
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12. At all times material herein, all defendants, and

each of them, negligently, carelessly, willfully, intentionally or

otherwise wrongfully, cared for, taught, advised, disciplined,

chaperoned, supervised, treated, protected, educated, trained and

otherwise controlled plaintiff, so that plaintiff’s person was

vi0~ated as a result of illegal and immoral acts inqludlng, but not

limite4 to, sexual abuhe being performed on him by defendants,

FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO and DOES 1 through 50,

inclusive, and each of them, so as to cause serious and permanent

physical, mental and emotional injuries to plaintiff as more

particularly set forth and alleged herein.

13. At all times material herein, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON

AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; and DOES 50 through 200, inclusive, and

each of them, negligently, willfully, intentionally, and carelessly

hired, engaged, retained, associated, supervised, employed,

trained, investigated,’reprimanded, treated, referred, counselled~-

invited to their home, discharged and were otherwise responsible

for priests and other church authorities, such as defendants,

FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50,

inclusive, and each of them, and retained said priests, principals,

vice principals, teachers, administrators and other church figures,

despite.the fact that they and actual and/or constructive notice of

said priests’, principals’, vice principals’, teachers’

administrators, and church authorities’ wrongful conduct,

propensities, and the resulting attendant reasonably foreseeable

8
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injury to persons lawfully situated such as plaintiff herein by the

acts and activities of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER

GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and each of their

activities and acts as more particularly set forth and alleged

herein.

_.-    14. At all times materia! herein, de~endants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON

AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; and DOES 51 t~rough 200, inclusive, and

each of them, knew-, or should have known, that defendants, FATHER

MICHAEL HARRIS; FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50,

inclusive, and each of them, were suffering from mental, emotional

and/or physical injury, disability, or other illness, whereby it

was, or should have been, foreseeable that he/they was/were

engaging, or would engage in, in immoral, illegal and unprivileged

acts and activities, including, but not limited to, acts of sexual

¯ abuse, with plaintiff, under the cloak of his/their authorities,

confidence and trust, bestowed upon him/them by, and through, the

church. Despite such knowledge and duty to investigate, control,

counse!, advise, reprimand, discharge, report, warn, and take other

appropriate actions ~ith respect to defendants, -FATHER MICHAEL

HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and

each of them, all defendants, and each of them, negligently and

carelessly failed to take any appropriate action to protect and

insure the safety of persons lawfully situated such as plaintiff

herein inciuding, but not limited to, reporting said defendants to

the proper authorities, warning plaintiff and other members of the

9
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public or persons affiliated or associated with the congregation

and student bodies of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER

GARY PACHECO, and DOES i through 50, inclusive, and each of their

dangerous and illegal propensities, or undertake any other

appropriate action such as, but not limited to, removing

defendants, FAT~ER MICHA~HARRIS,. FATHER GARY PAC~ECO, and DOES 1

through 50, inclusive, and each of their dangerous and illegal

propensities, or undertake any other appropriate action such as,

but not limited to, removing defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS,

FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES i through 50, and each of them, from

their positions of authority and from. contact with minors, which

would have prevented the acts alleged herein from being committed

upon plaintiff, which resulted in serious injury and damages as

more particularly set forth and alleged herein.

15. As a further direct, legal and proximate result of

said negligence, carelessness, betrayal of trust, and other

wrongful conduct of said defendants, and each of them, plaintiff

continued to be so injured and damaged and was not afforded the

opportunity to obtain rehabilitation, counselling and other

appropriate treatment for his physical, mental, emotional, and

other injuries, within a reasonable time after defendants’ wrongful

conducts, acts, actions and omissions against him, thereby causing

further injuries and damages to him as more particularly.set forth

and alleged herein.

16. As a further direct, legal and proximate result of

the nature of defendants’ and each of their wrongful conduct and

activities, and of the illnesses, injuries and damages sustained as

alleged herein by plaintiff, said wrongful conduct of said

I0
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defendants, and each of them, was reasonably psychologically

repressed by plaintiff, thereby causing him to forget and suppress

from his memory such injuries, illnesses and wrongful conduct

including, but not limited to, acts of sexual abuse and molestation

and other physical, emotional, mental and related abuse and injury

as more specially alleged herein. Plaintiff did~not reasonably

discover, and reasonably could not have discovered, that his

mental, emotional and psychological injuries, illnesses and

damages, occurring after the age of majority were caused by said

wrongful conduct of defendants, and each of them, including, but

not limited to, the aforementioned sexual abuse and molestation..

occurring during his min6rity, as well as any other injuries and

illnesses alleged herein, until approximately April 17, 1992, at

which time said knowledge first began to surface and continues to

present to surface to plaintiff, DAVID PRICE.

17. As a direct, legal and proximate result of said

conduct of defendants, and their betrayal of plaintiff’s trust and

confidence, and each of them, plaintiff sustained personal injuries

which have caused, and will continue to cause, permanent physihal,

emotional and mental pain, discomfort, disability and suffering,

all to his"general damage in an amount believed to be in excess of

the minimum jurisdictio~ of this court, according to proof.

18. As a further, direct, legal and proximate result of

said wrongful acts of defendants, and each of them, plaintiff was

required to, and did, expend money and incur obligations for

medical, psychiatric, psychological and other health care services,

hospitalization, medicine and medical supplies, ~ therapy,

rehabilitation, a~d other services, and will in the future be

Ii
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compelled to incur additional obligations for same. Plaintiff does

not know the reasonable value of said obligations at this time, but

prays that same may be inserted herein when ascertained or upon

proof thereof.

19. As a further direct, legal and proximate result of

defendants’, and_gach of their wrongful conduct, plwintiff has been

deprived of earnings and earning capacity, and will in the future

be so deprived. Plaintiff does not know the reasonable value of

same at this time, but prays that same be inserted herein when

ascertained or upon proof thereof.

20. on or around September 15, 1994, the court issued an

Order in accordance with Cali~orn.ia. Code of civil Procedure,

Section 340.1, that there is reasonable and meritorious cause for

the filing of the within Second Amended Complaint naming the

defendants herein.

FOR A SECOND, ...SEPARATE.AND DISTINCT CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR NEGLIGENCE ~.ER SE AGAINST
~.E~ENDANTS, FATHER MI~HAE.L..H~.RRIS, FATHER GARY
PACHECO, AND DOES 1 THROUGH 50, AND. EACH OF
THEM., PLAINTIFF ALLEGES AS FOLLO.WS A

21. Plaintiff hereby refers to, repeats, and reallege~

each and every paragraph contained in the First Cause of Action,

and each and every allegation contained therein, and incorporates

same by this reference, as though fully se~ forth at this point.

22. As alleged herein defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS,

FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and each of

.them, committed acts of s~xual abuse, molestation, and other

wrongful acts in violation of California Penal Code Sections 285,

266(f), 286, 288(a)(b) and (c), and 289 (H)(I) and (J), 311.1,

311.3, and 647.6, as well as other laws of the State of california
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prosecuting such conduct, causing plaintiff to suffer great

physical, mental and emotional injury as more particularly set

forth and alleged herein.

23. The vi~lahion of statutes of the State of california

by defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES

i through 50, inclusive, and each of them,_~he ~act that said

violations of law proximately caused physical and emotional

injuries to the plaintiff and the injury resulted from the

occurrence of sexual abuse, molestation and other wrongful acts

which said statutes were designed to prevent, and the fact that

plaintiff was one-of the class of persons for whose protection the

statutes were adopted, create the presumption of negligence on the

part of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO,

DOES I through 50, inclusive, a~d each of them.

FOR.A THIRD, ....SEPARATE AND DISTINCT CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR NEGLIGENT INFLICTION... OF EMOTIONAL
.D.ISTRESS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS, AND EACH.. OF
THEM, PLAINTIFF ALLEGES AS FOLLOWS:

24. Plaintiff hereby refers to, repeats, and realleges

each and every’ paragraph contained in the First and Second Cause of

Action, and each and every allegation contained therein, and

incorporates same by this reference, as though fully get forth at

this point.

25. As alleged herein, defendants, FATHER MICHAEL

HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and

each of them, did so unlawfully touch, sexually molest and abuse

plaintiff as alleged herein, and otherwise betraying, abusing and

causing physical and mental abuse as alleged herein thereby causing

I/III
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plaintiff to suffer severe and extreme emotional and mental

4istrsss~

26. At all times relevant herein, as alleged herein,

defendants, and each of them, knew, or should have known, of the

aforementioned acts of sexual molestation and abuse of plaintiff by

defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS , FATHER GARY PA~HECO and DOS 1

through 50, inclusive, and each of them, or otherwise knew, or

-should have known, that their failure to exercise reasonable

conduct and due care in the carrying out of ~their duties to

plaintiff, as aforedescribed and alleged herein, and that acting so

negligently, carelessly and otherwise wrongfully, ~ould cause

severe mental anguish, emotional and physical distress and profound

shock to plaintiff’s nervous system.

27. As a further and direct, lega! and proximate result

of said wrongful acts of defendants, and-each of them, as

specifically alleged herein, plaintiff has suffered, and continues

to suffer, severe mental anguish, emotional and physical distress,

and profound shock to his nervous system, resulting in the

injuries and damages set forth herein.

FOR..A FQURTH, .SEPARATE AND DISTINCT CAUSE OF
A.CT~QN FOR ASSAULT AND BATTERY AGAINST ALL
DEFENDANTS AND EACH OF THEM, PLAINTIFF ALLEGES
AS’FOLLOWS:                                     ,~

28. Plaintiff hereby refers to, repeats, and realleges

each and every paragraph contained in the First, Second and Third

Causes of Action, and each and every allegation contained therein,

and incorporates same by this reference, as though fully set forth

at this point.

II/II
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29. Defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY

PACHECO and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and each of them,

intimidated, betrayed, deceived, or otherwise wrongfully

communicated or conveyed to plaintiff that said defendants, and

each of them, would touch and perform immoral and illegal acts upon

plaintiff including, but not limited to, acts of sexual molestation

and sexual abuse, with the intent and ability of carrying out said

acts. .Because of his youth and inexperience and his trust of

defendants, and each of them, plaintiff was incapable of resisting

such immoral and illegal acts or acts of recognizing the immoral

and illegal character of such acts.

30. Defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY

PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and each of them, then

proceeded without legal consent unlawfully to touch, sexually

molest and abuse plaintiff, and otherwise physically and mentally

abuse and cause serious injury and harm to plaintiff as alleged

-herein, and thereafter continued to do so, causing plaintiff to

suffer great physical and .emotional injury, as more particularly

set forth herein.                                                      --~

31. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon

alleged, that at all relevant times herein, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; .ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH;

MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; and DOES 51 through 200, inclusive, and each

.0 f them, and the defendants’ agents herein knew, or should have

known, the herein above alleg~d acts of assault and battery,

including, but not limited to, sexual molestation and abuse

15
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committed on plaintiff,                  and the intent and/or of the

propensity of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY

PACHECO and DOES i through 50, inclusive, and each of them, to

commit the acts of sexual molestation and sexual abuse against

plaintiff including, but not limited to, those acts alleged herein,

and that.¯~hey were not qualified, competent nor capable of being a

child care custodian, thereby creating an undue risk of harm to

children similarly situated as plaintiff herein, which was, or

should have been reasonably foreseeable to all defendants, and each

of them, particularly since they had, or should have had, specific

knowledge that defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY

PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and each of them, were

sexually molesting and abusing other similarly situated children.

Yet, with full knowledge of those acts and in a conscious disregard

for the rights of plaintiff, said defendants permitted, adopted,

ratified and otherwise approved those acts which were committed in

the course and scope of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS’, FATHER

GARY PACHECO’s and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, andeach of them,

and each of their agents herein. In addition, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH;

MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; and DOES 51 through 200, inclusive, and each

of them, and their agents, had no reliable, significant or

meaningful policy or practice and otherwise failed and/or refused

properly to investigate and report complaints about the conduct of

the clergy or take appropriate action to protect the well-being of

its members, parishioners, students and others, including

16
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plaintiff, ~ Thereafter, defendants, FATHER MICHAEL

HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and

each of them, continued to perpetuate and perform the despicabl~

and outrageous acts including, but not limited to, acts of sexual

molestation and abuse and other wrongful acts upon.plaintiff. As

a result thereof , said defendants, and each of the~ b did cause and

continue to cause plaintiff to suffer severe mental, emotional and

physical damages and injuries as more particularly set forth and

alleged herein.

32. The aforementioned acts and conduct of said

defendants, and each of them, constituted unprovoked conduct which

was willful, wa~ton, malicious, oppressive and beyond all

reasonable bounds of decency and conscious disregard for the

physical and emotional health, safety and well-being of plaintiff.

33. By reason of said wrongful ac~s of defendants, and

each them, plaintiff has suffered extreme and severe mental

anguish, emotional distress, physical pain, and has been injured

and damaged as more particularly set forth herein.

34. Said wrongful" conduct of defendants, and each of.

them, was intended to cause injury and damages to plaintiff,--or

alternatively, was despicable and unconscionable conduct carried

out with a willful, wanton, and conscious disregard ~or the rights,

-health, safety and well-being of plaintiff, subjecting plaintiff to

cruel and unjust hardship, humiliation, severe mental anguish,

severe emotional distress and suffering and was so vile, base,

contemptible, miserable, wretched and loathsome that it would be

looked down upon and d~spised so as to cause injuries and-damages

of’the kind justifying an award of exemplary and. punitive damages.

17
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Pursuant to the provisions of California Co~e.of.C~vil Procedur@,

section 425.14, plaintiff will seek leave of Court in the future in

order to amend this Complaint to include a prayer for punitive

damages against the religious corporations, religious corporations

sole, their units, divisions, branches, employees or subsidiaries

..thereof, named herein.                                     ~

FOR A FIFTH, SEPARATE AND..DISTINCT CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR. FALSE IMPRISONMENT AGAINST ALLDEFENDANTS, AND F~..~.. OF. ’ T~EM, P~AINTIFF

ALLEGES AS FOLLOWS-:

35. Plaintiff hereby refers to, repeats, and realleges

each and every paragraph contained in the First, Second, Third and

Fourth Causes of Action, and each and every allegation contained

therein, and incorporates same by this reference, as though fully

set forth at this point.

36. In carrying out the wrongful conduct alleged herein

of said defendants, and each of them, said defendants forcibly,

against plaintiff’s will, and without legal consent, kept plaintiff

in said defendants’ presence and caused plaintiff to remain in

defendants’ presence until said defendants has completed their

unlawful acts including, but not limited to, acts of sexual

molestation andsexual abuse upon’plaintiff.

37. Immediately prior to said wrongful acts of said

defendants, and each of them, plaintiff had been peacefully

attending school or church, performing church duties, and otherwise

acting lawfully at MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL, SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE

CATHOLIC CHURCH and DOES 51 through 200, inclusive, and each of

them, and at all othe~ locations wherein said wrongful acts and

conduct of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS~ FATHER GARY PACHECO,

18
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and DOES 1 through 50, and each of them, occurred throughout the

time period referred to herein.

38. The aforementioned acts of said defendants, and each

of them, constituted unprovoked conduct which was willful, wanton,

malicious, oppressive, beyond all reasonable bounds of decency and

conscious disregard for the physical and emotiona~health, safety

and well-being of plaintiff.

59. Said wrongful conduct of defendants, and each of

them, and their betrayal of plaintiff’s trust and confidence,.-and

that of his stepmother, was intended to cause injury and damages to

plaintiff or .alternatively, were despicable and unconscionable

conduct carried out with a willfu!, wanton and conscious disregard

of the rights, health, safety and well-being of plaintiff,

subjecting plaintiff to. cruel and unjust hardship, humiliation,

severe mental anguish, severe emotional distress and suffering, and

was so vile, base, contemptible, miserable, wretched and loathsome

that it would be looked down upon and despised so as to cause

injuries and damages of the kind justifying an award of exemplary

and punitive damages. Pursuant to the provisions of California

Code of Civil Procedure, Section 425.14, plaintiff will, at the

appropriate time, seek leave of Court in the future in orde~ to

amend this ComplaSnt to include a prayer for, punitive damages

against the religious corporations, religious corporations sole,

their units,

herein.

/IIII
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divisions, branches or subsidiaries thereof named
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FOR A SIXTH, .SEPARATE AND DIS~INCT...CAUSE
~ON FOR I.NTENTIONAL INFLICTION..0F EMOTIONAL
DISTRESS AGAINST ALL DEFENDANT.$,..AND ..EACH OF
~HEM~ PLAINTIFF ALLEGES AS FOLLOWS:

40. Plaintiff hereby refers to, repeats, and realleges

each and every paragraph contained in the First, Second, Third,

Fourth and ~ifth Causes of Action, and each and every allegation

contained therein, and incorporates same by this reference, as

though fully set forth at this point.

41. The betrayal of plaintiff’s trust and confidence and

the wrongful acts and conduct of defendants, and each of them, as

alleged herein, was willful, intentiona!, malicious, wanton,

~eckless ~nd in conscious disregard for the well-being of

plaintiff’s physical, emotional and mental state, and done for the

purposes of causing him to suffer humiliation, mental anguish,

emotional distress and suffering, and other physical injuries as

more particularly set forth herein.

42. Immediately prior to said wrongful acts of said

defendants, and each of them, plaintiff was peacefully visiting,

staying, attending a~d performing church duties, and otherwise,

acting lawfully at the MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL, SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE

CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 52 through 200, inclusive, and each of

them, and at all other locations wherein said wrongful acts and

conducts of defendants, and each of them, occurred at all. times

material herein.

43. As a-further result of the aforementioned wrongful

acts of said defendants, and each of them, plaintiff,~

suffered, and continues to suffer, severe humiliation, menta!

anguish, emotional distress and suffering, profound-shock to.his
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nervous system, and was otherwise injured in his mind and body as

more particularly stated and alleged herein.

44. The aforementioned acts of said defendants, and each

of them, was intended to cause injury and damiges to plaintiff or

alternatively, amount to despicable and unconscionable conduct

carried out with a wilifu[~ wanton and conscious d~sregard of the

rights, health, safety and well-being of plaintiff, subjecting

plaintiff to cruel and unjust hardship, humiliation, severe mental

anguish, severe emotional distress and suffering, and other

injuries and damages, and were so vile, base, contemptible,

miserable, wretched and loathsome that it would be looked down upon

and despised so as to cause injuries and damages of the kind

justifying an award of exemplary and punitive damages. Pursuant to

the provisions of california code of �~vil Procedu[e, Section

425.14, plaintiff will seek leave of Court in the future in order

to amend this Complaint to include a prayer for punitive damages

against the defendants named herein, which are religious

corporations, religions corporations sole, their units, branches,

or subsidiaries thereof.

FOR A SEqENTH,. SEPARATE AND. D~STINCT CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR FRAUD AGAINST DEFENDANTS, AND EACH
OF THEM, PLAINTIFF ALLEGES AS FOLLOWS:

, 45. Plaintiff hereby refers to, ripeats~ and realleges

each and every paragraph contained .in the First, Second, Third,

Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Causes of Action, and each and every

allegation contained therein, and incorporates same by this

reference, as though fully set forth at this point.

46. At all times relevant herein, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC
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DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED, MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL, SAINTS SIMON

AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS; FATHER GARY

PACHECO; and DOES 1 through 200, inclusive, and each of them,

represented to plaintiff and his stepmother they were religious

persons or religious establishments, where_~he pl~ntiff would be

held safe from harm, protected against wrongful acts, and Were

further priests, pastors, bishops, archbishops, teachers and

administrators and such other church authorities at MATER DEI HIGH

SCHOOL and/or SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 51

through i00, inclusive, and each of them, which were branches of,.

or otherwise affiliated with defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF

ORANGE, ROMAN CATHOLIC OF ORANGE, PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS,

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED, and DOES !00 through

200, inclusive, and that FATHER HARRIS and FATHER PACHECO, and DOES

1 through 50, would protect plaintiff from any harm and provide him

with @ducation, emotional support, religious training, and support

and protection while plaintiff was under their custody and control.

47. At all times relevant herein, defendants, and each

of them, knew, or should have known, that said representations were

false and that said defendants, and each of them, knowingly,

intentionally and willfully made Said representations in order to

fraudulently induce plaintiff to rely upon said representations for

the purposes of inducing plaintiff to accept ~defendants’

educational, supervisory and hierarchal positions, and in

confidence, faith and trust, -either into a special relationship

with defendantS~ and each of them, so that defendants, FATHER

MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 200, could

22
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commit the acts of sexual abuse, molestation and other wrongful

acts upon plaintiff as alleged herein.

48. At all times relevant herein, plaintiff was unaware

of the falsity of these representations and relied upon the truth

of said false representations by defendants , and each of them~ that

plaintiff w~uld be free from harm and wrongful act~ while a church

member and/or a student, at defendants MATER DEI .HIGH SCHOOLs

SAINTS SIMON ANDJUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 51 through 150, and

each of them, and while-engaged in any other conduct or activity

sanctioned, authorized and/or administered by defendants, and each

of them, in the company of the defendants , FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS

and FATHER GARY PACHECO.

49. As a direct, proximate and legal result of

plaintiff,s justifiable reliance upon the truth of these

representations made by defendants, and each of them, as more

specifically alleged herein, and the betrayal of his trust and

confidence in defendants, and each of them, plaintiff has suffered,

and continues to suffer, the economic, physical, mental and

emotional illnesses, injuries and damages as alleged herein.

50. Said wrongful conduct of defendants, and each of

them, was intended to causeinjury and damages to plaintiff, or

alternatively, was despicable and unconscionable ~onduct carried

out with a willful, wanton, and conscious disregard for the rights,

health, safety and well-being of plaintiff, subjecting plaintiff to

cruel and unjust hardship, humiliation, severe mental anguish,

severe emotional distress and suffering and was so ~file, base,

Contemptible, miserable, wretched and loathsome that it would be

looked down upon and despised so as to cause injuries and damages
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of the kind justifying an award of exemplary and punitive damages..

Pursuant to the provisions of California Code of civil Pro.~edure,

Section 425.14, plaintiff will seek leave of Court in the future in

order to amend this Complaint to include a prayer for punitive

damages against the religious corporations, religious corporations

sole, their units, divisions, branches, employees ~r subsidiaries

thereof, named herein.

FOR AN EIGHTH.,. S~PARATE.AND DISTINCT CAUSE OF
~CTION, . FOR NEGLIGENT . MIS~EFRESENTATIONS
AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS AND EACH OF THEM,
PLAINTIFF ALLEGES AS FOLLOWS:

51. Plaintiff hereby refers to, repeats, and realleges

each a~d e~ery paragraph ~ontained in the First, Second, Third,

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Causes of Action, and each and

every allegation contained therein, and incorporates same by this

reference, as though fully set forth at this point.

52. At all times relevant herein, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF ORANGE; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS

OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED, MATER DE~ HIGH SCHOOL, SAINTS SIMON

AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS; FATHER GARY

PACHECO; and DOES 1 through 200, inclusive, and each of them, made

continuing and repeated oral and written representations that they

were a Catholic church, Catholic school, or otherwise religious

establishment where plaintiff would be held safe from harm,

protected against wrongful acts, by said school and church, as well

as the priests, pastors, bishops, archbishops, teachers and such

other church authorities at defendants MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL and/or

SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 51 through 100,
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inclusive, and each of them, which were branches of, or otherwise

affiliated with the defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE,

ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE, PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS,

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED, and DOES !00 through

200, inclusive, and that .FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS and FATHER GARY

PA..C~.ECO, and DOES 1 through 200, inclusive, would p~tect plaintiff

from any harm and/or wrongful conduct as alleged herein, and

otherwise, and would provide plaintiff with education, guidance,

emotional support, religious education and training.

53. At all times relevant herein, defendants, and each

of them, made sai~ representations without any reasonable ground

for believing them to be true and with the purpose and intent of

inducing plaintiff to rely upon said representation in order to

coerce plaintiff to come under their hierarchal control and special

relationship so that defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY

PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 200, inclusive., could commit the acts

of sexual abuse, molestation, and other wrongful acts upon

plaintiff as alleged herein.

54. .At all.times relevant herein, plaintiff was unaware

of the falsity of these representations and justifiably relied upon

the truth of the representations made by defendants and each of

them.

55. As a direct, proximate and legal result of

plaintiff’s justifiable reliance upon the truth of these false

representations made by defendants, and. each of them, as more

specifically alleged herein, plaintiff has suffered, and continues

to suffer, the mental, physical, economic and emotional injuries

and damages as set forth and alleged herein.
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FOR A NINTH, SEPARATE AND DISTINCT CAUSE OF
ACTION FO~..$TATUTORY VIOLATIONS AGAINST ALL
DEFENDANTS. AND- EACH .... OF THEM,. PLAINTIFF
ALLEGES. AS FOLLOWS:

56. Plaintiff hereby refers to, repeats, and realleges

each and every paragraph contained in the First, Second, Third,

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Causes of Action, and each

and every allegation contained therein, and incorporates same by

this reference, as though fully set forth at this point.

57. After the Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act took

effect in 1980, defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, ROMAN

CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE, PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS,

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATE~, MATER DEI HIGH

SCHOOL, SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH, and DOES 1 through

200, inclusive, and each of them, by and through their employees

and agents, were "child care custodians" and were under a statutory

duty to report known or suspected incidences of sexual molestation

of minors to a Child Protective Agency, pursuant to the Child Abuse

and N~glect Reporting Act, enunciated to California Penal Code,

Section 1164, et seq.                       .~

58. At all times relevant herein, defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE,

PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS, FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA,

INCORPORATED, and DOES i00 through 200, inclusive, and each of

them i knew, or in the exercise of reasonable diligence, should have

known that defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS and FATHER GARY

PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50, inclusive, and each of them, had

~sexually molested, abused, or otherwise caused non-accidental

.touching, battery, harm and other injuries to a minor giving rise
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to a duty to report such conduct under Section 11166 of the

California ~al Code, and that an undue risk to children, such as

plaintiff, existed because defendants ROMAN CATHOLIC

BISHOP OF ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF ORANGE, PROVINCIAL

FRANCISCAN FRIARS, FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED,

and DOES i00 through 200, inclusive, a~ each of t~em, even though

they had been advised or otherwise knew or should have known of the

wrongful acts of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY

PACHECO and DOES i through 50, inclusive, and each of~them, yet

defendants, and each of them, did not comply with these mandatory

.reporting requirements.

59. At all times relevant herein, by failing to report

the continuing molestation known by defendants, and each of them,

at all times material herein, and ignoring the fulfillment of the

mandated compliance with reporting requirements provided under

california Penal Code, Section 11166, defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC

BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF

CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS ; FRANCISCAN

FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; SAINTS

SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; and DOES 1 through 200, inclusive,

and each of them, created the risk and dangers contemplated by the

Child Abuse and Neg-lect Reporting Act and as a result unreasonably

and wrongfully exposed plaintiff,~ to the molestation

as alleged herein, thereby breaching defendants’ duty of-care .to

him.

60. At all times relevint herein, plaintiff, ~

was one of the class of persons for whose protection

ORANGE,

/II/I
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California Penal Code, Section 11166, was specifically adoptedto

protect.

61. At all times relevant herein, had defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCANFRIARS;

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; ~24ATER p~I HIGH

SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; and DOES 1 thrgugh

200, inclusive, and each of them, adequately performed their duties

under Section ii166 of the California. Penal Code, and reported the

molestation of at all times material herein, plaintiff,

~ to a child protective agency at all times material herein,

it would have resulted in the involvement of trained child sexual

abuse case workers for the purposes of preventing harm and further

harm to plaintiff, and preventing and/or treating the injuries and

damages suffered by plaintiff as alleged herein.

62. As a direct, legal and proximate result of the

failure of defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A

CORPORATION SOLE;    ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF CALIFORNIA,

INCORPORATED; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF

CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; MATER DEI H~GH SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON ~ND

JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; and DOES 1 through 200, inclusive, and each

of them, to follow the mandatory .repor%ing ~equiraments of

California Penal Cod~, Section 11166, and report the aforesaid acts

of defendants, FATHER MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES

i through 50, inclusive, and each of them, ak all times material

herein, to a child protective agency, defendants, ROMAN CATHOLIC

BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF

CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS; FRANCISCAN
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FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; MATER DEI HIGH SCHOOL; SAINTS

SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; and DOES 1 through 200, inclusive,

and each of them, wrongfully denied to plaintiff, and

other similarly situated minors from the protection of child

protection agencies which would have changed the then existing

arrangements and conditions, which t heretofore prowided the basis

for access and opportunities for the molestation of plaintiff,

as alleged herein.

63. The physical, mental and emotional injuries and

damages as alleged herein resulting from the continued sexual

.molestation of plaintiff, by defendants, FATHER

MICHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PACHECO, and DOES 1 through 50,

inclusive, and each of them, as alleged herein, were the types of

occurrences and injuries and damages the Child Abuse and Neglect

Reporting Act was designed to prevent.

64. As a direct and proximate result of the intentional

negligent, careless and other wrongful acts of defendants, ROMAN

CATHOLIC BISHOP OF ORANGE, A CORPORATION SOLE; ROMAN CATHOLIC

DIOCESE OF CALIFORNIA, INCORPORATED; PROVINCIAL FRANCISCAN FRIARS;

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA~ INCORPORATED; MATER DEI H~GH

SCHOOL; SAINTS SIMON AND JUDE CATHOLIC CHURCH; and DOES i through

200, inclusive, and each of them~ the lack of appropriate’referral

for child sexual abuse treatment, and the foreseeable resultant

molestation, plaintiff was injured in his health, strength and

activity, and thereby suffered, and continues to suffer, permanent

and several mental anguish, emotional and physical distress and

profound shock to his nervous system and other injuries resulting

in the trauma and damages set forth and alleged herein.
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WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays as follows:

AS FOR ALL CAUSES OF ACTIO~

i. General damages according to proof;

2. Medical and related expenses, past, present and

future, according to proof;

3.    Loss of earnings,~past, present and ~uture, and loss

of earning capacity, in a sum according to proof;

Other items of special damage according to proof;

Costs of suit incurred herein;

Prejudgment interests as provided by law; and

Such other and further relief as may be deemed just

5.

6.

7.

and proper.

FOR THE FOURTH, FI,~TH, SIXTH AND SEVENTH
CAUSES OF ACTION AS AGAINST DEFENDANTS, FATHER
M~CHAEL HARRIS, FATHER GARY PA,~HECO, AND DOES
,I THROUGH 50, INCLUSIVE, AND EACH OF THEM, AND
9THER,DEFENDANTS SUBJECT TO LEAV~,OF,,�OURT IN
ACCORDANCE WITH CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE,
SECTION 425:!4

8. For punitive and exemplary damages in an amount just

and proper.

DATED: October 7, 1994 LAW OFFICES OF
THEODORE S.    WENTWORTH

Attorneys for Plaintiff

3O
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Bates Numbers 256-264 were removed by the Plaintiffs at the request of the Franciscans.



Records Of:

VS
ROMAN CATHOLIC BZSHOP ORAN

Record Loc.: ORANGE POLICE DEPARTMENT

Case No,:

Claim No,:

Work Order: 63188

Ordered By:

HCNICHOLAS & HCNICHOLAS
10866 WILSHIRE BLVD., #1400
LOS ANGELES, CA " 90024
DAVID M. RING

LEGAL    REPRODUCTIVE ,SERVICES
2222 W. Garvey Ave. South, Suite 100, West Covina, CA 91790-2516

(818) 962-2124 x Fax (818) 960-0373
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- _~4-     : .:    ...

LEGAL REPRODUCTIVE SERVICES

P.O. Box 1738, Wes~ Co~r’.a, CA 91793
2222 W. Garvey Ave. Sc~h. Suite 100

West Covina, CA 9179D-2516

RE~="EeTED,~,., ~, BY: ¯

m. .........

RLE# / CLAIM # .,.

REPRESENTING: ]~DEFENDANT ~ PLAtNTIFF

Phone: (818) 962-2124
Fax: (818) 9~6~-0.373

F,-B ~ O

CASE INFORMATION:

CASE TITLE

INSURED

OPPOSING COUNSEL & PARTIES TO BE. NOTIRED ~

tATION:’ - (. "

~ AUT_H~TION ATTACHE]:)

o_~_P, i s~, ’
_ NO. OF COP~ES___L_ oP.~., cop, Es TO

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

LOCATIONS OF SERVICF~ (Please include phone, street address & any special no~tions)

OFM PACH 1
¯
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-I~CN~CBOEJ~S AND HC~ICHOLAS {310) 474-!582
10866 WILSHIRE BLVD., |1400
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024-4338
DAVID M. RING

ORANGE .COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
700 CIVIC CE~’TER DR., WEST

SANTA ANA, CA 92701

JAMES H. DEMPSEY

0267                                            "



CITY OF ORANGE

~ DEPARTk~NT o 1107 N. BATAVIA STREET - OFIANGE, C~FORNIA 92667 o {714) 744-7~
F~X (714| 744-7320

! aff|rm that I have the authority, as the Police
Records Hanoger of the C~ty of Orange Police Dep-
artment, to certify the attached records.

These reproductfons are true copies of a~] of the
re¢ords described tn the subpena wht=h are in my
possess.ion.

The records were prepared by personnel of the City
of Orange Police Department in the ordinary course
Of business at, or near, the-time of the incident
destribed w~thin the certified records.

cIvzL tubpena Duces Tecum served on
(type)

(person/place represente0 by ~t~orney}

.case number                           for use tn the
deposition     West C vii~ 3           on ~,a~ch 9. 19~

- (court)" . (date)

09; o0

Attested this:__j~,t _ day of

OFMPACH 1
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REDACTED
¯ ORanGE POIJCE DEPARTME~

0269



ORANGE POLICE DEPART~ENT
~O.~FINUATION REPORT

None

STATEMENTS:~i’come ov~ end suck my dick"

DISPOSITION: R~fer to Invc~fi~ons.
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ORANGE IN3LICE DEPART~H~]T
CON’IINUATION RR~RT
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RECORDS BUREAU G~Z,Yt

I~OCF-Sb~ED B~$ PROOFREAD ~ ¯ "
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SYNOPSIS:

Vi~m is r~xuaIly abu.~d from th~

~~11-1979, ~19~3 ~d ~g

V-! came into the Orange Polic~ Deparunent on 7-11-94 to..:~..about
incicI~nts tha~ occurred betw~n 1~’-9 and 1~83. V-1 ~id ~.-i~a~

I o
a ~hort time ago and ~ informatic~pon ~,fac~tate.a law~t against th~ .....

¯ -~.st and Cxth6H~Ch~,~h. "’-~’~" ......... " .............. ~’ ...... " ....... "~" """

mm~e~ in ~e evening hours. ~ abu.~ occurred app~~,y ~ ~im~s a
~ dm-in~ a four y~u" period and. wo~d ~ ini~:d b~~ho wou.~d t~U V-
1 "con’~ ovm, and ~uck my dick". The abu~ included kix~Z, ~m.w, hing;, lickin~ t~
.a~l ar~a, nmstm~ation, m~d oral copulation with the r~ult always ~. V-I and

~i..~d th~ abow activi~ ~ ~ othe~ with V-I feting ~ by.

V-I ~ignexl ~n OPD form V-14 (~lue-~t for co~fid~tlxMy) in my Irr~s~c~ which is
~Uach~d ~o ~he r~-por~
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Ca8e

ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP ORAN

Records Of:

Record Lot.: SANTA ANA POLICE DEPARTNEN

Case No,:

Claim No,:

Work Order: 63188

Ordered By:

MCN!CHOLAS & MCNICHOLAS
10866 WILSHIRE BLVD., ~i400
LOS ANGELES, CA     90024
DAVID M, RING

LEGAL REPRODUCTIVE S ER.VICES
2’2"22 W. Gervey Ave. South, Suite t00, West Covina, CA 91790-2516

(818) 962-2124 * Fax (818) 960-0373
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BILLING INSTRUCTIONS:

BILLTO= ~ FIRM .[~ CAr--~.IEn [] UEN-~CABO~,,K.Y

CARRIER.

ATTN:

RUSH

C~SE

Phone: (818) 962-2124.
---Fax: (818) ~60-0,3_73 /(".~,~Z~

FEB Z U

HEE’DED

INSTRUCTi ONS:
~.~TION A"tTA CH ED 13; P£R$ONNEL RECORDS

~ EtNCLOSk-’~ ,~.%"T t"t CGMPL~’TE CH~,RT
,~ERVE SDT E] OBTAIN BILLING RECORDS
SERVE .~ t-~ OBTAIN X-RAY FILMS

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

PRESCR~ .=:~TIONS
NURS.~_~ NOTES

OTHER (EXPLAIN BELOW}

Pt..EASE SEND ME:

ORDER FORMS

=.

LOCATIONS OF SERVICE: (Please include phone, street address & any special notations)
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TI~P~OPLEOFTH~STATEOFCALIFORMIA, 70/r~n~/: SANTA ANA POLICE DEPT.
24 CIVIC CENTER PLAZA
SANTA ANA, CA 92701

YOU AR~E ORDERED T0 PR~DL~. ~ BUSINESS R~..ORDS di=c~d i~ itim 3 a= fo~o~,=:

I De~O~’~:e~{,~n~;: LEGAL REPRODUCTIVE SERVICES      (818) 962-2124
IDa~e: March 9i 1995       r~ 09100 A.M.
~r~ 2222 W. GAR~ A~., SO’H, #100, COVINA, CA 91790STE WEST

of ~e ~ian ~ o~er ~e/~ ~ ~nt’tO Ev~e~� ~e s~ #561.

IN

Date issued: 2/21/95

JAMES H. DEMPSEY

[~ Corni~ued o~ ana~nen~.

!

~E OFFICER/~Rg DF THE SUPERIOR COU~

(See reve~ for pr~f of sewice)            ~

DEPOSITION SUBPENA--BUSINESS RECORDS
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25D ~..--~,,,o,,,
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MORE NAMES LISTED ON CONTINUATION SHEE~
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CALLAHAN, McCUNE & WILLIS
WEST 5ROA~t~/A¥ I SUITE 800 i ,SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNb~ ~2101 ~ TF_LEPHONE (619) Z37~-5700 ! FAX. (B19) ~32-2206

PET£R NL CAL~ STEVEN A~ StMONS. SP= JOS@H T. ~

~EL ~ CLIFFO~ " ~M J. ~ LEE ~ ~E~ ~714) 7~

~ V. SPEWER ~S~ H. ~

~LUE S, ~~ ~S ~S
~ p. ~RIVA ~ L ~ 11755 ~IRE

~ ~ G~IN ~I~ ~ ~E8 ~ D. BERG LOS~GELES, ~ ~5-1~

April 18, 1995

TO ALL COUNSEL
(See Attached Service List)

Re; Roman Catholic BishoD of Oranqe, .Nt el.

Dear Counsel :

Enclosed please find a copy of the records received from Dr. Lewis
Lane in the above captibned matter. These records were sent by Dr.
Lane directly to this office. Should you have any questions,
please feel free to call.

Sincerely,

CALLAHAN, McCUNE & WILLIS

"~o~--

Lynne Go~’dwin

LG/sab
Enclosure: Dr. Lewis Lane’s Records
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April 18, 1995

~,._T~ALL COUNSEL so.ice  ist)
Re; Roman Catholic Bishop of Oranqe, et a.l.

Dear Counsel:

Enclosed please find a copy of the records received from Dr. Lewis
Lan~ in the above captibned matter. These records were sent by Dr.
Lan4 directly to this office. Should you have any questions,
please feel free to call.

Sincerely,

CALLAHAN, McCUNE ~ WILLIS

~/sab~
Enclosure: Dr. Lewi~ Lane’s~Records

OFMPACH1
0282



MAILING LIST/PROOF OF SERVICE

ET AL.

WILLIAM M. PAOLI
LAW OFFICES OF THEODORE S. WENTWORTH
4631 TELLER AVENUE, #100
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
(714) 752-77Y1/FAX (714) 752--8339
CJAWa)
DAVID RING
McNICHOLAS & lvIcNICHOLAS
10866 WILSHIRE BLVD., #1400
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
(Ia0) 474-1582
FAX (310) 475-7871

RONALD BEVINS
WALSWORTH, FRANKLIN, BEVINS &-McCALL
I CITY BOULEVARD WEST, SUITE 308
ORANGE, CA 92668-3604
(714) 634-2522
FAX (7~4) 634-0686

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCTIBISHOP OFLOS ANGEL,ES

]’OHN W. NELSON
WEISENBERG & NELSON, INC.
888 NORTH MAIN ST1LEET, #400
SANTA ANA, CA 92701-3518
(714) 836-3280
FAX (714) 836-3284

GARY PACHECO

MICHAEL C. OLSON
LEWIS, D’AMATO, BRISBOIS & ]IISOAAR
650 TOWN CENTER DRIVE, #1400
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-9200
FAX (7 4) 85o- o3o

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC.

NICHOLAS HELDT
SEDGWICK, DETERT, MORA~’ & ARNOLD
I Embarcadero CenteL 16th Floor
San F.rancisco, CA 94t 11-3765
(415) 783-7900
FAX (415) 78J-2635

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
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MAILING LIST/PROOF OF SERVICE

Cas~ Name:      ’ v. RO~ CATH~)L|C BISHOP OF ORANGE. El" AL,
Cass No. : 73 46 25

WILLIAM M. PAOLI
LAW OFFICES OF THEODORE S. WENI~ORTH
4631 TELLER AVENUE, #I00
NEWPORT BEACh, C,A 92660
(7~4) 7s2-77~m:ax (’n4) ~52-8339

DAVID KING
McNICHOI..AS & McNICBOLAS
10866 WILSHIRE BLVD., #i400
LOS ANGE[2_S, CA 90024
(310) 474-1582
FAX (310) 475-7871

PLAINTIFF

THE ROMAN CATHOLICA.RCHBISHOP OF lOS ANGELES

RONALD BEVINS
W~ORTH, FRANKIJN, BEVINS &’M~:ALL
1 ~ BOULL~ARD wF~r, SLTI’E 308
ORANGE, CA 92668-3604
(714) 634-2522
FAX U14) 634-06S~

IOHN W. NELSON
WEISENBERG & NELSON, INC.
888 NORTH MAIN ~, #qD0
SANTA ANA, CA 9270i-3518
(714) 836--3280
FAX (714) 836-3284

MSGR. MICHAEL HARRIS

GARY PACHECO

MICHAEL C. OLSON
LEWIS, D’AMATO, BKISBOIS & BISGAAR
650 TOWN CENTER DRIVS, #1400
COSTA MESA, CA 92626

FAX (714) &50-.1030

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CAI/~ORNIA, INC.

NICHOLAS HELDT
SEDGWICK, DETERT, MORAN a ARNOLD
1 Embarcadero Center, ]6th ~oor
San F..rancisco, CA 94111-3765
(415)
FAX (415) 781-2635

FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
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Bates Numbers 286-308 were removed by the Plaintiffs at the request of the Franciscans.



BELDL,q, ABBEY, WEITZENBERG ,kELLY

Attorneys and Counselors at Law CLARL:NDON \V ANDERSON

June 12, 1996

Franciscan Order
Provence of Santa Barbara
1500 34th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94601

Re: i~oes 1 throuq~200
Our FileNo. 06-610/7238 C7239

Dear~

By way of introduction, Iam the attorney for~
~in the above-referenced case. I spoke w~r

secretary on Wednesday, June 12, 1996, and apprised her of my
representation of Mr. ii~iili{and generally the details that
involve the Franciscan Order. I am sending along for your
information the Complaint which is on file in the Alameda County
Superior Court. I am suggesting a conference between us to see
if the matter can be resolved short of the litigation which I am
now prepared to move forward with.

In summary, the facts ar~ these: Mr. ~was an
adolescent boy living in~~~~i ~ ~~ ~~-"Franciscan

~:,.,..,:-.-.-.-.~-.+:-.-:~-.~-.,.. ,.:-:-:-:+:-x-:~¢+:.:,,============================
Diocese of Orange in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s. He was
befriended by a Franciscan priest named Father Gary Pacheco
during that time. At Father Pacheco’s insistence and urging,

~~ accompanied him to Disneyland on an overnight excursion.
-Whil~ there, Father Pacheco sexually molested Mr.~

Other instances of sexual assault while Father Pacheco was a
member of the Order have also been corroborated. Further,
corroboration resulted from the opinion of an ~t
psychotherapist who has determined that Mr had been
the subject of childhood sexual abuse. This psychotherapist’s
sworn declaration in support of the Complaint.is also enclosed.

My intent, at this point, is toamend the Complaint to name
specific defendants. I am allowed to do that given the
corroborative information which I have obtained. I intend to
name the Franciscan Order as well as Father Pacheco, whom I
understand is now no longer with the Order. The claim against
the Order will be for multiple counts,including negligent
supervision/hiring Pacheco and negligently ratifying his actions
as well as conspiring to hush up his behavior ever since his
sexual assaults while a Franciscan. Further, I shall amend the
Complaint to add claims for negligent failure to warn Mr.

1105 North Dutton Avenue ¯ RO. Box 1566 ¯ Sap.,, R,~<:~ (-a o~4~).1 =,~,8 - l::acsimile: (707) 542-2589 ¯ Phone: (707) 542-5050

OFM PACH 1
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Franciscan Order
June 12, 1996
Page 2

~parents and law enforcement authorities of the sexual
assaults both at the time they occurred and up to the present. I
intend to amend the Complaint in this fashion within the next few
weeks.

Before taking these next steps in the litigation, it seemed
to me prudent to contact the Franciscan Order to discuss the case
further and see if there was a possibility of settlement before I
amend the Complaint and begin prosecution of the claim.

I encourage you or your representative to call me within the
next week in this regard. Should I not hear from you, I intend
to proceed as I have outlined above.

Very truly yours,

BELDEN, ABBEY, . WEITZENBERG & KELLY

Wayne B. Wolski

WBW:mw
Encl.
cc: Mr.

OFMPACH1
0310
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BELDEN, ABBEY,WEITZENBFA~G & KELLY
W. t~h.RTON WEITZENBERG, ESQ.
WAYNE R. WOLSKI, Y~SQ.
1105 North D~tton Avenue, P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, California 95402

Telephone: (707) 542-5050

FILED
A M.£DA COUNT~’

g01L4LD e. O~I.IOLT, Faer. OffJOl~
By Dorothy .~e, ll

Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Ca~8

Plaintiff,

V.

DOES 1 through 200,

Defendants.

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES
(PERSONAL I~JUHY)

BY FAX

COMMON. ALL~G6TIONS

I. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities of

Defendants sued herein as DOES i through 200, inclusive, and there-

fore sues these Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiff wil!

amend the Complaint to allege their true names and capacities when

ascertained- Each of the fictitiously named Defendants is legally

responsible in some manner for the occurrences herein alleged and

Plaintiff’s damages, is herein alleged, are proximately caused by

said Defendants.

2.    Plaintiff is informed %nd believes and thereon alleges

that at all times herein mentioned Defendan~ DOES 1 through 50, ~ere

and are corporations operating in the State of Californi~ ~ith their

principal places of business in Alameda County, California.

3.    Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at all times mentioned herein, Defendants DOES 1 through 50

-1-
OFM PACH 1
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BELDEN, ABBEY, WEITZENBERG & KELLY
W. BARTON WEITZENBERG, ESQ.
WAYNE R. WOLSKI, ESQ.
1105 North Dutton Avenue, P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, California 95402

Telephone: (707) 542-5050

Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Case No.

Plaintiff,

DOES 1 through 200,

Defendants.

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES
(PERSONAL INJURY)

COMMON ALLEGATIONS

Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities of

Defendants sued herein as DOES 1 through 200, inclusive, and there-

fore sues these Defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiff will

amend the Complaint to allege their true names and capacities when

ascertained. Each of the fictitiously named Defendants is legally

responsible in some manner for the occurrences herein alleged and

Plaintiff’s damages, as herein alleged, are proximately caused by

said Defendants.

2.    Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at a£1 times herein mentioned Defendant DOES 1 through 50, were

and are corporations operating in the State of California with their

principal places of business in Alameda County, California.

3.    Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at all times mentioned herein, Defendants DOES 1 through 50

OFMPACH 1
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BKLDEN, ABBEY,

~n~ ~1

were and are public benefit or religious corporations operating in

the State of California with their principal places of business in

Alameda County, California.

4.    Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at all times herein mentioned, Defendants DOES 51 through 55,

and each of them, were and are responsible for all activities

conducted on behalf of DOES 1 through 50, and that Defendants DOES

51 through 55, and each of them, were and are responsible for all

activities conducted on behalf of DOES 1 through 50.     Said

activities included,    but were not limited to, employing

administrators, priests, counsellors, and others to provide care and

supervision for the physical and spiritual needs of certain minors

including the Plaintiff herein.

5.    At all times herein mentioned, DOES 56 to i00, and each of

them, were the ag@nts and employees of Defendants DOES 1 through 55,

and each of them, and Defendants DOES 56 through i00, and each of

them, were the agents and employees of Defendants DOES 1 through 55,

and each of them, and, at all times mentioned herein, all of said

DOES were acting withih the course and scope of their agency and

employment, and with the authorization, permission, consent, and

ratification of their co-Defendants.

6.    Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at all times herein mentioned, Defendant DOE i01 was a Roman

Catholic priest employed by and under the supervision and control of

Defendant DOES 1 through I00, and each of them.

7.    At all times mentioned herein, Plaintiff was a minor

parishioner and under the supervision and control of Defendants DOES

1 through I00.

--2--¸
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BELDEN, ABBEY,
WEI~.ENBERG 8, KELLY

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(NEGLIGENT HIRING, ENTRUSTMENT, ASSIGNMENT,
RETENTION, TRAINING AND SUPERVISION)...

8.    Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs 1

through 7 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

9.    At all times mentioned herein, and for several years prior

to the events referred to herein, Defendants DOES 1 through I00, and

each of them, knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should

have known, that DOE iO1 was incompetent and unfit to be hired,

entrusted, assigned, and retained to perform duties involving

contact with minors or to be placed in a position of authority and

trust over minors and that placing and permitting DOE I01 to remain

in such a position without adequate supervision and training, would

create strong , irresistible, and continuing temptations and

opportunities for abuse.

i0. Plaintiff is informed and believes that actual and

constructive knowledge was obtained by Defendants DOES 1 through i00

from these Defendants observations of DOE 101’s conduct, and from

other sources so that said Defendants should have known that DOE i01

was engaging in sexually related conduct toward minors and otherwise

abusing his position of authority and trust.

ii. At all times herein mentioned, Defendants DOES 1 through

i01 negligently and carelessly hired, entrusted, . assigned, and

retained DOE i01 to perform duties as a priest, with authority over

minors, and negligently and carelessly trained and supervised him

regarding his duties, and negligently and carelessly failed to take

other adequate precautions to control the conduct of DOE I01 or

prevent the abuse.

-3- OFMPACH1
0317



12. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of said

Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff was physically and mentally

abused by DOE i01 on a trip to Disneyland on at leas~ one occasion

in or about 1980 when DOE i01 engaged in sexually related conduct

with Plaintiff.

13. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of

Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff was thereafter injured in

his health, strength, and activity, sustaining injury to his nervous

system and person, all of which injuries have caused, and will

continue to cause, ~ Plaintiff great physical, mental, and nervous

pain and suffering.

14. As a further direct and proximate result of the negligence

of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff was required to and did

incur and will in the future incur medical and incidental expenses

for treatment of his injuries.

15. As a further direct and proximate result of the negligence

of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff has been prevented from

attending to his usual occupation and has lost, and will continue to

lose, earnings and his future earning capacity has been greatly

impaired.

16. Plaintiff did not discover that the psychological injuries

that he suffered were caused by the abuse until on or about January

27, 1995, when he began therapy.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

~NEGLIGENCE)

Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs 117.

through 7 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

18. At all times mentioned herein, Defendant DOE i01, by

-4- OFM PACH 1
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reason of his position of authority and trust over Plaintiff, and by

reason of his greater physical ability and knowledge, and by reason

of his undertaking to supervise, care for, and protect Plaintiff,

had a duty to care for and prevent harm to Plaintiff in his care,

which reasonably included a duty not to abuse the minor Plaintiff

herein.

19. At all times mentioned herein, Defendant DOE I01, so

negligently and carelessly supervised Plaintiff and placed himself

in a position of authority and trust over Plaintiff, and allowed

himself to be in his presence without other adult supervision, so

that he was unable to control his abusive conduct, and at said times

and places, Defendant DOE i01 negligently and carelessly, physically

and mentally, abused Plaintiff, as alleged herein.

20. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of

Defendant, Plaintiff suffered the injuries and damages as alleged

herein.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for damages as follows:

i.    For general damages in an amount~within the jurisdiction

of the Superior Court;

2.    For special damages for medical, incidental, and loss of

earnings, according to proof;

For costs of suit herein; and

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem4.

proper.

Dated: January ~, 1996.

BELDEN, ABBEY._ WEIT~NBERG & KELLY

W~ne R. Wolski,
Attorney for Plaintiff

-5-
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BELDE~, ABBEY, WE~TZENBERG & KELLY
W. BARTON WEITZENBEG, ESQ-
WAYNE R. WOLSKI, ESQ.
I105 North Dutton Avenue, P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, California 95402

Telephone: (707) 542-5050

Attorneys for Plaintiff

ENDORSED
FILED

ALAMEDA COUNTY

JAN.#, 6 1996

RONALD & O’I~$OLI, Eser,. OffJ~
By Dorothy Duckett

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE 0Y C~LIFORNIA

Plaintiff,

V.

DOES 1 through 200,

DefeDdants.

FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAFIEDA

Case N(

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
[CCP g340.~]

BY FAX

I, WAYHE R. WOLSKX, declare as ~ollows:

i.    I am an attorney licensed to practice before all of

t̄he Courts of the State of California and am one of the attorneys

for the Plaintiff herein.

2.    I have personal knowledge of the matters attested

herein and could competently testify to them if ca.lled as a witness

herein.

3.    I have reviewed the £acts of this case and have

consulted with a~ least one mental health practitioner who is

licensed to practice and practices in California and who is not a

party to this action. I believe that mental health practitioner to

be knowledgeable of the relevant facts and issues involved inthis

particul&r action.

4. Based on the above information and analysis, I have

concluded that there is a reasonable and meritorious cause for the

OFM PACH 1
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WK[[Z~NB~RG & K~lL.Y

.~.t~ P,~s~ CA 9S401

BELDEN, ABBEY, WEITZENB~RG & KELLY
W. BARTON WEITZENBEG, ESQ.
WAYNE R. WOLSKI, ESQ.
1105 North Dutton Avenue, P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, California 95402

Telephone: (707) 542-5050

Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Case No.

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
[CCP ~340.i]

Plaintiff,

v.

DOES 1 through 200,

Defendants.
/.

I, WAYNE R. WOLSKI, declare as follows:

i.    I am an attorney licensed to practice before all of

the Courts of the State of california and am one of the attorneys

for the Plaintiff herein.

2.    I have personal knowledge of the matters attested

herein and could competently testify to them if.called as a witness

herein.

3.    I have reviewed the facts of this case and have

consulted with at least one mental health practitioner who is

licensed to practice and practices in California a~d who is not a

party to this action. I believe that mental health practitioner to

be knowledgeable of the relevant facts and issues involved in this

particular action.

4.    Based on the above information and analysis, I have

concluded that there is a reasonable and meritorious cause for the

OFM PACH 1
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B17.LDEN, ABBEY,
~F/TZ~NBE~G & KELLY

105 N, Du~on Ave~e

~ST) ~2+~

filing of the within action.

5.    I have consulted with at least one mental health

practitioner licensed to practice and practicing in the State and

who-is not a party to this action.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

Executed at Santa Rosa, California, this /~ daytrue and correct.

of January, 1996.

~ Wayne R. W61ski

-2-
OFM PACH 1
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BE~D~, ABBEY, WEITZENBERG & KELLY
W. BARTON WEITZEI~BERG, ESQ.
WAYNE Rk WOLSKI, ESQ.
1105 North Dutton Avenue, P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, california 95402

Telephone: (707) 542-5050

Attorneys for Plaintiff

ENDORSED
FILED

ALAMEDA COUNTY

JAN2 ~ 1996

RONAL0 G. 0VB~T, EIa¢. 0ffJ~lk ’
By Dorott~y Duckett

Plaintiff,

V.

DOES i through 200,

Defendants.

SUPERIOR cOURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Case

DECLARATION OF DR. ANTHONY
SABATAS$O

\
~BY FAX

J

I, ANTHONY SABATASS0, declare as follows:

i.    I have personal knowledge of the matters attested

herein and could competently testify to them if called as a witnoss

herein.

2.    I am a psychologist licensed to practice in

California and practicing in california.

3.    On January 9, 1996, I met with the

Plaintiff herein, and examined him in my professional capacity. I

have previously never treated nor am I treating him

presently.

4.    I interviewed and I am knowledgeable of

the relevant facts and issues invelved in this particular action.

5.    Based on my interview w~th                     and my

£nowledge of the facts and issues of this claim, it is my

professional opinion that there is a ~easonable basis to b~lieve

OFMPACH1
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VVE~Z£N~KKG & ~£LI.y

BELDEN, ABBEY, WEITZENBERG & KELLY
W. BARTON WEITZENBERG, ESQ.
WAYNE R. WOLSKI, ESQ.
1105 North Dutton Avenue, P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, California 95402

Telephone: (707) 542-5050

Attorneys for Plaintiff

Plaintiff,

v.

DOES 1 through 200,

Defendants.

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Case No.

DECLARATION OF DR. ANTHONY
SABATASSO
[CCP §340.I]

/

I, ANTHONY SABATASSO, declare as follows:

i.. I have personal knowledge of the matters attested

herein and could competently testify to them if called as a witness

herein.

2.    I am a psychologist licensed to practice in

California and practicing in California.

3.    On January 9, 1996, I met with the

Plaintiff herein, and examined him in my professional capacity. I

have previously never %

presently.

4.    I interviewedi

the relevant facts and issues involved

nor am I treating him

I am knowledgeable of

in this particular action.

5.    Based on my interview with                     and my

knowledge ~f the facts and issues of this claim, it is my

professional opinion that there is a reasonable basis to believe

-i- OFMPACH1
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BELDE~,

that been subject to childhood sexual abuse.

6.    I am not a party to this action.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the ~ foregoing is

true and correct. Executed at San Francisco, California, this ~

day of January, 1996.

AntHony Sabatasso

-2- OFM PACH 1
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BELDEN, ABBEY, WEITZENBERG & KELLY
W. BARTON WEITZENBERG, ESQ., SB #51788
WAYNE R. WOLSKI, ESQ., SB #118600
1105 North Dutton Avenue, P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, California 95402

Telephone: (707) 542-5050

Attorneys for Plaintiff

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF ALAMEDA

Case No.

Plaintiff, FIRST AMENDED COMPLAII~T
FOR DAMAGES (PROPOSED)

GARY PACHECO, an individual,
FRANCISCAN FRIARS OF CALIFORNIA,
INCORPORATED, a California
corporation, and DOES 2-100,
102-200, inclusive,.

Defendants°
,/

i. Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities of

Defendants sued herein as DOES 2 through i00 and i02-200,

inclusive and therefore sues these Defendants by such fictitious

names. Plaintiff will amend the Complaint to all~ge their true

names and capacities when ascertained. Each of the fictitiously

named Defendants is legally responsible in some manner for the

occurrences herein alleged and Plaintiff’s damages, as herein

alleged, ~re proximately caused by said Defendants.

2. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at all timefi herein mentioned defendant Franciscan FRIARS of

California, Inc. (hereinafter "FRIARS~), is, and at all relevant

-i-
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~Z~NK~ & KELLY

~R~CA

times was, a California corporation with its principa! place of

business in Alameda County, California.

3.    Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

that at all times herein mentioned defendant GARY PACHECO was an

individual and a California resident.

4. Plaintiff is informed andbelieves and thereon alleges

that at-all times mentioned herein, Defendants DOES 2 through 50

were and are public benefit or religious corporations operating in

the State of California with their principal places of business in

Alameda County, California. Plaintiff is informed and believes

and thereon alleges that at all times herein mentioned, Defendants

DOES 51 through 55, and each of the~m, were and ~re responsible for

all activities conducted on behalf of DOES 2 through 50, and that

Defendants DOES 51 through 55, and each of them, were and are

responsible for all activities conducted on behalf of DOES 2

through 50. Said activities included, but were not limited to,

employing administrators, priests, counselors, and others to

provide care and supervision for the physical, spiritual and

emotional needs of certain persons including the Plaintiff herein.

5. At all times herein mentioned DOES 56 to 100, and each of

them, were the agents and employees of Defendants DOES 2 through

55, and each of them, and Defendants DOES 56 through i00, and each

of them, were the agents and employees of defendant FRIARS and

DOES 2 through 55, and each of them, and, at all times mentioned

herein, all of said DOES were acting within the course and scope

of their agency and employment, and with the authorization,

permission, consent, and ratification of their co-Defendants.

6. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges

--2-
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that at all times herein mentioned, defendant PACHECO was a Roman

Catholic priest employed by and under the supervision and control

of defendant FRIARS andDOES 2 through i00, and each of them.

7. At all relevant times mentioned herein, Plaintiff was a

Catholic parishioner or former Catholic and for much of..this time

plaintiff was ~nder the supervision and control of defendants

FRIARS, PACHECO and DOES 2 through i00 so that Defendants were in

a special relationship with Plaintiff.

8. On or about 1980, Defendant PACHECO, while employed and

conducting himself as a member, of the FRIARS, arranged for and

participated in, a trip to Disneyl~nd on which he took Plaintiff,

then a minor, and, during said trip, sexually abused and molested

Plaintiff. Thereafter, defendant PACHECO, as a member of and

acting within the authority.of FRIARS, further molested Plaintiff

in Plaintiff’s parent’s home and in motels over approximately a 2

year..period while Plaintiff was a minor.

9. Plaintiff did not discover that psychological injuries

he suffered as a result of said molestations were caused by the

abuse Dy defendants until on or about January 27, 1995, when he

began therapy.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(NEGLIGENT RETENTIO~AND RATIFICATION)              --
(AGAINST FRIARS)

i0. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs 1

through 9 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

ii. Following the events referredto .herein, FRIARS and DOES

2 through i00~. and each of them, knew, or in the ex~cise of

reasonable ~are should have known that defendant PACHECO was
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incompetent and unfit to be retained as a member of the FRIARS and

that permitting defendant PACHECO to remain in such a position

would aggravate injuries caused by PACHECO to Plaintiff.

12. Plaintiff is informed and believes that actual and

constructive knowledge was obtained by FRIARS and DOES..2 through

I00 from these Defendants" observations of PACHECO’s conduct and

from other sources so that defendant FRIARS should have known that

defendant PACHECO had molested Plaintiff and other minors and

otherwise abused his position of authority and trust as a

representative and member of the FRIARS.

13. At all times herein mentioned, defendant FRIARS and DOES

2 through i00 negligently and carelessly retained defendant

PACHECO to act as and perform duties as a priest, and negligently

and carelessly failed to take steps to deprive him of his position

of trust and authority and otherwise as a me~b~ of the FRIARS so

as to prevent the.explicit and tacit ratification of defendant. ..

PACHECO’s molestation of Plaintiff.

14. As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of

said Defendants, and each of ~them, Plaintiff’s injuries arising

out of the molestations by defendant PACHECO were..aggravated.

15. -As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of

Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff was thereafter injured ±~

his health, strength, and activity, sustaining injury to his

nervous system and person, all of which injuries have caused, and

will continue to cause, Plaintiff great physical, mental, and

nervous pain and. suffering.

16. As a further direct and proximate result of the

negligence of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff was required

-4--
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to and did incur and will in the future incur medical and

incidental expenses for treatment ofhis injuries.

17. As a further direct and proximate result of the

negligenc e of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff has been

prevented from attending to his usual occupation and ha~ !ost, and

will continue to lose, earnings and his future earning capacity

has been greatly impaired.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

(NEGLIGENCE)
(AGAINST PACHECO)

18. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs 1

through 9 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

19. At all times mentioned herein, defendant PACHECO, by

reason of his position of authority and trust over Plaintiff, and

by reason of his greater physica! ability and knowledge, and by

reason of his undertaking to supervise, care for, and protect

Plaintiff, had a duty to care for and prevent harm to Plaintiff f~

his care, which reasonably included a duty not to abuse the minor

Plaintif~ herein.

20. At all times mentioned herein, defendant PACHECO, so

negligently and carelessly supervised Plaintiff and placed himself

in a position of authority and trust over Plaintiff, and allowed

himself to be in his presence without other adult supervision, so

that he was ~Inable to control his abusive conduct, and at said

times and places, defendant PACHECO negl~gently and carelessly,

physically and mentally, abused Plaintiff, as alleged herein.

21. As a. direct and proximate result of the n~ligence Of
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Defendant, Plaintiff suffered the injuries and damages as alleged

herein.

THIRD CAUSEOF ACTION

(NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO ACT)
(AGAINST FRIARS)

22. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs 1

through 9 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

23. Defendant FRIARS and DOES 2 through I00 in their role as

religious institutions and under their stated and implicit

authoritarian role as spiritua! leaders, moral authorities and

educators had a duty up to the present time toward Plaintiff

following the molestations by PACHECO and FRIARS" knowledge of

these molestations to provide Plaintiff with assistance by way of

formal apology, counseling, therapy and other supportive services

to enable P~aintiff to cope with his various injuries arising out

of the molestations.

24. Defendant FRIARS and DOES 2 through i00, breached, and"

continue to breach, their above described duties by failing and

refusing to provide Plaintiff with any of the above-described

support and to otherwise make amends to Plaintiff for the

wrongdoing of defendant PACHECO.

25. As a direct and proximate result of the breach of this

duty, Plaintiff has suffered damages as described herein and

further according to proof at time of trial.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(NEGLIGENT ~NFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS)
(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS)

26. Pla~tiff incorporates the allegations of~°Paragraphs 1

through 25 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.
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27. AS alleged herein, Defendants and each of them, did so

unlawfully touch, sexually molest and abuse Pl~intiff as alleged

herein or by their continuing inaction and ratification of the

abuse up to the present time caused Plaintiff to suffer severe and

extreme emotional and menta! distress.

28. At all times herein mentioned, Defendants, and each of

them, knew, or should have known, of the acts of sexual

molestation by defendant PACHECO and knew, or should have known,

that their failure to exercise reasonable conduct and due care in

their-carrying out of their duties to Plaintiff following the

abuse would cause severe mental anguish, emotional and physical

distress and profound shock to Plaintiff’s nervous system.

29. As a further and direct legal and proximate cause of

said wrongful acts of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff has

s~ffered and continues to suffer sever mental anguish, emotional

and physical stress, resulting in the injuries and damages set

forth herein.

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS)
(AGAINST FRIARS)

30. Plaintiff. incorporates the allegations o~ Paragraphs 1

through 9 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

31. Defendant FRIARS knew or should have been aware at some

time f~llowing the abuse by defendant PACHECO that such abuse had

taken place. Despite this knowledge, defendant FRIARS

intentionally, recklessly and with wanton disregard for the well-

being of Plaintfff has failed and refused to apologize to

Plaintiff and to offer him any therapy or counseling or to take
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any other actions to assist him in rebuilding his damaged

emotional and psychological state which they knew, or s~ould have

known, had been devastated by the abuse perpetrated by defendant

PACHECO.

32. The conduct of Defendants was done with a wanton and

reckless disregard of the consequences to Plaintiff and was done

with knowledge that it was highly probable that Plaintiff would

suffer severe mental anguish, emotional and physical distress,

humiliation and embarrassment.

33. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned

acts, Plaintiff suffered, and will continue to suffer, severe

humiliation, .embarrassment, mental anguish and emotional and

physical distress and further he has been injured in mind and body

and has suffered the injuries and damages as alleged herein.

34. The conduct of defendant FRIARS constituted malice and.

oppression in that defendant .FRIARS knew that Plaintiff was

vulnerable following the abuse and knewthat it was highly

unliMely that serious harm would result to Plaintiff, but

nonetheless acted in a despicable, wilful, deliberate and

conscious disregard of the rights and well-being of Plaintiff.

Plaintiff therefore seeks exemplary and punitive damages from

defendant FRIARS.

SIXTH CAUSE.OF ACTION

(CIVIL CONSPIRACY)
(AGAINST FRIARS)

35.

through 9 herein as though set,forth in their entir~y herein.

Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraphs i
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36. Beginning in the 1980"s and up to the present, defendant

FRIARS and DOES 2-100, and each of them, knowingly and wi!fully

conspired and agreed among themselves to avoid public disclosure

of and to take responsibility for the sexual molestations

committed by their fellow member, defendant PACHECO, and FRIARS

avoided extending apologies, counselling, therapy, and other

supportive services to Plaintiff or Plaintiff’s family when they

knew Plaintiff and his familY had asserted defendant PACHECO’s

sexual abuse of Plaintiff while PACHECO was a member of the

FRIARS.

37. Defendant FRIARS conspired up to the present to avoid

any affirmative actions to mitigate the damages caused by

defendant PACHECO even though defendant FRIARS had received

multiple accusations from various parents about defendant

PACHECO’s abuse of young men and despite the fact that defendant

FRIARS were themselves conducting .an on-going investigation of

defendant PACHECO’s sexual transgressions and despite the fact

that in or about 1988, defendant FRIARS disciplined PACHECO based

on such accusations.

38. In so doing, defendant FRIARS aggravated.the injuries

and aided and abetted and ratified the sexual abuse perpetrated on

.39. Defendant FRIARS did the acts and things herein alleged

pursuant to and in furtherance of their conspiracy.

40. Defendant FRIARS furthered the conspiracy by cooperating

to avoid the above-described affirmative actions and i~ this and

other ways ratified and adopted the acts of defenda~ PACHECO.

41. Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges
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that the last overt act and pursuant to the above-described

conspiracy occurred on or about A~gust 1996, on which date

Plaintiff met with the attorney for the FRIARS, in an attempt to

gain a response to this claim against the FRIARS. Said attorney

informed Plaintiff that he would contact Plaintiff with.the FRIARS

response. Attorney has never made contact~with plaintiff’s

attorney, nor has he responded to Plaintiff’s several calls in an

attempt to get a response back from the FRIARS. By this specific

failure to respond, and by the FRIARS consistent failure to

affirmatively respond over many years up to the present, the

FRIARS continue to act in furtherance of the conspiracy of silence

and thereby aggravate the injuries caused by the tortious sexual

abuse of Plaintiff.

42. As a proximate result of the wrongful acts as herein

alleged, Plaintiff has incurred general damages according to proof

at time of trial.

43. Further, Plaintiff has incurred special damages for

psychological counseling in an amount according~to proof at time

of trial.

44. In doing the things as herein alleged, defendant FRIARS

acted wilfully and with the intent to cause injury to Plaintiff.

Defendant FRIARS are therefore guilty of malice and oppression i~

conscious disregard of Plaintiff’s rights, thereby warranting an

assessment of punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish

Defendants and to deter others from engaging in similar

misconduct.

11

11
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~SEVENTH CAUSE OF

(ASSAULT AND. BATTERY)
(AGAINST PACHECO)

45. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations of Paragraph~ 1

through 9 herein as though set forth in their entirety herein.

46. Defendant PACHECO unlawfully assaulted and battered

Plaintiff by engaging in sexua! related conduct with Plaintiff as

alleged herein°

47. By reason of the aforementioned ~rongful acts, Plaintiff

was placed in great fear of his life and physical well-being.

48. As a direct and proximate result ofthe aforementioned

acts and the fright caused thereby, Plaintiff suffered the

injuries and damages as’alleged herein.

49. The conduct of defendant PACEECO constituted malice and

oppression in that Defendant knew that Plaintiff was v~inerable

and unable to protect himself and knew that it was highly likely

that serious harm would result, but in a despicable, wilful and

conscious disregard of the rights and safety of Plaintiff and his

family, Defendant deliberately ~ngaged in the conduct alleged

herein. Plaintiff therefore seeks exemplary and punitive damages

from defendant PACHECO.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for damages as follows:

I.    For general damages in an amount within the jurisdiction

of the Superior Court;

2.    For special damages for medical, incidental, and loss of

earnings, according to proof;

3.    For.puhitive damages;
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For u sts of suit herein; and

For such other and further relief as the Court~ay. deem

proper. "..     ~, - !~,,

Dated: March ~, 1997.

BELDEN, ABBEY, WEITZENBERG & KELLY

Wayne/R. Wolski
Attorney for Plaintiff

C: \WP51 \WRW .
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Bates Numbers 358-359 were removed by the Plaintiffs at the request of the Franciscans.



SEDGWICK.

DETERT, MORAN

ARNOLD

October 31, 1997

Wayne R. Wolski, .Esq.
Abbey, Weitzenberg, Kelly

Nadler, Hoffman & Emery
1105 NorthDutton Avenue
P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, CA 95402-1566

Re : v. Pacheco, et al.

Dear Mr. Wolski:

I ~.~hfidentia~ Settlement_Terms ~ ~

I will now file with the court the request for
dismissal and will provide you with a file, endorsed copy when it
is returned tome.

Very truly yours,

SEDGWICK, DETERT, MORAN &ARNOLD

NWH/Ijp
SDSF3/26492

Enclosures

as W. Heldt

One Embarcadero Center Sixteenth Floor San Francisco, Celi[ornia 941114765
Telephone 415.781~7900 Voice Mail 415.788.1459 Facsimile 415.781.~6~5



SEDGWICK.

-DETERT, MORAN

ARNOLD

October 31, 1997

Wayne R. Wolski, .Esq.
~Abbey, Weitzenberg, Kelly

Nadler, Hoffman & Emery
1105 North’Dutton Avenue
P.O. Box 1566
Santa Rosa, CA 95402-1566

v. Pacheco,.~t al.

Dear Mr. Wolski:

I received the settlement agreement signed b~ you and
your client. I also received the request for dismissal which you
signed. " I now enclose the settlement check in the amount of

I~also enclose an origin~9~ter from the Provincial
Minister of the Franclscans to ~i~%~’(~ ~D in care of

kyour firm.

I will now file with the court the request for
dismissal and will provide you with a file, endorsed copy when it
is returned to me.

NWH/Ijp

Enclosures

Very truly yours,

SEDGWICK, DETERT, MORAN & ARNOLD

REDACTED

o,.~,~ c,,,~,-,. OFM PACH
0360



Octc
Page 2

-, Esq.
v. Pacheco, et el.

)7

cc: iFr. Mel Jurisich

/ ~r~nciscan Friars of Northern California1500 34th Avenue     -
Oakland, CA 9460.1

Brian Brosnahan
Heller, Ehrman
333 Bush Street
San Francisco, CA 94104-2878
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e of St. Barbara
FRANCISCAN FRIARS     ~soo 34thAvenue Oakland California 94601 (510)536-3722 Fax (510)536-3970

October 23, 1997

Mr. 
c/o Belden, Abbey, Weitzenbefg, & Kelly
1105 North Dutton Avenue, PO Box 1566
Santa Rosa, California. 95402

Dear Mr. 

May the Lord give you peace!

The Franciscans of the St. Barbara Province have heard your pain caused by
the actions of Gary Pacheco while he was a Franciscan priest. Please accept
our sorrow and apology for the pain and hurt that Gary brought to you and
your family. Be assured that we do not condone his actions nor do we hide
from the knowledge of them.

We know the difficulty and hurt that can come with revealing Gary’s actions
to your family and to the Church, and we thank you for bringing this to us.
Although we cannot change the past, your disclosure helped make provisions
for the future.

The Franciscans will hold you and your family in our prayers in the hope that
your healing will. continue.

Sincerel

Provincial Minister
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